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ABSTRACT

In recent years, Singapore’s manufacturing sector has contributed more than a 
quarter of the total Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and has established global 
leadership positions in several manufacturing areas such as electronics, 
Information Technology (IT) and industrial automation. The Singapore 
Economic Review Committee (ERC) recommendation states that “software and 
embedded systems that drive products are one of the most important 
technologies for the manufacturing sector. “

With the increasing adoption of automated and intelligent products, embedded 
systems have emerged as a crucial technology for Singapore. However, the 
development of embedded applications is not a trivial undertaking as it can 
usually involve multi-discipline parties and different application platforms. Most 
embedded application developments use either vendor specific or desktop- 
based methodologies. Vendor specific methodologies constrain the company to 
rely on the specific vendor's solutions, whereas desktop-based methodologies 
are not well suited to embedded application development. Therefore, this 
research aims to develop a standard-based system development methodology 
for embedded applications.

The research programme comprises 5 stages. The first stage reviews the 
existing system development methodologies for embedded applications. The 
next stage formulates the proposed conceptual methodology followed by the 
development of the proof-of-concept tool to demonstrate the merits of the 
proposed approach. The methodology is then tested and evaluated respectively 
by using industrial experiments and feedback from a workshop. The final stage 
refines the methodology based on the feedback and presents the final system 
development methodology. The research has provided a sound foundation 
which future research in methodology for embedded applications to develop 
further.
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CHAPTER 1 -  Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to the research described in this thesis. 
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.1 presents the background 
context of the research, followed by an overview of the research aim, objectives 
and programme in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 briefly summarises the primary 
thesis contributions. Finally, the organisation of the thesis as well as a short 
description of each chapter is presented in Section 1.4.

1.1 Research background
The manufacturing sector in Singapore contributes more than one quarter of 
the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and is a prominent sector driving 
economic development of Singapore. With the ever-increasing competition from 
China, India and other South East Asian countries, the Singapore 
manufacturing sector is facing its toughest challenge in recent history. 
Consequently, these challenges force the sector to continually reduce cost, 
improve resource utilisation and develop innovative solutions to maximise 
Singapore’s competitiveness.

With the increasing trend towards industrial automation and intelligent products, 
embedded systems are becoming a crucial component of advanced
technology, complex equipment, products and automation. However, the
development of embedded applications is a complex process, as engineers 
have to deal with multiple platforms, different development environments and 
programming languages. Currently Singapore is lagging behind many foreign 
counterparts in the development of embedded applications. Nevertheless, 
Singapore aims to leverage on its current world-class IT and electronics 
industries to capture the huge global embedded software market.

This research is sponsored by the Singapore Institute of Manufacturing 
Technology (SIMTech). SIMTech is one of the fourteen research institutes 
under the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR), the
Singapore government agency supporting and promoting research and
development for the Singapore industry.

1.2 Overview of the research aims, objectives and programme
The previous section outlines the motivation and rationale driving this research 
to investigate a system development methodology for embedded applications. 
The aim of this research is therefore to propose an improved methodology to 
support embedded applications development. The objectives involve reviewing 
the existing system development methodologies, formulating the conceptual 
methodology, developing the proof-of-concept tool, testing and evaluating the 
methodology and finally refining the proposed methodology.
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CHAPTER 1 -  Introduction

In order to achieve the research aim and objectives, a structured research 
programme is developed, outlining the project details, phases, relevant 
objectives, tasks required and the deliverables.

1.3 Overview of research contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include the formulation of the new 
international standard-based system development methodology which seeks to 
guide future research and implementation direction, a proof-of-concept tool for 
embedded applications that allow researchers with the necessary test beds for 
experimentation and future improvement.

1.4 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organised into the following chapters:

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Chapter 6 

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Defines the industrial context of the research in Singapore, 
identifies the fields of research and outstanding issues that should 
be addresses.

Reviews the relevant literature related to embedded software 
applications development. The current state of research and 
challenges with existing approaches are discussed, further 
motivating the need for the newly proposed approach.

Develops the research aim, research objectives and a structured 
research programme. The plans and details of individual work 
packages are also identified.

Reviews of the existing system development methodologies for 
embedded applications and analyses the strengths, weaknesses 
and opportunities of each methodology

Presents and discusses the formulation of the conceptual system 
development methodology for embedded applications.

Develops the proof-of-concept tool, components and code 
generator in order to demonstrate the merits of the proposed 
approach and satisfy the various requirements for the system 
development methodology for embedded applications.

Evaluates the methodology with a number of experimental 
applications and analyse the potential improvement to the 
methodology from the workshop carried out.

Refines and documents the final 
methodology for embedded applications

system developmentChapter 9

Chapter 10 Concludes the thesis and identifies future research opportunities.
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CHAPTER 2  -  Industrial Context

The objective of this chapter is to understand the needs of the manufacturing 
industry in Singapore, while also identifying the main challenges faced. Chapter 
1 presented an overview of the thesis including its research aim, objectives and 
research programme, with a summary of research contributions also being 
provided.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 emphasises the importance of 
the manufacturing industry for Singapore’s economy, highlighting the key pillar 
represented by this sector in terms of Singapore’s overall economic power. 
Section 2.2 surveys the important business challenges for the electronics 
cluster in order to identify important issues that need to be addressed. Section 
2.3 gives an overview of the overall market in this cluster. Section 2.4 presents 
the Singapore government’s initiatives to serve, support, promote and inspire 
growth of the cluster. The need for a development methodology for embedded 
applications is highlighted in Section 2.5, with Section 2.6 then providing a 
summary of the chapter.

General Manufacturing Industrie

O thers

Manufacturing

W holesa le & 
Retail T rade

Financia l Services

C onstruction

B usiness ServicesTransport & Com m unications

ElectronicsTransport Engineering

Precision Engineering

B io m e d ica l

Figure 2-1: Singapore 2006 GDP [EDB, 2008]

2.1 Manufacturing within Singapore’s economy
The manufacturing sector, which contributed 28% of Singapore’s GDP in 2006, 
is the most important contributor to Singapore economy. The Singapore’s 
Economic Development Board (EDB) seeks to double the manufacturing output 
of Singapore, while maintaining its one-quarter share of GDP by 2018 [EDB, 
2008]. In manufacturing, Singapore has established global leadership positions 
in several areas including electronics and electrical products, repairs, 
maintenance, industrial automation and instrumentation equipment. As shown 
in Figure 2-1, manufacturing is the largest single contributor to Singapore’s 
GDP and the electronics cluster is one of the key pillars of the Singapore
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manufacturing sector. The EDB has estimated that the output from the 
electronics cluster will grow from S$73 billion in 2006 to S$117 billion in 2018.

The electronics cluster is one of the principal pillars for manufacturing in 
Singapore. Over the past 15 years, Singapore has transpired as a main 
regional electronics manufacturing hub, contributing over 4% of worldwide 
electronics manufacturing and ranking amongst the top 5 countries in the world 
in terms of electronics manufacturing output [Wong, 2002], The electronics 
cluster, including semiconductor production, computer peripherals, consumer 
electronics, information and communication technology (ICT), contributed about 
one-third of the overall GDP growth over the period 2000-06. The largest 
segment within the domestic electronics industry is semiconductor production 
[MAS, 2007]. There are about 14 semiconductor wafer manufacturing 
companies in Singapore, 20 assembly and test companies and 40 integrated 
circuit design companies. In fact, Singapore is home to the world’s top 3 in 
wafer production, the world’s top 3 in assembly and test operation and 4 of the 
world’s top 10 fabless design companies [Lee, 2008]. Manufacturing is 
therefore likely to remain one of the key drivers of Singapore’s economy. The 
primary business challenges facing the electronics cluster are discussed in the 
next section.

2.2 Challenges facing the electronics cluster in Singapore

Figure 2-2: Key business challenges, 2005 [WDA, 2006]

A survey conducted by Singapore’s Workforce Development Agency (WDA) 
between 2005 and 2006 provided valuable information regarding the business 
challenges, needs, current staff skill levels and training cost allocation for 
various segments within the electronics cluster [WDA, 2006]. As shown in 
Figure 2-2, the key business challenge of the electronics cluster is managing 
the competitive cost structure, which includes improving productivity and 
reducing the cost of components, engineering and development. The next most

Managing a Competitive Cost Structure 

Attracting New Customers 

Attracting Suitably Skilled New'Abrkers into the Industry
J

Keeping Up with Changes inTechnology 

Dealing with Increased Competition Overseas 

Dealing with Increased Competition Locally 

Developing New Products and Sen/ices 

Improving the Skills of Basting Workers in the Industry

I
I45

Retaining Existing Customers 

Improving Market Access Beyond the Domestic Market

%
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CHAPTER 2 - Industrial Context

critical challenge is to attract new customers by developing novel and 
innovative products, services, promotions and tapping potential new markets. 
Attracting skilled employees and keeping up with changes in technology is 
another important challenge due to the rapid changes of new technologies and 
the lack of suitably skilled resources. The challenges for engineers are to create 
solutions at a faster rate, with ever smaller and lower power consuming new 
products in electronics manufacturing [Lee, 2008].

4,000
3,605

3,000 -

2,000  -

1000 -

1461

548 607

■1206
849 939

445

1866

1,443

36 431

1,27

Overall Overall Services Electronics Wholesale & Transport & Accommodation Financial 
Manufacturing Retail Trade Communications Services and Intermediation

Food & Beverage
□ 2003 □ 2004

Source: MOM, EST, 2003 & 2004

Figure 2-3: Average training cost (in SGD) per trainee by industry, 2003 &
2004 [WDA, 2006]

Inspite of the widely acknowledged importance of the electronics cluster, its 
average investment in employee training is second lowest as compared to other 
clusters. From 2003 to 2004, it has had a small increase from S$314 to S$445 
per trainee, as shown in Figure 2-3. This lack of investment may affect the 
competitiveness of the companies in this electronics cluster. Limited emphasis 
on training may be due to an increasing cost, the rapid pace of innovation and 
the introduction of new technology. The survey also reveals that the electronics 
companies need to improve their job-specific skills and productivity. The most 
crucial job-specific training is related to electronics and embedded system 
technology.

Unfortunately, the electronics cluster is affected by rapid technological 
advances which have grown faster than most other industries over the past 
several years. The rising cost of hiring experienced staff, ever-increasing cost of 
training, the rapid pace of innovation and the rapid introduction of new 
technology poses more challenges to the industry. The key issue is how to 
retain knowledge and reduce the learning curve for various new technologies.
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Some of the companies run into trouble because they cannot keep up with the 
rapid technological developments. Such uncertainties can be expected to 
continue [BLS, 2007].

2.3 Overview of the electronics cluster in Singapore
The electronics cluster in Singapore is mainly dominated by multinational 
corporations (MNCs), which include those related to the manufacture of 
semiconductors, telecommunications, consumer electronics, automations, 
computer peripherals, industrial and precision equipment, medical technology 
and automotive electronics. Integrated circuits, televisions, computers, pagers, 
printers and many other products are now manufactured in Singapore for the 
global markets [Tilley & Williams, 1997]. As shown in Figure 2-4, most of the 
companies in the electronics cluster have an intricate integration of 
microelectronic and embedded systems [Lim, 2007].

CONSUMER 
ELECTRONICS OFFICE 

AUTOMATION
Avago, ComSoc. Creative, 
Dell, HP, Infineon Kodak, 
Marvell, Motorola. NXP, 

Panasonic. Philips, Seagate, 
Solomon Systech, 

STMicroelectronics

COMMUNICATIONS IT

AUTOMOTIVE 
ELECTRONICS

Brunswick, Cubic Micro. 
Delphi, Infineon, 

Siemens VDO

INDUSTRIAL & 
PRECISION EQUIPMENT

Avago, ComSoc, Emerson 
Fisher, Kulicke & Soffa, 

Rockwell Automation, ST 
Electronics, 

STMicroelectronics

Avago, Broadcom, Infineon, 
Marvell,

Mediatek, Microsoft, 
Oracle, Oki

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIES

Applied Biosystems, DTQ, Eutech 
Instruments, ST Electronics, 

STMicroelectronics, Welch Allyn,

IC design companies 
Embedded system companies

Figure 2-4: The intricate relationship between microelectronics and 
embedded systems in Singapore [Lim, 2007]

Mr. Heng Chee How, Minister of State for Trade & Industry of Singapore, 
explained that embedded systems play a very important role in the electronics 
clusters and the expected significant contribution to the Singapore economy. 
Electronic companies are important to Singapore's manufacturing output and 
employment. Electronic product and manufacturing relies heavily on embedded
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systems and embedded applications. It is one of the fastest growing clusters in 
Singapore [Heng, 2005].

The global embedded software market is vast and growing rapidly. The world 
market size was US$45.9 billion in 2004 and the estimated Average Annual 
Growth Rate (AAGR) between 2004 and 2009 is 14%, growing to US$88 billion 
[BCC, 2000]. Singapore is aiming at this large embedded software market with 
plans by the EDB to position Singapore as a global centre of excellence for 
embedded software technology. Mr. Ko Kheng Hwa, Managing Director of EDB, 
proposed that Singapore could capitalise on its strong competency such as its 
existing world-class information technologies and electronics industries, to 
develop embedded software expertise. He reiterated that embedded software 
has the important capabilities of supporting Singapore R&D and manufacturing 
in various industrial clusters. He further outlined that embedded systems 
represent the convergence of both hardware and software for manufacturing 
and services. Developing embedded application software requires a new skill- 
set in comparison to conventional software and the entry barrier for companies 
venturing into design and development of innovative embedded software is 
generally quite high. With improvements of embedded software development 
environments, Singapore can leverage on the current strengths of its world 
class IT and electronics industries to provide world-class embedded system 
designs and development services, as well as industry resources in a 
convenient and cost-effective manner [Ko, 2005].

2.4 Government initiatives
Huff [1995] argues that Singapore’s model of economic development is one 
that depends on services and manufacturing exports with extensive government 
intervention and planning. In a small country like Singapore, government 
initiatives are essential to the successful expansion of the manufacturing sector. 
Understanding Singapore’s government plans and initiatives will help to focus 
the direction of research and investment. Tilley & Williams [1997] further 
explained that concerted attempts have been made by the government to 
entice foreign companies to re-locate their R&D centres to Singapore. Future 
government-led developments in include the support of local capabilities in 
embedded systems. The success of the Singapore manufacturing sector is also 
because of a strong focus on science and technology initiatives. A ten-year 
master plan consisting of various technology initiatives in embedded software 
and other focus areas, have immensely benefited the electronics cluster.

Mr. Lee Hsien Loong, the Prime Minister of Singapore, formed the Economic 
Review Committee (ERC) in Dec 2001 to study economic growth and provide 
recommendation for future directions. The manufacturing subcommittee of the 
ERC has invested substantial effort formulating strategies to further uphold 
Singapore's competitive position in manufacturing and to ensure that the

9
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resources invested will be transformed into sustainable economic growth in the 
future. The ERC’s Manufacturing subcommittee has recommended that 
Singapore should focus its R&D on "embedded software that makes hardware 
devices more intelligent with improved functionalities" [Splunter, 2002]. The 
report further explained that software and embedded systems are one of the 
key technologies for the manufacturing sector.

In response to the ERC recommendation, the Ministry of Trade and Industry 
(MTI) published its Science and Technology plan [S&T Plan, 2006], which is the 
third Singapore research and development (R&D) plan. One area selected by 
the committee and addressed in this thesis, is embedded and hybrid system 
research. The Science and Technology plan is an important plan that 
encourages researchers from various research institutes, universities and 
companies in Singapore to focus on similar, complementary directions and 
visions. Singapore is a small country and must focus its limited resources to 
develop peaks of excellence. R&D funding is then directed towards the selected 
areas where there is most potential for scientific breakthroughs, which may 
yield economic benefit for Singapore.

Currently, Singapore’s government is actively promoting and developing the 
embedded software industry. The development thrust focuses on four main 
areas [EDB, 2005]:

1. Technology Development: Singapore will strengthen its embedded 
software technology by encouraging local R&D activities. The Agency for 
Science, Technology & Research (A*STAR) has started the "Embedded 
& Hybrid System Phase I and Phase II" research programme and has 
sponsored more than 19 research projects in various research institutes, 
including SIMTech and the Universities. The EDB also has various 
programmes to promote more R&D in embedded software among 
companies in Singapore.

2. Enterprise Development: Singapore will attract and nurture both local 
and foreign embedded software development enterprises. Moving 
forward, Singapore also plans to build on its existing base of more than 
one hundred companies who develop embedded software application. 
The Start-up Enterprise Development Scheme (SEEDS) funding 
programme will support more start-up companies.

3. Human Capital Development: Singapore will expand the existing small 
pool of one thousand embedded system engineers by strengthening its 
education programmes. The National University of Singapore (NUS) has 
started an embedded system undergraduate degree. A Masters degree 
in embedded systems has also been formed in collaboration with the 
Design Technology Institute (DTI). Nanyang Technological University
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(NTU) also started a part-time Masters degree on embedded technology 
in 2003.

4. Partnership Development: Singapore is encouraging cross-industry 
partnerships to address the complexities of embedded systems and its 
related technology. The EDB has started the "Embedded in Singapore" 
platform in 2002 with activities and internal portals to strengthen the 
community, explore new opportunities and generate new technology 
partnerships so that embedded system technologies developed in 
Singapore can capture international attention. More than thirty 
embedded technology companies have already joined this platform.

2.5 The need for a development methodology for embedded 
applications

In the electronics industry, companies need to continually enhance their 
capabilities and delivery lead-times in system integration, automation, 
equipment, process, quality control and traceability in order to create new value 
and sustain growth [Yeo, 2008]. The next generation of factory automation will 
require full-scale, industry-ready paradigms, methodologies and advanced 
proof-of-concepts [Bouyssounouse & Sifakis, 2005].

For Singapore’s electronics industry to maintain competitiveness in the global 
market, companies must address serious challenges such as reducing 
embedded application engineering costs, as well as enhancing its functionality 
and agility to cater for solutions that are more complex. Traditional embedded 
systems such as programmable logic controllers (PLC) and microprocessors 
will not be able to handle the design requirements, whereas PC-based solutions 
are likely to be too bulky for some industrial environments.

There are many different types of embedded systems available in the market, 
ranging from the single 8-bit microcontroller and microprocessors to multi-core 
processors. There is also a new family of embedded systems with 
reconfigurable hardware processors such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGA) and reconfigurable multi-core processors. The reconfigurable hardware 
processors use embedded software to reconfigure the gates in the processor. 
This has provided many opportunities for companies to explore complex 
solutions either on a single embedded system or on multiple networked 
embedded systems. Embedded system development has therefore evolved into 
large-scale, distributed environments, which requires new engineering 
methodologies and management. Nowadays, embedded system development 
projects usually involve many engineers, outsourcing partners, hardware 
partners, third party software components, open-source systems and software. 
Most embedded system development methodologies are either vendor specific 
or desktop-based methodologies. Vendor specific methodologies will render the 
company reliant on the specific vendor's solution, whereas desktop-based
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systems are not well suited for embedded system solutions. As a short-term 
solution to challenges faced by embedded system development projects, 
companies generally hire more engineers and allocate more resources, which 
increase the overall cost and complexity of project management. Such action 
may further delay delivering embedded software applications or deliver 
applications with bugs, which compromise the quality [Underseth, 2007].

Moreover, embedded systems generally require different hardware platforms, 
programming languages and expertise. It is therefore difficult for companies to 
maintain a large pool of engineers with adequate expertise across all 
disciplines. It is also difficult for existing software or hardware engineers to 
adapt their skills to new embedded hardware platforms and programming 
languages. Most companies in Singapore select one or two embedded 
hardware platforms and languages along with a very dedicated engineer to 
handle the specific platform, which limits the companies' competitiveness. 
Other engineers who are not trained in the same platform may not be able to 
contribute to the detailed design and development. Increasingly, such 
challenges cannot be effectively met by simply importing embedded software 
expertise from overseas and increasing the training of engineers.

The growing complexity of embedded application development and the 
business challenges faced by the electronics cluster reinforce the need for a 
system development methodology with an automated application generator to 
reduce the dependency on human coding for the various embedded platforms. 
The objective is to have engineers and integrators create reusable components, 
which can be shared and automated throughout the development cycle. 
Therefore, the challenge of this research can be summarised by the question:

"Is there a development methodology for embedded applications, which 
can retain knowledge and reduce the learning curve for various new 
embedded application technologies to address some of the existing

business challenges?"

Should such a development methodology exist, it would be capable of 
addressing some of the industrial problems previously discussed. If the 
methodology were not available, then the research problem would focus on the 
development of a methodology based on new and existing knowledge. The next 
step is therefore to understand the current state of research and the challenges 
related to embedded application development.

2.6 Chapter summary
This chapter highlighted the importance of the manufacturing sector and the 
electronic cluster to the economy of Singapore. It presented the main business 
challenges facing the electronics cluster and highlighted that the limited 
emphasis on training may be due to increasing cost, rapid pace of innovation
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and new technology introduction. The role of embedded systems in the 
electronics manufacturing cluster, the estimated market size and the long-term 
initiatives from the Singapore government have clearly illustrated the 
importance of embedded technology. Companies need increasingly responsive 
to customer demands and technology complexity, as they have become vital for 
companies to have a shorter time to market. With limited training resources, 
rapid technology advancements and difficulties in finding suitably skilled staff, 
companies urgently need help to address these challenges. Based on this 
proposition, it is therefore necessary to understand the current state of research 
and the challenges related to embedded application development.
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The motivation of this research is driven by the industrial challenges outlined in 
the previous chapter. This chapter presents an overview of embedded
application development and the current state of research. The purpose of this 
chapter is to define the key terms, findings, outstanding issues and to address 
the following important questions:

a) What is a system development methodology?

b) What is an embedded system?

c) What is the current research trend for embedded application
development?

d) What are the primary research issues associated with embedded 
application development?

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.1 illustrates the research plan 
using a systematic search strategy. Section 3.2 discusses the review and 
selection process of relevant papers. Findings from the literature review are 
presented in Section 3.3 along with the identified outstanding issues. Finally, a 
summary of the chapter is provided in Section 3.4.

3.1 Search strategy
A review of relevant literature was carried out to establish the key definitions, 
findings and issues regarding embedded application design and system 
development methodologies. The scope of the literature review is therefore 
limited to papers dealing with embedded applications and development 
methodologies. The search strategy begins by identifying the database source 
through keyword searches and gradually narrowing down the selection to those 
covering Journals, conference papers and books from the research community. 
An extensive database covering manufacturing, computing, electronic, 
engineering along with library catalogue systems was initially targeted. These 
database sources allow access to large collections of research publications. 
The search narrowed down to a few key databases including Association of 
Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct 
(Elsevier), ISI Web of Knowledge (ISI) and Inspec on Engineering Village (El).

A range of keyword combinations including “embedded system”, “embedded 
application”, “embedded software”, design, development, platform or 
methodology were used. As shown in Table 3-1, it is impractical to review to 
extensive list of relevant literature. In order to restrict the search to more recent 
publications, the timeframe was set from 2000 to 2008. However, the search of 
literature remained broad due to the citations in the surveyed recent literature. 
Some citations in key publications were also selected as part of the review.
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Some of the publications are duplications from different databases. For 
example, ISI and El reference many papers from other databases such as 
ACM, IEEE Xplore and Elsevier. Therefore, the list of the papers needed to be 
further checked for duplication, relevance of the title, keywords listed and their 
abstracts before selecting the final list of articles for review.

3.2 Results and analysis
The search strategy began by identifying relevant databases through different 
search strings as shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Literature keyword search results

Keywords searched ACM IEEE El ISI Elsevier Total

S1 :"Embedded system" + 
Development + 
Methodology

614 50 258 59 15 996

S2: "Embedded system" + 
Development + Platform

696 86 381 79 10 1252

S3: “Embedded system” + 
Development + 
Methodology

649 197 269 2 2 1119

S4: "Embedded software" + 
Development + 
Methodology

649 24 12 30 649 1364

S5: "Embedded software" + 
Development + Platform

681 52 250 49 3 1035

S6: "Embedded software" + 
Development + 
Methodology

618 52 250 49 3 972

S7: "Embedded Application" + 
Development + 
Methodology

98 4 30 5 2 139

S8: "Embedded Application" + 
Development + Platform

111 1 36 8 4 160

S9: "Embedded Application" + 
Development + 
Methodology

79 3 25 3 1 111
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Table 3-1: Literature keyword search results (continued)

Keywords searched ACM IEEE El ISI Elsevier Total

S10: “Embedded system” + 
Design + Methodology

9743 411 0 6 1997 12157

S11: “Embedded system” + 
Design + Platform

7431 547 0 3 55 8036

S12: “Embedded system” + 
Design + Methodology

9498 716 0 2 97 10313

S13: “Embedded software” + 
Design + Methodology

7,949 40 0 0 36 8025

S14: “Embedded software” + 
Design + Platform

6579 90 0 2 30 6701

S15: “Embedded software” + 
Design + Methodology

7295 113 0 0 32 7440

S16: “Embedded Application” 
+ Design + Methodology

9273 30 0 0 48 9351

S17: “Embedded Application” 
+ Design + Platform

7187 34 0 0 35 7256

S18: “Embedded Application” 
+ Design + Methodology

8914 51 0 0 51 9016

The initial selection, after a filtering process, comprised approximately 150 
papers from various international journals and conferences. Each of the papers 
was carefully reviewed to identify the key findings and outstanding issues. Once 
the list of relevant papers is identified, the first step of the review is to 
summarise the key findings related to the pertinent questions outlined in the 
introduction. This allows for a clear understanding of the current research 
direction. Each paper was analysed in detail to highlight the key findings and 
identify the outstanding issues. Finally, the findings and issues are summarised 
to form the research aim, objectives and programmes. Table 3-2 shows a list of 
26 key papers selected, with publication dates ranging from 1997 to 2008.

Once the list of relevant papers is identified, the first step of the review is to 
summarise the key findings related to the pertinent questions outlined in the 
introduction. This allows for a clear understanding of the current research 
direction. Each paper was analysed in detail to highlight the key findings and
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identify the remaining issues. Finally, the findings and issues are summarised 
to form the research aim, objectives and programmes.

Table 3-2: Key papers identified

Author Title Source

Paulin et al, 
1997

Embedded Software in Real-Time 
Signal Processing Systems: 
Application and Architecture 
Trends

Proceedings of the IEEE

Sangiovanni- 
Vincentelli 
& Martin, 
2001

Platform-Based Design and 
Software Design Methodology for 
Embedded Systems

IEEE Design & Test of 
Computers

Martin, 2002 UML for Embedded Systems 
Specification and Design: 
Motivation and Overview

Proceedings of the Design, 
Automation and Test in 
Europe Conference

Paulin & 
Santana, 
2002

FlexWare: A Retargetable 
Embedded-Software 
Development Environment

IEEE Design & Test of 
Computers

Yen et al, 
2002

A Component-based Approach 
for Embedded Software 
Development

IEEE Symposium on 
Object-Oriented Real- 
Time Distributed 
Computing

Alur et al, 
2003

Generating Embedded Software 
from Hierarchical Hybrid Models

Proceedings of the ACM

Damasevicius 
et al,
2003

Application of Design Patterns for 
Hardware Design

Proceedings of the 40th 
Conference on Design 
Automation

Graaf et al, 
2003

Embedded Software Engineering: 
The State of the Practice

IEEE Computer Society 
IEEE Software

Karsai et al, 
2003

Model-Integrated Development of 
Embedded Software

Proceedings of The IEEE

Brisolara et al, 
2004

Evaluating High-level Models for 
Real Time Embedded System 
Design

Design Methods and 
Applications for 
Distributed Embedded 
Systems Conference 2004
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Table 3-2: Key papers identified (continued)

Author Title Source

Brunei et al, 
2004

SoftContract: an Assertion- 
Based Software Development 
Process that Enables Design- 
by-Contract

Proceedings of the 
Design, Automation and 
Test in Europe 
Conference

Mustapic et al, 
2004

Real World Influences on 
Software Architecture - 
Interviews with Industrial 
System Experts

Proceedings of the 4th 
Working IEEE/IFIP 
Conference on Software 
Architecture

Posadas et al, 
2004

Single Source Design 
Environment for Embedded 
Systems Based on SystemC

Design Automation for 
Embedded Systems

Baleani et al, 
2005

Correct-by-Construction 
Transformations across Design 
Environments for Model-Based 
Embedded Software 
Development

Proceedings of the 
Design, Automation and 
Test in Europe 
Conference

Graaf et al, 
2005

Evaluating an Embedded 
Software Reference 
Architecture — Industrial 
Experience Report

Proceedings of the 9th 
European Conference on 
Software Maintenance 
and Reengineering

Luan et al, 
2005

A Heterogeneous Evolutional 
Architecture for Embedded 
Software

Proceedings of the 5th 
International Conference 
on Computer and 
Information Technology

Mattos et al, 
2005

Making Object Oriented Efficient 
for Embedded System 
Applications

Proceedings of the 18th 
Annual Symposium on 
Integrated Circuits and 
System Design

Hanninen et 
al, 2006

Present and Future 
Requirements in Developing 
Industrial Embedded Real-Time 
Systems - Interviews with 
Designers in the Vehicle 
Domain

Proceedings of the 13th 
Annual IEEE 
International Symposium 
and Workshop on 
Engineering of Computer 
Based Systems
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Table 3-2: Key papers identified (continued)

Author Title Source

Ibrahim et al, 
2006

Embedded Systems 
Development: Quest for 
Productivity and Reliability

Proceedings of the 5th 
International Conference 
on Commercial-off-the- 
Shelf (COTS)-Based 
Software Systems

Jeon et al, 2006 Using Operational Architecture 
to Model Embedded Software

Proceedings of the 13th 
Asia Pacific Software 
Engineering Conference

Ma et al, 2006 QoS Analysis for Component- 
based Embedded Software: 
Model and Methodology

The Journal of Systems 
and Software

Oliveira et al, 
2006

Early Embedded Software 
Design Space Exploration 
Using UML-based Estimation

Proceedings of the 
Seventeenth 
International Workshop 
on Rapid System 
Prototyping

Zhou et al, 2006 A Software Enhancement 
System for Embedded 
Software Development

Proceedings of the 9th 
International 
Symposium on Object 
and Component- 
Oriented Real-Time 
Distributed Computing

Balasubramanian 
et al, 2007

A Platform-independent 
Component Modelling 
Language for Distributed Real
time and Embedded System

Journal of Computer and 
System Science

M. Wenger et al, 
2008

Model-Driven Embedded 
Systems Design Environment 
for the Industrial Automation 
Sector State-of-the-Art and 
Technology Review Report

The MEDEIA 
Consortium, 2008
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3.3 Key findings and outstanding issues
The literature review provides a better understanding of current research 
trends, establishes the key findings and highlights outstanding research 
challenges. This section discusses each of these in detail.

3.4 Definition of a system development methodology
Since the research topic of this thesis requires the proposal of a new system 
development methodology, it is necessary to discuss the meaning of this term. 
This section presents the definition of a system development methodology that 
is used throughout the thesis.

There have been many definitions of a system. Hall [1962] explains, “System 
Engineering is probably not amenable to a clear, sharp, one sentence 
definition”. There are several definitions found in the literature. Hall defines a 
system as “a set of objects with relationships between the objects and between 
their attributes”. Rechtin [1991] offers a deeper definition of a system as “a 
collection of things working together to produce something greater...each 
system is inherently a part of a still larger system”. Rechtin & Maier [1997] 
suggest “a system is a collection of different things which together produce 
results unachievable by themselves alone”. Ellis & Ludwig [1962], Chase [1974] 
and Minds [1995] define a system as essentially “anything that performs work 
on an input in order to generate an output”.

Blanchard & Fabrycky [1981] defines system development as “a sequential and 
iterative methodology to reach cost-effective solutions”. They continue by 
stating that system development “is directly concerned with the transition from 
requirements identification to a fully defined system configuration ready for 
production and ultimate customer use”. On the other hand, Chase [1974] 
defines system development as “the irreducible gross functional steps which 
must be followed”. Halblander [2004] defines a methodology as “a set of 
guidelines for use in a larger (less specific) context than would be considered 
for a method or process. A methodology provides flexibility in the form of 
general characteristics and guidelines which allow the engineer to choose 
whatever method or technique is best suited for a particular situation”.

Finding 1: For the purpose of this research, the term “System development 
methodology” is defined as “A set of sequential guidelines for the development 
of an embedded application that performs work on input(s) in order to generate 
output(s)”.

3.5 Definition of an embedded system
The term “embedded system” is commonly used by both researchers and 
industrial practitioners, however a consensus regarding its definition is generally 
lacking as it is a complete list of their characteristics and properties [Graaf et al
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2002; Bertolott, 2006]. It is therefore difficult to have a clear definition of 
embedded system due to the rapid and frequent changes in hardware and 
software [Noergaard, 2005; Bertolott, 2006].

Generally, most authors agree that an embedded system is:

• a mixed hardware and software system [Barr, 1990; Kumar et al, 1996; 
Lopez et al, 1998; Calyez, 1993; Kuvaja et al, 1999; Graaf et al, 2002; 
Bjarnemyr & Dahlberg, 2004; Noergaard, 2005];

• dedicated to a specific application [Barr, 1990; Kumar et al, 1996; Lopez 
et al, 1998; Calyez, 1993; Paulin et al, 1997; Kuvaja et al, 1999; Wolf, 
2000; Graaf et al, 2002; Bjarnemyr & Dahlberg, 2004; Noergaard, 2005; 
Bertolott, 2006];

• to control, monitor or assist the operation of equipment, machinery or 
plants, ‘embedded' signifying that they are an integrated part of that 
equipment [Kornecki, 1999; Kippenberger, 1999; Bjarnemyr & Dahlberg,, 
2004; Bertolott, 2006]; and

• not seen or programmable by the user as a computer. It is an execute- 
only target environment [Kornecki, 1999; Bertolott, 2006].

The following are some of the additional characteristics or properties of 
embedded systems highlighted by various authors:

• It has real-time behaviour [Paulin et al, 1997].

• Correct design is essential due to the potential impact on the 
surrounding environment or person using the equipment [Paulin et al, 
1997].

• It can perform very limited functions and specific control capability 
[Pressman, 1997].

• It includes one or more microprocessors [Bjarnemyr & Dahlberg, 2004].

• The principal role is not only the conversion of data but also to interact 
with the physical world [Luan et al, 2005].

• It is a computer system with higher quality and reliability requirements 
than other types of computer systems [Noergaard, 2005].

Finding 2: There is no general consensus on the definition of embedded 
system due to the constant change and advancement of the technology. Some 
of the generally agreed characteristics or properties of embedded systems are:

• a mixed hardware and software system

• a special purpose and dedicated functional system
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• a device that controls, monitors or assists the operation of equipment, 
machinery or plants

• the operation is hidden from the user's point of view.

3.6 Complexity and rapid growth of embedded application
Paulin et al [1997] predicted that embedded systems would continue to grow in 
terms of both market share and complexity. He argued that the rapidly 
increasing effort associated with embedded application development goes 
beyond hardware-oriented development. Embedded systems are constantly 
increasing in complexity required to fuel the recent explosion in demand. Due to 
the growing sophistication and complexity of modern applications, embedded 
applications are becoming more complex and difficult to develop [Yen et al, 
2002; Graaf et al, 2003; Jeon et al, 2006; Ibrahim et al, 2006, Lau & Pritchard, 
2006]. This requires embedded application development engineers to 
constantly learn different tools, making it more difficult to deliver high-quality 
applications on time.

As the complexity, number and diversity of applications increase, more and 
more companies are encountering challenges in achieving innovative 
embedded application within a short timeframe [Graaf et al, 2003]. There is no 
single dominant operating system, which results in an added problem 
concerning the selection of a suitable embedded system. Unlike PC-based 
systems, an operating system for embedded system needs to be adapted for 
specific architecture and hardware specification. Embedded application 
developers require precise skill sets and domain knowledge regarding the 
specific hardware and software system under development. Many companies 
may not have such a broadly skilled workforce readily available [Paulin & 
Santana, 2002].

Finding 3: It is evident that embedded systems will continue to grow in 
demand, market share and complexity. Embedded applications are becoming 
more complex and difficult to develop because of the growing sophistication of 
application, hardware and software environments. There is no single dominant 
operating system, software architecture and hardware specification for 
embedded systems. There is also an increasing tendency of shifting 
functionality and complexity away from hardware into software. Embedded 
application developers require familiarity with specific programming languages, 
as well as a broad range of skills and domain knowledge which companies may 
not readily have access to.

3.7 Merging of hardware and software
There is an increasing tendency of shifting functionality and complexity away 
from hardware into software [Paulin et al, 1997; Mustapic et al, 2004; Hanninen
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et al, 2006; Ibrahim et al, 2006; Lau & Pritchard, 2006]. A survey of some 
electronics manufacturing companies in Europe suggested that embedded 
systems are moving from “hardware first” to “software first” approaches. 
Increasingly, more intelligence is encapsulated in embedded system software 
[Mustapic et al, 2004]. In another separate survey of requirements for 
developing embedded systems, Hanninen et al [2006] found that more 
hardware solutions are being replaced by software solutions, resulting in added 
complexity of embedded systems.

The trend for shifting functionality and complexity into software is mainly due to 
economic reasons. Manufacturers need to reduce the cost of products but 
simultaneously seek configurable components. Shifting functionality to software 
can reduce the hardware. In addition, it is easier to modify software rather than 
hardware. Furthermore, using software for the configuration of hardware is 
more cost effective. However, these added functionalities increase complexity 
and when coupled with a lack of system design tools, greatly complicates the 
process of embedded system development [Ibrahim et al, 2006].

The increasing range of features, complexity and high performance 
requirements of embedded systems require configurable hardware to enhance 
computations that were originally performed by microprocessors [Lau & 
Pritchard, 2006]. The job of embedded application developers is further 
complicated by shifting functionality and complexity away from hardware into 
software [Lau & Pritchard, 2006; Ibrahim et al, 2006].

Finding 4: Increasingly, more functions that are typically executed hardware 
are being moved to software because manufacturers seek to reduce product 
cost while maintaining configurability. By encapsulating intelligence and 
hardware functions into software, the product cost can be reduced and 
configurability improved. On the other hand, the complexity of the developing 
the embedded application will increase.

3.8 Software components, re-usability, design pattern and code 
generation

Techniques for reusable application development, component-based methods, 
design pattern methods and code generation are favoured by most companies 
because they can significantly reduce the development time and cost [Yen et al, 
2002; Paulin & Santana, 2002; Damasevicius et al, 2003; Graaf et al, 2003; 
Mustapic et al, 2004; Baleani et al, 2005; Ibrahim et al, 2006; Hanninen et al, 
2006; Ma et al, 2006; Balasubramanian et al, 2007]. An industrial survey by 
Graaf et al [2002] and Mustapic et al [2004] found that reusability is often 
considered one of the most important advantages of embedded systems. The 
reuse of subsystems or components in a new system design was considered as 
an important cost saving practice. As the cost of developing embedded
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application software increases, it becomes increasingly important to reuse 
software components to minimise investment requirements.

However, most companies practice reusability in an ad-hoc manner. Project 
team members simply copy project documents, requirements and coding from 
similar projects previously developed. Most of the components need to comply 
with legacy systems, as most projects do not start from scratch. This presents a 
challenge for any new introduction of technology, in that it should be at least 
compatible with the legacy technology. Improving reusability could also be done 
at the system level using design pattern oriented modelling and components 
[Damasevicius et al, 2003; Rinc'on et al, 2005].

Design pattern is the encapsulation of common solutions to recurring design 
problems at the system level. Design pattern can increase reusability, quality 
and productivity in embedded application design. The benefits of using design 
patterns include abstract and implementation independence, ease of 
communication between difference design teams and the reuse of existing 
testing methodologies to ensure better application quality [Damasevicius et al, 
2003].

Software components are designed as reusable or standard-based 
components. Standard-based component models are increasingly replacing the 
use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) proprietary components for embedded 
application development, especially for large-scale embedded applications. 
Companies are looking for standard-based component development 
environments believing that they can facilitate development which improves the 
embedded application software quality since components are often used in 
multiple applications and are subject to extensive testing. A component-based 
development approach can significantly reduce software development time and 
cost [Ma et al, 2006; Hanninen et al, 2006; Balasubramanian et al, 2007].

To enhance the productivity of embedded applications, software development 
has shifted away from programming to integration components and code 
generation. A useful methodology must involve automatic or semi-automatic 
code generation with support by software tools. Code generation from 
standard-based component tools can improve the embedded application 
automation and productivity as well as accelerate reusability, sharing and 
transferability [Damasevicius et al, 2003; Baleani et al, 2005; Ma et al, 2006].

The benefits of reusable standard-based components, design pattern and code 
generation approaches in embedded application development include:

• Timely functional products: The reuse of components, design patterns 
and code generation can help to cope with the limited availability 
resources (time, human or financial) constraints and result in improved 
productivity [Ibrahim et al, 2006; Damasevicius et al, 2003; 
Balasubramanian et al, 2007].
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• Reliability: The reuse of well-tested and designed components and 
design patterns can dramatically improve the reliability of the final system 
[Ibrahim et al, 2006; Hanninen et al, 2006].

• Improve understanding through abstraction: The reuse through 
components and design patterns helps developers abstract detailed 
implementations of components from the system. This can help in 
system level understanding, communication, simplify development and 
further improve productivity [Ibrahim et al, 2006; Damasevicius et al, 
2003].

• Incremental development: Components can be formed from others of 
minimum functionality which can later be enhanced and made more 
complex. This can help to improve the time to market [Ibrahim et al, 
2006].

• Maintainability: An individual component can be enhanced and easily 
customised to meet new requirements. It is more manageable to alter 
the functionality of individual components rather than changing the full 
system [Paulin & Santana, 2002; Ibrahim et al, 2006].

• Minimise risk: Components and code generators help to make the 
system easier to modify and replace. They also reduce the time, cost 
and risk of developing the embedded application [Damasevicius et al, 
2003; Ibrahim et al, 2006].

Finding 5: One way to develop embedded applications is by using design 
patterns, standard-based component development and code generation 
techniques. This can reduce time and cost while improving software reusability 
and quality. New embedded applications can be easily assembled from 
reusable components.

3.9 Research focus on standards like SystemC, UML, Function 
Block

The literature has identified numerous research activities in the area of 
embedded systems, with the main research direction being focusing on 
standard-based approaches such as Unified Modelling Language (UML), 
Function Block and SystemC. Other research efforts are quite fragmented 
across areas ranging from new compiler, CASE tools, expert system and Petri- 
net. Standard-based approaches are detailed next.

UML Standard: UML is a well-accepted modelling standard for desktop PC- 
based software engineering. Many researchers focus on high level abstraction 
subsets such as Model Driven Architecture (MDA) development [Ibrahim et al, 
2006; Oliveira et al, 2006; Balasubramanian et al, 2007]. For example, 
Platform-based design (PBD) uses MDA development methods with UML to
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promote the reuse of pre-designed components with rich libraries of 
components that allows developers to assemble a system [Oliveira et al, 2006]. 
Another example, using UML-based model-driven development (MDD) model to 
develop and apply domain-specify modelling languages (DSMLS) to Distributed 
Real-time and Embedded (DRE) systems [Balasubramanian et al, 2007]. Some 
researchers use model-based design methodologies to solve verification- 
related problems [Baleani et al, 2005]. Many researchers [Tan et al, 2004; 
Coyle & Thornton, 2005; Wang et al, 2006; Nguyen et al, 2007] extended the 
UML standard by using extensible Markup Language (XML) as an intermediate 
language to convert a UML design to either SystemC or hardware description 
language (HDL) for a single processor environment. In addition, Kangas et al,
[2006] further explored UML as a modelling method for multi-processor and 
FPGA environments. The high adoption of XML shows that the research is 
moving towards open standards. UML is commonly used for the modelling and 
design of desktop PC-based software systems as it is a collection of diagrams 
that are used for software design specifications. UML is therefore generally 
more suitable for software engineers. However, basic UML lacks representation 
for gates, l/Os, timing as well as distribution and interconnection through 
multiple controllers. Consequently, new diagrams and representations are 
needed to enhance the UML standards for Field Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA)-based embedded systems.

Function Block Standard: The Function Block modelling approach has been 
used by automation, signal processing, control engineering communities and is 
widely accepted in industrial design [Brisolara et al, 2004]. Open Object- 
Oriented kNowledge Economy in Intelligent inDustrial Automation (OOONEIDA 
or 03NEIDA) introduced various researches to reconfigurable industrial control 
and automation objects [Vyatkin et al, 2005a]. It strongly supports the 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61499 Function Block 
standard. Woll [2007] claimed that IEC 61499 is ‘simple, cost effective and 
repeatable', to meet the industry demand of mass customisations and 24/7 
operation. Thamboulidis [2005] developed a Common Object-Oriented Real- 
Time Methodology for Unified Development (CORFU) Engineering Support 
System (ESS) to translate UML to IEC 61499, but it does not deal with FPGA- 
based embedded systems. There are many research focusing on 
microprocessor-based development environment, the semantics, modelling and 
verification using IEC 61499 [Khalgui et al, 2004; Thamboulidis, 2006; Dubinin 
& Vyatkin, 2006a; Dubinin et al, 2006b]. In addition, Zoitl et al, [2007] 
summarised that most of the current research is on design and execution 
environments, the definition of semantics, application scenarios and coding 
tools. Most IEC 61499 tools support programmable logic controller (PLC), with 
limited microprocessor based solutions, but do not address other types of 
embedded controllers that are using FPGA or a hybrid of FPGA and 
microprocessor.
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SystemC Standard: The IEEE 1666-2005 SystemC standard is gaining 
increasing popularity as a specification language for embedded systems. 
SystemC is a subset of the C++ language which can support the complete 
specification of a system and model the platform. SystemC can be a single 
source code for system-level specification and profiling, hardware software co
simulation and embedded software generation [Posadas et al, 2004; Tan et al, 
2004; Coyle & Thornton, 2005; Wang et al, 2006; Nguyen et al, 2007].

Other research: StateCharts and Petri Nets have also been explored as code 
generators by a few researchers [Mura et al, 2007; Gomes et al, 2004; Nunes 
et al, 2007; Hagge & Wagner, 2005]. Gomes et al [2004] and Nunes et al
[2007] use Petri Nets as modelling diagrams to capture the design and to 
convert XML-based intermediate languages to C and potentially Very High 
speed integrated circuit hardware Description Languages (VHDL). Their 
research interest is to provide a system level design using open standard, XML- 
like tools for embedded systems. Other research efforts include creating a new 
compiler that can use standard American National Standards Institute (ANSI) C 
Language to generate FPGA [Lau & Pritchard, 2006] and new Computer-Aided 
Software Engineering (CASE) tools. These are aimed at assisting embedded 
application development [Luan et al, 2005] and creating expert systems to 
support semi-automated source code optimisation and reconfiguration [Zhou et 
al, 2006].

The aforementioned research has explored XML as an intermediate language 
for code generation. However, this functionality is still lacking for IEC 61499 
based development environments for FPGA-based embedded systems. Future 
research should therefore be focussed on IEC 61499-based embedded system 
development environments for both FPGAs and microprocessors. This would 
enable the environment to be more accessible to industrial engineers and 
hence increase the adoption of embedded systems in manufacturing industries.

Finding 6: Current embedded application development research mainly 
focuses on standard-based related work such as UML, IEC 61499 Function 
Block and IEEE 1666 SystemC. Other research efforts appear fragmented.

3.10 Evaluation criteria
In order to evaluate various system development methodologies, evaluation 
criteria is needed to provide a reference for comparison. In the literature, there 
are a number of evaluation criteria that need to be reviewed. The evaluation 
criteria highlighted by various papers are listed below and summarised in Table 
3-3..
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Table 3-3: Comparison of evaluation criteria
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Testability V y
Portability y y
Component modelling

V
Interoperability y
Understandability y y
Reusability y

• Testability: The methodology should offer simulation before
implementation. It should evaluate whether the specification can 
translated into an implementation code that is compatible with the rest of 
the system, for example, code generation [Brisolara et al, 2004; Graaf et 
al, 2005; Ibrahim et al, 2006].

• Portability: The methodology should be independent from the system 
implementation [Brisolara et al, 2004; Mustapic et al, 2004; Graaf et al, 
2005; Ibrahim et al, 2006].

• Component Modelling: The methodology should support component 
modelling [Mustapic et al, 2004; Ibrahim et al, 2006].

• Interoperability: The methodology should be able to integrate with 
different components or legacy applications [Mustapic et al, 2004; Graaf 
et al, 2005; Ibrahim et al, 2006].
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• Understandability: The methodology should be easy to understand by 
various stakeholders [Mustapic et al, 2004; Ibrahim et al, 2006].

• Reusability: The methodology should support the reuse of components 
or source codes [Mustapic et al, 2004; Graaf et al, 2005; Ibrahim et al, 
2006].

Finding 7: The evaluation criteria for selecting a system development 
methodology for embedded applications should include testability, portability, 
component modelling, interoperability, understandability and reusability.

3.11 The need for an embedded application system development 
methodology

The literature review identifies that industry practitioners are not satisfied with 
existing system development methodologies for embedded applications [Mattos 
et al, 2005; Ibrahim et al, 2006; Hanninen et al, 2006]. The embedded 
hardware capabilities have improved leading to customers demanding more 
elaborate products with increasing software complexity. There is an increasing 
demand for faster and simpler development methodologies, which has fuelled 
research interest. The current software engineering and system development 
methodologies for desktop environments are no longer adequate for embedded 
applications. The methodologies, techniques and tools for embedded 
application development are different from desktop PC-based application 
development and are in fact lagging behind their desktop counterparts by many 
years. To improve productivity, quality and shorten delivery time of the 
embedded application, companies must apply appropriate software engineering 
technologies [Paulin et al, 1997; Sangiovanni-Vincentelli & Martin, 2001; Paulin 
& Santana, 2002; Graaf et al, 2003; Luan et al, 2005; Mattos et al, 2005; 
Ibrahim et al, 2006; Hanninen et al, 2006].

The organisational factors and architecture of embedded systems are relatively 
multi-disciplinary. The development of embedded system applications requires 
highly skilled embedded software engineers. Furthermore, the design of 
embedded systems requires multidisciplinary engineers as subsystems are 
implemented by different disciplines. The development process, it also involves 
external and internal stakeholders from other disciplines who are not software 
practitioners. Stakeholders must be able to participate and contribute to 
embedded application development without necessarily having an in-depth 
knowledge of the specific embedded application programming languages. A 
good design and system development methodology will aid communication 
between different development teams, both at the horizontal and vertical levels. 
Vertical levels of communication occur between stakeholders who are 
responsible for different levels of the systems, subsystems and components. 
On the other hand, horizontal communication occurs between stakeholders who 
are responsible for the development at the same level. Many of the embedded
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system engineers mostly come from either software, mechanical or electronic 
backgrounds. The tools must to be easy enough for mechanical and electronic 
engineers to use, yet also suitable for software engineers. In some companies, 
the embedded application development engineers are not involved in the 
system level design because they do not have the system view expertise for a 
given application. On the other hand, mechanical and electronic engineers 
might not understand the embedded application software development. Even 
embedded application developers cannot communicate with another team of 
embedded application developers if both are using different tools and platforms.

Hardware properties also narrow application development flexibility and testing. 
These problems become so serious that some companies are forced to employ 
engineers who know multiple disciplines. Another approach is to have a 
development environment that multidisciplinary engineers could understand 
and to which they could participate at different levels of design and 
development. Each level will decompose the multidisciplinary systems into 
single-disciplinary subsystems or components. The system development 
methodology needs to consider stakeholders and should integrate more 
accepted and easy to understand technologies to shield the complexity. 
Communication, observation and discovery among different stakeholders will 
need to be created to develop a better embedded software application [Yen et 
al, 2002; Paulin & Santana, 2002; Damasevicius et al, 2003; Graaf et al, 2003; 
Mustapic et al, 2004].

A new system development methodology for embedded applications should be 
like the PC-based application development methodology which uses 
international standards. This will free up the embedded application developers 
from the selection of processor architectures since embedded application 
development standards can provide them with more hardware architecture 
freedom. In this way, embedded application developers are not restricted by 
hardware or legacy development tools and only need to define the functions of 
the application using the standards. With a new methodology, embedded 
applications can be developed faster to meet the market needs [Paulin et al, 
1997; Sangiovanni-Vincentelli & Martin, 2001].

The increase in the range of features and complexity of embedded systems 
requires more time for development and integration. Increasing demand in 
performance requires configurable embedded processor like FPGAs to 
accelerate computations that were originally performed by microprocessors. 
FPGAs are becoming increasingly used as an appropriate solution to meet the 
challenges faced by embedded system designers. A system development 
methodology should cover both the microprocessor-based and embedded 
FPGA-based hardware system and embedded software development 
environments. There is a clear need for new methodology, which support 
embedded applications on both FPGAs and microprocessors. Research trends
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are evolving towards a standard-based methodology exploiting component 
reusability [Posadas et al, 2004, Lau & Pritchard, 2006].

Industries require system development methodologies for embedded 
applications to help in integration and possibly, to provide domain specific 
components that support code generators. Component-based development 
environments can facilitate faster development and improve software quality 
because components are often used in multiple applications and are thus 
subjected to extensive testing. The benefits of using components include 
abstract and implementation-independence, ease of communication between 
different design teams and the use of existing testing methodologies to ensure 
better application quality. A better representation of components can help 
application developers to assemble components into a system. With code 
generation tools, productivity embedded application automation can be 
improved as well as accelerating reusability, sharing and transferability. 
Component-based solutions can retain the knowledge of engineers which is 
important given the general high turnover in the field [Yen et al, 2002; 
Damasevicius et al, 2003; Mustapic et al, 2004; Ma et al, 2006; Hanninen et al, 
2006].

Issue: A new system development methodology for embedded applications is 
required. The methodology must be easy to understand by various 
stakeholders, as well as support existing and new processor platforms.

3.12 Chapter summary
This chapter has captured the characteristics of embedded systems, 
highlighting the various findings and outstanding research issue. Numerous 
findings have been uncovered. The current needs of system development for 
embedded applications are still not resolved. In the next chapter, a research 
programme is developed based on the industrial problems described previously 
in Chapter 2 and the research issues identified in Chapter 3.
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The previous chapter presented various research findings related to embedded 
application development and identified the outstanding issues, emphasising 
that a new system development methodology for embedded applications is 
required. This chapter discusses the overall research aim and objectives. It also 
discusses the research process adopted. The chapter is organised as follows: 
Section 4.1 gives an overview of industrial problems and the context of the 
research, with Section 4.2 presenting the research aim and objectives. In order 
to achieve the research aim and objectives, a detailed research process is 
discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1 Industrial problems and the research context
As highlighted in Chapter 2, the manufacturing sector is the most important 
contributor to Singapore’s economy, with the electronics cluster being one of 
the most important manufacturing pillars. The key business challenges from the 
electronics cluster are to reduce engineering and development cost, keep up 
with the rapid changes and introduction of new technologies and the lack of a 
suitably skilled workforce. Embedded systems play a crucial role in the 
electronics industry and contribute extensively to Singapore’s economy. The 
ERC's manufacturing subcommittee has recommended that Singapore should 
focus its R&D on "embedded software that makes equipment and products 
intelligent with improved functionalities". Various government initiatives 
including R&D programmes, enterprise, human capital and partnership 
development aim to position Singapore as a global centre of excellence for 
embedded software technology. The growing complexity of embedded 
application development and the numerous business challenges faced by 
electronics cluster fuel the need for an efficient development methodology for 
embedded systems.

A literature review of embedded application development related research 
presented in Chapter 3 discussed various findings and research issues. As the 
result of constant changes and advancement of technology, there is no general 
consensus on the definition of an embedded system. As such, the general 
agreed characteristics or properties of an embedded system were established. 
The complexity and rapid growth of embedded applications have forced 
developers to focus on specific skills and domain knowledge for limited 
embedded system solutions. With the transition of hardware functionality to 
software, the complexity of embedded applications development further 
increases. Most researchers and practitioners find that standard-based 
components and code generation can help to reduce time and cost, while 
improving software reusability and quality. Most of the research focuses on 
standards such as SystemC, UML and Function Block but most practitioners 
find that UML is difficult to use, communicate and understand. Most 
practitioners employed free-form box-line diagrams to communicate. In 
addition, the common evaluation criteria of selecting system development
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methodology for embedded applications were established. Finally, needs were 
outlined for a new system development methodology for embedded 
applications which supports both microprocessor and FPGA platforms with 
components and code generation features.

4.2 Research aim and objectives
The industrial problem and research findings have confirmed the need for a 
new system development methodology for embedded applications. Therefore, 
the aim of this research is to

“Develop a standard-based system development methodology for 
embedded applications”

In order to realise the research aim for the research project, the following 
research objectives have been set to:

1. Review of the existing system development methodologies,

2. Formulate the conceptual methodology,

3. Develop the proof-of-concept tool,

4. Evaluate the methodology,

5. Refine final methodology.

The next section proposes the research programme and methods to execute 
the research.

4.3 Research process
This research has been made possible through sponsorship from Singapore 
Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech) under the Agency for Science, 
Technology & Research (A*STAR) in Singapore. SIMTech specialises in 
manufacturing related research for Singapore-based industries.

System development requires formulating a conceptual methodology, building a 
proof-of-concept system and tools [Morton, 1984; Nunamaker & Chen, 1989; 
Gregg et al, 2001] whereas conducting laboratory experiments [Basili et al, 
1986; Nunamaker & Chen, 1989; Gregg et al, 2001], can be used as a research 
domain. The research process for a system development methodology which 
will be used in this thesis is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Research process for systems development [Adapted from
Nunamaker et al, 1991]

In order to achieve the research aim and objectives, a structured research 
process similar to Nunamaker et al [1991] has been developed. The research 
process is briefly outlined in five stages.

Stage 1: Review of the existing system development methodologies. The 
review and analysis of current system development methodology for 
embedded applications from the literature is an essential foundation to 
develop the newly proposed approach.

Stage 2: Formulate the conceptual methodology. The conceptual system 
development methodology presents the preferred approach to system 
development for embedded applications and is proposed in this stage.
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Stage 3: Develop the proof-of-concept tool. The proposed conceptual 
methodology from stage 2 needs to be supported by proof-of-concept 
tool. This stage will select suitable tools that already exist and will 
develop other tools that are not readily available.

Stage 4: Evaluate the methodology. This stage evaluates the tools using a 
number of experiments and collects feedback from potential users or 
participants.

Stage 5: Refine final methodology. The last stage collates the feedback from 
the evaluation carried out in stage 4 and further refines the proposed 
methodology. An illustrated documentation for the final system 
development methodology is also presented.

The following sections will describe the required stages, the associated 
objectives and processes necessary to realise each objective. Each stage will 
be expanded into detailed research activities, which will be presented as 
separate chapters in the remainder of the thesis.

4.3.1 Stage 1: Review ot the existing system development methodologies 
This stage aims to study the relevant body of knowledge for approaches and 
ideas in order to understand and review of the existing system development 
methodologies for embedded applications. According to Baines [1995], there 
are basically three approaches to develop a new solution. The first approach is 
to ignore the existing knowledge which allows for the uninfluenced development 
of a new methodology. This approach will require a considerable amount of 
effort and may ultimately develop a methodology that already exists. The 
second approach is to develop a methodology based on existing knowledge 
from the literature. However, the weaknesses in the existing literature may 
mislead research efforts and deliver a sub-optimal solution. Both the 
approaches require testing to be carried out to gain confidence that the 
methodology is suitable to be used in system development for embedded 
applications in order to avoid being criticised as an unsupported solution. The 
third approach is a combination of the first and second approaches which 
critically assesses the capabilities and effectiveness of existing methodologies 
and identifies the shortcomings. The shortcomings are then addressed by a 
new methodology.

The third approach provides an incremental advance in existing methodologies 
with the addition of new concepts and is the most appropriate for this stage of 
research. It builds on previous literature and avoids developing something that 
is already available. Therefore, stage 1 of the research is to review of existing 
system development methodologies for embedded applications. This is 
followed by a detail literature review focused on the system development 
methodologies using international standards such as SystemC, UML and
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Function Block with special emphasis on free-form or box-line type system 
approaches. The analysis of current system development methodologies for 
embedded applications is carried out by looking at their comparative strengths, 
weaknesses and opportunities of improvement based on the common 
evaluation criteria mentioned in Section 3.2.8. From the analysis, it is essential 
to capture the capabilities and effectiveness of current system development 
methodologies and to identify the shortcoming. These shortcomings are then 
addressed by the newly proposed methodology.

4.3.2 Stage 2: Formulate the conceptual methodology
The second objective of the research is to formulate the conceptual system 
development methodology for embedded applications. The state-of-the-art 
review of stage 1 provides the foundation and exposes the weaknesses of 
various system development methodologies. Once the weaknesses are 
identified, the challenge is then to design a new conceptual methodology that 
can take the best from the existing research to meet the industrial needs. The 
conceptual methodology will be generic and will not be constrained by existing 
available tools so that it can serve as a guide for future research directions. The 
methodology consists of steps that represent the process of system 
development for embedded applications and the interrelationships amongst 
them.

4.3.3 Stage 3: Develop of the proof-of-concept tool
The third objective of the research is to select and develop the proof-of-concept 
tool for system development methodology. According to Nunamaker et al 
[1991], a system development methodology cannot be verified mathematically 
and as a result must be tested empirically through observation and 
experimentation, which requires proof-of-concept tool to demonstrate the 
validity of the approach. Once the proof-of-concept tool has been built, 
researchers can use them to build experimental applications to study its 
performance and the phenomena related to its use to gain more insight.

The conceptual methodology from stage 2 provides a preferred approach for 
the selection and development of the proof-of-concept tool. It puts the key 
software componentsinto their correct perspective, specifies their functionality 
and defines the structure relationships and interactions among the software 
components. This stage will convert the conceptual methodology into system 
architecture, identify the key software components and adopt some features of 
existing software components into the proof-of-concept tool to support the 
methodology. Those software components which are unavailable will be 
developed to bridge the gaps. In order to verify the proof-of-concept tool, an 
experimental application is developed. The system architecture and proof-of- 
concept tool are then refined to produce the final proof-of-concept tool. Building 
the proof-of-concept tool will allow further understanding of the concept,
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methodology and design as well as gain insight into the problems and 
complexities of the tools. In addition to the methodology, the proof-of-concept 
tool will be built for experimental applications for observation and study in the 
next stage.

4.3.4 Stage 4: Evaluate the methodology
The task in stage 4 is to evaluate and test the proposed methodology using 
proof-of-concept tool developed in stage 3. The embedded system design 
requires multidisciplinary expertise as the subsystems are implemented by 
different disciplines. Feedback from multidisciplinary manufacturing and 
automation engineers is important to understand their expectations. This stage 
will select the industrial participants and build experimental applications to test 
the methodology using proof-of-concept tool. The evaluation will comprise both 
industrial experiments and feedback from a workshop. The experimental 
approach is likely to provide the most trustworthy results. The workshop 
feedback solicits an assessment from a number of different people. However, in 
this case, participation in the workshop feedback is at the discretion of the 
attendees.

4.3.5 Stage 5: Refine final methodology
This is the final stage of the research programme. This stage deals with the 
collation of the lessons learned from stages 1 to 4, identifies any shortcoming 
with the proposed methodology and suggests refinements which could then 
contribute to the potential future research direction. The fully documented 
refined final system development methodology together with the proof-of- 
concept tool is the outcome of the research programme. The methodology is 
presented in the form of a guide to aid engineers, practitioners and researchers 
in the system development of embedded applications. The proof-of-concept 
tool in the form of computerised software is provided to aid in its illustration and 
demonstration. The overall research programme is illustrated graphically in 
Figure 4-2. Both stage 3 and stage 4 are further decomposed into multiple sub
stages in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-2: Research programme
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4.4 Chapter summary
This chapter has defined the research aim and objective based on the industrial 
problems identified in Chapter 2 and the outstanding issues identified from 
previously published work detailed in Chapter 3. A five-four stage research 
programme is defined based on the research objectives. The research 
programme starts by reviewing of the existing system development 
methodologies from the academic literature to form the essential foundation for 
a new methodology. This leads to the formulation of a conceptual methodology 
that will guide future research direction and implementation. The proof-of- 
concept tool will provide a test bed for experiments and future improvement. 
The evaluation stage will use experimental and feedback approaches to 
validate the proof-of-concept tool for the system development methodology. 
Finally, analysis of the experiments and feedback from potential users will lead 
to the refinement and illustration of the final system development methodology.
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CHAPTER 5 REVIEW OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM 
METHODOLOGIES
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This chapter presents the first stage of the research which focuses on reviewing 
of the existing system development methodologies for embedded applications. 
The purpose of this chapter is to review and analyse the current state of 
research in system development methodologies for embedded applications, 
using the common evaluation criteria outlined previously in Section 3.2.8. The 
observed gaps and limitations of existing methodologies will be addressed 
through the development of additional proof-of-concept tool that form the new 
methodology.

This chapter is organised into 5 sections. Section 5.1 discusses the research 
method for this chapter. Section 5.2 presents the embedded system hardware 
platforms and the application development processes. Section 5.3 reviews 
system development related research while Section 5.4 analyses and 
discusses the strengths, weaknesses of the current research and opportunities 
for future enhancement.

5.1 Research method
This chapter addresses objective 1 of the research highlighted in Section 4.2, 
which is to review the existing system development methodologies and identify 
the gaps in these methodologies. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the theoretical 
evaluation focuses on the incremental changes in present methodologies and 
tools available for SystemC, UML and IEC 61499 Function Block with a special 
emphasis on the free-form or box-line type of Function Block. The preference 
from practitioners on software components, re-usability, design pattern, code 
generation and evaluation criteria will be used for the selection. As such, the 
following questions need to be answered.

1. What are the main embedded hardware platforms and what are the 
limitations of these embedded application development processes?

2. What is the related research relevant to the system development 
methodologies for embedded applications?

3. What are the development steps, strengths and weaknesses of current 
research and the opportunities for future work?

The method to address these questions includes:

1. Understand the main groups of embedded hardware platforms, as well 
as application development processes and identify their limitations.

2. Current system development research primarily focuses on standard- 
based related work such as UML, IEC 61499 and Function Block. The 
review of the existing system development methodologies will focus on 
UML and Function Block. However, the search of literature will be
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widened to cover the main embedded hardware platforms highlighted in 
Step 1.

3. Use the common evaluation criteria from Section 3.2.8 to evaluate the 
existing system development methodologies highlighted in Step 2. 
Extract the development steps, analyse the strengths, weaknesses of 
the current methodologies and highlight opportunities for future research.

5.2 Embedded system hardware platforms and application 
development processes

This section describes the main embedded system hardware platforms and 
identifies the main limitations in the application development process to 
address the first issue mentioned in Section 5.1.

An embedded system is a special-purpose and dedicated functional hardware 
and software system. There are three main hardware platform groups to 
implement the embedded system. The first group consists of the Central 
Processing Unit (CPU)-based hardware such as microprocessors, 
microcontrollers and digital signal processors. The second group consists of 
reconfigurable gates chip such as Complex Programmable Logic Devices 
(CPLDs) and FPGAs while the third group is called Application Specific 
Integrated Circuits (ASIC). [Calyez & Pasquier, 1998; Talavera et al, 2004; 
Zurawski, 2006; Salewski & Taylor, 2007]

The following sections discuss the comparison of microprocessor, FPGA and 
ASIC. Their detail attributes are discussed below.

5.2.1 Microprocessor
A Microprocessor is a programmable digital electronic component that 
incorporates the functions of a CPU on a single semiconductor integrated circuit 
(IC). Microprocessors typically serve as the CPU in a computer system, 
embedded system, or handheld device [Simsie, 2003; Zurawski, 2006]. The 
microprocessor provides a general purpose control system that can be adapted 
to a wide selection of applications with little circuit modification.

5.2.2 FPGA
An FPGA is a semiconductor chip containing programmable logic gates and 
programmable interconnects [Simsie, 2003]. More complex combinational 
functions and duplicated functionality of basic logic gates can be created by 
configuring the programmable logic gates. Since control system requirements 
change from time to time FPGAs can be reconfigured without significant 
hardware rework. FPGA can execute parallel operations so that multiple logics 
can be executed concurrently to speed up the operation. With the increasing 
density and complexity of the gates, FPGAs are becoming more attractive to
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embedded system platforms. Some FPGA developers are providing low-cost 
Intellectual Property (IP) cores or building blocks that allow faster time-to- 
market and greater design flexibility. FPGA costs lower than ASIC for moderate 
volume applications and more flexible than the other alternate approaches 
[Altera, 2003; Zurawski, 2006]. Traditionally, embedded systems have only one 
data bus and one address bus. In contrast, FPGAs have more data bus and 
address bus, which allows for simultaneous transactions. Therefore, systems 
will have higher throughput using FPGAs than microprocessor-based systems. 
An FPGA is an attractive solution for quick prototyping, reconfigurable 
application and quick time to market.

5.2.3 ASIC
An ASIC is a customised chip for a particular application. The advantage of 
ASICs is that they are designed and optimised for specific applications from the 
performance point of view. The manufacturing process for an ASIC can be 
optimised to exclude unnecessary circuitry due to the fixed functionality which 
thus reduces unit cost. The ASIC design cycle takes a long time and upgrading 
or designing corrections take a similarly large amount of time and cost [Altera, 
2003; Zurawski, 2006]. Therefore, the investment risk for an ASIC is higher 
than that for FPGAs. Moreover, Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) and 
development costs are higher due to the complexity of ASIC design. [Zurawski, 
2006; Aslam, 2007]. To overcome this, FPGA offer a practical and competitive 
alternative to ASIC solutions.

Hence considering the implementation of the embedded system, FPGAs 
superior attributes than those of ASICs from the point of view of development 
cost, flexibility, prototype, time-to-market and design cycle time. When FPGAs 
are compared to microprocessors, a microprocessor platform is more suitable 
for general purpose control system and applications. Therefore, both FPGA and 
microprocessor-based platforms are chosen in this thesis and used in the 
experimental verification of the proposed development methodology for 
embedded control systems.

The application development process consists of broader and more 
comprehensive activities such as system level design, high and low level 
languages, compilation, placement, routing, configuration and debugging.

5.2.4 FPGA and ASIC development process
The ASIC development flow involves a wide variety of complex tasks such as 
placement and physical optimisation, clock tree synthesis, signal integrity and 
routing. When compared to FPGA design flow, ASIC design flow is much more 
complex and needs many different Electronic Design Automation (EDA) 
software tools to implement the complex tasks [Altera, 2003]. FPGA 
development can be accomplished with a single software tool. Table 5-1 shows
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a comparison of Microprocessor, FPGA and ASIC design flows. It is noticeable 
that a common system level development methodology for Microprocessor, 
FPGA and ASIC-based embedded applications is lacking. Both FPGA and 
ASIC design flows require the definition of the design specifications such as 
input/output standards, memory requirements and the selection of the hardware 
platform. Different FPGA chip vendors support different input/output standards 
and different numbers of input/output pins. Design development of FPGA and 
ASIC uses HDL such as Verilog or VHDL for Register Transfer Logic (RTL) 
coding, specification of the external and internal memory. Functional simulation 
and synthesis are similar in both FPGA and ASIC design flows. ASIC place- 
and-route processes are more complex and differ somewhat from those for 
FPGAs.

5.2.5 Microprocessor and FPGA development process
Compared to FPGA and ASIC, microprocessor development is similar to PC- 
based applications which produce object files and usually invoke the linker after 
compilation. This provides the linking of object files and library files to form an 
executable file. The executable file provides instructions to control the 
sequence of logic in the microprocessor. UML is commonly used as a system 
level design tool for software engineers for PC-based applications. Operational 
functions are described in class diagrams, use case diagrams, which UML 
software tools translate to high level programming languages such as C++ or 
Java. For each compilation in microprocessor development, an object file is 
produced. After compiling, the linker is usually invoked to link the object files 
and the library files into an executable file or a Library file. The compiled 
microprocessor program controls the sequence of logical gates, which is used 
to write data into data buses, latches and registers and across channels.

For FPGA and ASIC programming, HDL is compiled into RTL. The compilation 
process for both FPGA and ASIC is similar but is differs from that of 
microprocessors. The synthesis process is required to generate files in 
Electronic Design Interchange Format (EDIF) that can be converted to “Bit” files 
which then configure gates, fill registers and memory on an FPGA and ASIC 
[Lee, 2002].

The synthesis step defines gate patterns according to the logic of the program 
while the microprocessor compiler produces bits to control fixed-gate patterns. 
One of the advantages of FPGAs is that the system can be designed in textual 
or graphical format and then synthesised into logic gates for execution. After 
synthesising the program, EDIF files are placed and routed into the FPGA. For 
FPGA development, bit files are used to configure gates in FPGA. For 
microprocessor development, object files are loaded onto Read Only Memory 
(ROM).
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As shown in Table 5-1, a common universal system level development 
methodology or standard for microprocessor, FPGA and ASIC design is 
lacking. Without this, engineers need to learn many different proprietary 
development tools and computer languages which increases the engineering 
and development cost. The company and its engineers require constant training 
in order to keep up with the rapid changes in technology. Furthermore, most 
engineers focus on single chip level design and do not consider distributed 
solutions, because the designers tend to have very specific knowledge of low 
level gates, l/Os and electronics circuits rather than system level applications.

Table 5-1: Comparison of microprocessors, FPGA and ASIC development 
processes [adapted from Klingman, 2006; Aslam, 2007]

Development
Process

Embedded System Hardware Platforms
Microprocessor FPGA ASIC

System level 
development 
methodologies

UML or IEC 61499 
Lack of common 

standard

Lack of common 
standard

Lack of common 
standard

High level 
languages

C++, C, Java etc
1

SystemC, Handel C
L 1

SystemC, Handel C i

Low level 
languages

1
Assembly language

1
Verilog, VHDL

i  1
Verilog, VHDL

Compilation
1

Compile program into 
object code

i
Compile program into 

RTL

1
Compile program into 

RTL
1

Link objects into 
executable file

i
Synthesise program  

into EDIF 
timing and area 

optimisation

1
Synthesise program  

into EDIF 
timing & power 

analysis

Placement & 
routing

1 1 1
Test synthesis (scan, 
insertion, synthesis)

1 1
Placement and route 

the logic components 
and interconnection

1
Placement and 

physical optimisation

1 i 1
Clock tree synthesis

1 i
Routing

Load & 
configuration

1
Load program into ROM

1
Load configuration file 
(.bit) to configure the 

FPGA

1
Signal integrity

Debug & test
1

Debug software Debug software
1

Test the chip

Research into embedded application development methodologies is one of the 
interesting areas of research in recent years. A detailed review of UML and 
Function Block-based methodologies for embedded application development is 
presented in the following section.
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5.3 Review of system development methodologies

5.3.1 UML-based system development methodologies
UML is a well accepted modelling standard for desktop PC-based software 
engineering. There are different research approaches using UML as a system 
development methodology for both FPGA and microprocessor-based 
embedded applications. The following section discusses the research using 
UML-based system development methodologies for embedded applications.

1. UML to Synthesisable SystemC
An UML-based methodology was proposed by Tan et al [2004] using Rational 
Rose RT tools to generate SystemC code as shown in Figure 5-2.

Convert C++ to XML 
With GCC XML

C++ Code Generation 
with Rose

Pre-processing with 
Own Tags

Synthesizable
SystemC

Rose TR UML

Parsing XML 
using JDOM

Translate into 
SystemC Code

Figure 5-1: UML to System C [Tan et al, 2004]
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In his research, Rational Rose RT which can support the development of UML 
compatible system descriptions is chosen. In addition, Rational Rose RT can 
generate C++ code structure from UML’s class diagrams, state diagrams and 
structure diagrams. After translation from UML to C++ codes using Rational 
Rose RT, GCC_XML [GCC, 2007] is used to convert C++ into extensible 
Markup Language (XML) documents. XML documents are required to modify 
with pre-defined tag to convert to SystemC code using Java-based document 
object model (JDOM) [Curtin, 2007]. For suitably restricted designs, the 
generated SystemC code is synthesisable in that it is accepted by the Synopsis 
CoCentric compiler [Synopsis, 2008].

In his research, it is evident that there were many steps necessary to convert 
UML to SystemC. If UML can be converted directly to SystemC directly without 
using C++ code, this methodology will be better. If the researchers wish to 
provide both C++ code for software specifications and SystemC code for 
hardware specifications, UML to C++ and UML to SystemC could be an option 
that is selectable by users. For example, after converting from UML to XML, 
that XML can be used in either C++ code generation or SystemC code 
generation as required. Tan’s methodology is proprietary and only uses 
Rational Rose RT, without this tool, the methodology does not work. The 
attributes generated can only be accessed and modified by Rational Rose RT. 
User-defined C++ code and functions can only be invoked in the ‘Action’ 
section of a state transition in state diagrams, which are not truly object 
oriented.

2. UML to HDL
Coyle & Thornton [2005] focus on the use of Model Driven Architectures (MDA) 
as a methodology to define high-level model-based system descriptions. This 
methodology, from MDA to HDL hardware descriptions, is an effort to use a 
model-based architecture to further optimise and automate the embedded 
systems development. MDA is an extension of the standard UML which is used 
to configure the subsystems with system functionality so that subsystems 
activation is correlated with scenarios of usage described in the UML’s use 
cases. As shown in Figure 5-2, UML system models are used to define system 
requirements. System functional requirements are described as classes, use 
cases and state diagrams in the UML model. Non-functional requirements 
consist of system quality attributes such as performance and timing 
requirements, defined by UML profiles which can be added to UML models.
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SMU MODCO  
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I

FPGA

Figure 5-2: UML to HDL [Coyle & Thornton, 2005]

UML diagrams are converted to XML documents using XML Metadata 
Interchange (XMI) which is a standard XML-based intermediate form. The initial 
drive for XMI was to enable UML diagrams to be imported and exported across 
different UML tools. Those XML documents are used to generate HDL codes by 
using an XML parsing utility called MODCO tool and HDL templates [Coyle & 
Thornton, 2005]. MODCO is a transformation tool which takes a UML state 
diagram as input and generates HDL output suitable for use in FPGA circuit 
design. This approach tried to bridge the gap between hardware and software 
design with broad applicability for embedded systems development. UML 
provides benefits from the object-oriented point of view such as modularity, re
usability, concurrency etc. UML is normally used for desktop PC-based 
software applications and is not suitable for embedded systems development.

3. UML State machines to SystemC
Boudour & Kimour [2006] used UML state machines and object diagrams for 
system development. The objective of their research was to facilitate the 
building of reliable software tools by assembling and integrating components 
while validating and evaluating functional and non-functional requirements. 
Figure 5-3 shows the transformation process from UML to SystemC. Here, 
state machines and object diagrams are defined by the developer to generate 
the corresponding XMI file to build dependency state matrix. SystemC code is 
generated using the state machine and a specific SystemC template with 
appropriate mapping rules.
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State machine, object 
diagram

XM I generator

V SystemC
XM I template

 LlL
generator

SystemC Code

Figure 5-3: UML to SystemC [Boudour & Kimour, 2006]

Boudour & Kimour [2006] did not provide in depth technical detail on how the 
system processes from UML to SystemC code. Generating XMI from UML 
using an XMI generator might be similar to the approach of Coyle & Thornton 
[2005]. Unfortunately both did not provide the details and the tools are not 
available for evaluation. Furthermore, both methodologies focus on single 
embedded systems and do not consider distributed industrial applications. Both 
methodologies cover only conversion of a UML-based design to a SystemC and 
did not cater for other embedded system languages.

4. MDA-BASED System on Chip (SoC)
Wang et al [2006] proposed an MDA-based approach which combines the 
capability of UML with SystemC by extending UML to express SystemC 
language. This approach provides semiautomatic conversion from UML to 
SystemC code.

Figure 5-4 shows the flow of the MDA approach. UML is used to capture the 
specification but not the implementation detail. The UML will generate the 
SystemC code skeleton but detailed code development is done manually in 
SystemC level.
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Figure 5-4: MDA-based SoC design flow [Wang et al, 2006]

5. UML-Based Multiprocessor SoC Design Flow

Kangas et al [2006] presented a UML-based system development methodology 
for multiprocessor SoC which covers the system modelling to the FPGA 
prototype as shown in Figure 5-5. UML is used for architecture modelling, 
application modelling and model mapping for FPGAs. The proposed flow 
includes the automatic code generation, simulation and verification for FPGA. 
However, they did not provide tools for evaluation or testing.
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Figure 5-5: UML-based multiprocessor SoC system development 
methodology [Kangas et al, 2006]

6. StateCharts to SystemC

Mura et al [2007] presented a methodology that converted specifications written 
in StateCharts to SystemC as shown in Figure 5-7. The approach is relatively 
simple and reusable. The system can be modelled at different levels of 
abstraction. The StateCharts are converted to SystemC using XMI as an 
intermediate representation. Similar to most other research in UML, the tools 
are not available for evaluation or testing.
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Figure 5-6: The StateCharts diagram [Mura et al, 2007]

The research highlighted above is more focused on using UML or a subset of 
UML such as MDA or StateCharts to generate SystemC codes which can then 
be converted HDL for FPGA. Most of the research caters for system level 
design for only FPGA and bridging software engineering methodologies to
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electronic gates design. Detailed research and software tools were not made 
available for further investigation. The next section presents IEC 61499-based 
system development related research

5.3.2 IEC 61499-based system development methodologies
The International Electro-Technical Commission (IEC) published the IEC 61499 
Function Block standard in 2005 to standardise the application of software 
modules in distributed industrial control systems [IEC, 2005]. Various 
researchers have explored IEC 61499 as a viable system model to support 
configurable, portable and interoperable distributed automation components 
[Khalgui et al, 2004; Auinger et al, 2005; Vyatkin et al, 2005a; Thamboulidis, 
2006; Dubinin & Vyatkin , 2006a; Dubinin et al, 2006b; Valentini et al, 2006]. 
The following section discusses the prominent research using IEC 61499 as a 
system development methodology for embedded applications.

1. The Model-view-controller (MVC)
Brennan et al [2004] propose software design patterns to assist in the design 
and development of distributed embedded control software. As shown in Figure 
5-7, the model-view-controller (MVC) divides an interactive Java-based 
embedded application into three components using an IEC 61499 Function 
Block:

i. Fluman Machine Interface (HMI) view that is used to display information 
to users

ii. Controller view that is used to handle user input and

iii. Model view that contains the core functionality of the application and the 
data.

The development tool is available for evaluation but the research mainly 
focuses on design patterns and Java-based embedded devices. The research 
does not cover other embedded platforms and languages.
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Figure 5-7: The model-view-controller [Brennan et al, 2004]

2. Automation component

Cengic et al [2006] propose a methodology using IEC 61499 automation 
component-based for distributed embedded control software. The new 
automation components can be hierarchically embedded into other components 
to produce new components or applications. As shown in Figure 5-8, there are 
4 layers that include the:

i. Model subcomponent layer which provides basic functions of an 
automation component. The component might be a unit of the controlled 
system (e.g. embedded controller), functional (e.g. transportation 
operation), or structural (e.g. motor).

ii. Controller subcomponent layer, which provides functions for the 
automation component. It represents functions ranging from polling 
sensors’ status to complex control algorithms.

iii. Interface subcomponent layer, which represents a method of interaction 
with the automation components. It gives access to other components 
that need to interact in the automation component hierarchy.
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iv. Service subcomponent layer, which provides functions for monitoring 
and manipulating the automation component’s status and behaviour 
using graphical user interface or some other kind of man-machine 
interaction interface.

Service 1 Serv. 2

Interf. 1 Interf. 2 Interf. 3 Interf. 4

Ctrl 1 Ctrl 3 Ctrl 2

Model

Figure 5-8: Sample architecture of automation components [Cengic et al,
2006]

The methodology is inspired by the VHDL component concept for FPGA but the 
research focuses mainly on Java-based embedded environments. The tools 
used in the methodology were not discussed.

3. visualSTATE
visualSTATE is a model-based system development methodology for 
embedded applications proposed by Marian & Guo [2006]. As shown in Figure 
5-10, the model-based design uses IEC 61499, prefabricated components and 
code generators together with visualSTATE which is based on StateCharts and 
dataflow diagrams. IEC 61499 was used in both the design and validation 
space. They proposed visualSTATE as a paradigm for system development 
that includes explicit tools and operational descriptions based on formal 
methods. This technique captures executable model descriptions. The basic 
paradigm shift is that the software engineers become model builders, instead of 
programmers. The advantages of the methodology include a well structured 
design, flexibility and complexity, scalability and consistency between the 
design, testing and the implementation. Unfortunately, the research discussion 
mainly addresses the StateCharts to Function Block design whereas no 
discussion on the actual implementation of the methodology is provided.
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Figure 5-9: Proposed model-based design methodology [Marian & Guo,
2006]

4. Embedded Systems’ Engineering Support Environment (eSESE)
Thamboulidis et al [2007] proposed a service-oriented computing with semantic 
web integrated system development methodology for embedded applications. It 
is an embedded system development process where the required features are 
defined by users as web-services and will be published. The developer will 
construct the project specific integrated development environment and 
construct the embedded solution by selecting from existing IEC 61499 device 
models. Figure 5-10 shows three layers of services namely the application 
layer, service layer and knowledge layer. The application layer allows vendors 
and developers to publish, search and configure their available services. The 
service layer represents the services that are available while the knowledge 
layer has a collection of various IEC 61499 and device ontologies for selection. 
The methodology is only at the proposal stage, it does not discuss details of the 
creation of the embedded solution process.
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Figure 5-10: Proposed semantic web-based methodology [Thamboulidis
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5.3.3 Other methodologies

Petri Nets have also been explored as a system development methodology and 
code generator by many researchers including Gomes et al [2004], Hagge & 
Wagner [2005] and Nunes et al [2007] use Petri Nets as modelling diagrams to 
capture the design and to convert an XML-based intermediate language to C 
and potentially to VHDL. The research interest is to provide a system 
development methodology using open standard, XML-alike tools for embedded 
systems.

5.4 Analysis and discussion
This section presents the analysis of the system development methodologies 
for embedded applications based on the evaluation criteria from Section 3.2.8. 
The goal is to evaluate the existing system development methodologies, extract 
the development steps, analyse the strengths and weaknesses of the current 
methodologies and identify opportunities for future research. The survey of the 
UML-based system development methodologies is summarised in Table 5-2 
and that for the IEC 61499-based methodologies is summarised in Table 5-3. 
The first 4 columns present the methodologies, processes, techniques and the 
graphical representation. The remaining columns show the evaluation criteria 
highlighted in Section 3.2.8. The subsequent columns show the common 
development stages that were discussed in some methodologies. The last 
column shows the generated computer languages and indicates if the
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methodologies have been tested with some embedded hardware. There are 10 
system development methodologies for embedded application which were 
identified as research relevant to the work of this thesis. Analysis of the 
strengths, weaknesses and opportunities analysis of the methodologies are 
presented below.

5.4.1 Strengths of current research

1. UML-based methodologies
UML is commonly used as an objected oriented modelling of software system 
designs for desktop-based computer applications as it is a collection of various 
diagrams that are mainly used for software design specification.

As shown in Table 5-2, the development methodology from Tan et al [2004] 
generates C++ using Rational Rose RT version of UML tools. The system will 
be converted the C++ to XML using GCC_XML tool. The result will convert into 
SystemC which is subset of C++. SystemC and could be used in 
microprocessor or FPGA-based platform Fowler’s [2004].

UML to FIDL methodology is the simplest amongst the reviewed approaches. 
Fie developed a proprietary tool to convert from UML to FIDL [Coyle & Thornton, 
2005]. The methodology uses MDA and state diagrams. MDA is an extension of 
the standard UML.

The rest of the UML-based system development methodologies are similar to 
the first two methodologies, i.e. Tan et al [2004]; Coyle & Thornton [2005]. The 
commonly used tools are MDA, state diagrams for detailed representation, XMI 
as an intermediate representation and SystemC as the generated source code. 
One of the strengths of the research is the use of intermediate representations 
of XMI and SystemC which are both international standards. An international 
standard approach is important to ensure interoperability and should be 
considered in this research.

2. IEC 61499-based methodologies
The survey of the IEC 61499-based system development methodologies for 
embedded application is summarised in Table 5-3. The Model-View-Controller 
(MVC) Methodology from Brennan et al [2004] uses IEC 61499-based design 
patterns to represent HMI, controller and model views for the embedded 
application. Cengic et al [2006] propose IEC 61499-based automation 
components to represent model subcomponent layer, controller subcomponent 
layer and interface subcomponent layer. visualSTATE (Marian & Guo [2006]) is 
an embedded development tool using both IEC 61499 and StateCharts. eSESE 
[Thamboulidis et al, 2007] used a web-based service-oriented methodology 
together with IEC 61499 for embedded application development.
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The strength of IEC 61499-based methodology research is mainly on 
industrially oriented applications especially for manufacturing and automation. 
The tools could apply to distributed control and event-based control. Some 
researchers [Marian & Guo, 2006; Thamboulidis et al, 2007] are exploring links 
between UML and IEC 61499. The main target users are automation engineers, 
manufacturing engineers and system integrators. Software engineers can 
provide components with algorithms and logic which are called automation 
objects. Zoitl et al [2007] summarised that most of the current IEC 61499 
research focuses on system design, development and industrial execution 
methodologies, definition of semantics and application scenarios. The 
international standard intermediate representation XML is specified in the IEC 
61499 standard which opens opportunities for future expansion of the tools 
[IEC, 2005].

In addition, there are a few IEC 61499 development tools available for 
evaluation and testing. For example, freeware Function Block Development Kit 
(FBDK) [Holobloc, 2008] is commonly used by researchers, a commercial tool 
from ISaGRAF [Weehuizen et al, 2007] is used for industrial deployment and 
open source tools like FBench [FBench, 2008] and 4DIAC [4DIAC, 2008] are 
available for future research and enhancement. Thamboulidis [2005] developed 
a Common Object-Oriented Real-Time Methodology for Unified Development 
(CORFU) Engineering Support System (ESS) to translate UML to IEC 61499 
and generate Java code for embedded controllers, which is also available for 
evaluation. All this effort provides the open platform for future research and 
development. Some of the researchers have deployed the IEC 61499 
methodologies in Java-based embedded hardware boards [Brennan et al, 
2004, Marian & Guo, 2006, Thamboulidis et al, 2007].

Woll [2007] claimed that IEC 61499 is ‘simple, cost effective and repeatable’ to 
meet the industry demand of mass customisation and 24/7 operation. It is a 
standard specially targeted for automation, system integration and manufacture 
engineering.

5.4.2 Weaknesses of current research

1. UML-based methodologies
The development methodology from Tan et al [2004] required many steps 
which require converting from UML to C++ to XML, C++ to XML and XML to 
SystemC. Since SystemC is a subset of C++, it is not clear why C++ source 
codes have to be converted to the intermediate XML before they could be 
converted to SystemC. Moreover, there was no discussion on the testability or 
interoperability of the tools.

Tan et al [2004] used Rose RT as the modelling tool which is the proprietary 
commercial version of real time UML tools from Rational. There is no
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discussion of the interoperability of the components from other non Rose RT 
tools.

Most of the other methodologies do not provide detail discussion of the 
implementation, tools or source code for future research and development.

As shown in Table 5-2, most UML related methodologies do not discuss the 
application development stages, embedded hardware platform and other 
computer languages like Java, C and C++. This might be due to the fact that 
UML provides many different tools and diagrams that can help in various stages 
of development. Although most of the methodologies generate SystemC 
solutions which can cater for both microprocessor-based and FPGA-based 
platform, none of the papers elaborates on the interoperability of the 
methodologies. Both Kangas et al [2006] and Mura et al [2007] have used 
simulation but most other research papers do not discuss the testability of the 
methodologies in industrial applications. Most of the above mentioned UML- 
based system development tools or source code are not available to the public 
at this point.

UML was originally designed for desktop PC-based software development. For 
this reason, an UML methodology is more suited to software engineers than to 
automation engineers, industrial engineers and non-software experts. UML 
lacks gate level representation, hardware representation, hardware/software co
design and distributed embedded control applications.

In the industrial survey by Graaf et al [2003], it was found that UML is not 
common practice adopted by most companies. Projects that employed 
diagrams mostly use free-form and box-line diagrams. Graaf et al [2003] argued 
that UML is difficult to use and required specialised skills. Those projects which 
did use UML found that it was difficult to communicate as most stakeholders did 
not completely understand the UML diagrams. In fact, some of the engineers 
just used UML simply as drawing tools.

Dubinin & Vyatkin [2005] highlighted various UML problems including weak 
orientation of control engineers as advanced software engineering methods, 
difficulties in implementation of event flows and generation of a fully executable 
control.

2. IEC 61499-based methodologies
In contrast to UML-based approaches, IEC 61499-based system development 
methodologies focus mainly on the distributed applications and industrial 
examples, with Java language being the only generated source code. Most of 
the generated Java code required a Java virtual machine to be run. There are 
practically no detail explanations or examples of how IEC 61499 can link to 
external hardware through an interface card. IEC 61499 tools for FPGA-based 
embedded systems and other microprocessor languages like C, C++, SystemC
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are still lacking. Future research should therefore be focusing on IEC 61499- 
based system development methodologies for both FPGA and other 
microprocessor languages with interfaces to the hardware platform. In addition, 
publicly available tools like FBDK, CORFU and FBench can generate partial 
Java codes but the tools neither generate C or C++ codes nor address FPGA- 
based embedded platforms. The only commercial product that supports IEC 
61499 is ISaGRAF [Weehuizen et al, 2007]. However, ISaGRAF is a 
proprietary solution that does not use XML, does not interoperate with other 
IEC 61499 tools like FBDK, FBench, CORFU and it does not support FPGA- 
based environment as well.

5.4.3 Opportunities from current research
The weaknesses of the system development methodologies for embedded 
applications provide the potential opportunities for future research. The first 
opportunity is to consolidate and simplify the flow of the system development 
methodology for embedded applications with a conceptual methodology so that 
it is easier to understand and follow. With the conceptual methodology, 
researchers could explore existing components and tools as well as develop the 
missing components as proof-of-concept tool. With the proof-of-concept tool, it 
is possible to test and validate the research through experiments and feedback.

In addition, organisations such as Open Object-Oriented kNowledge Economy 
in Intelligent inDustrial Automation (OOONEIDA or 03NEIDA) initiated research 
on reconfigurable industrial control and automation objects for manufacturing 
and automation [Vyatkin et al, 2005a]. OOONEIDA strongly supports the IEC 
61499 Function Block for automation and manufacturing industries will increase 
the usage of the standard in both research and industries.

IEC 61499 is a suitable standard for manufacturing and automation related 
industries. There is a research opportunity to extend the IEC 61499 features to 
address the interface to hardware, the needs for the FPGA-based embedded 
systems and various other microprocessor languages like C and C++. This 
effort would make the system development methodology for embedded 
applications more easily accessible to industrial engineers and therefore 
increase the adoption of embedded systems in manufacturing industries.

5.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a brief overview of embedded platforms which 
include microprocessor, FPGA, ASIC highlighting the differences and gaps in 
the system development processes for embedded applications. The chapter 
reviewed various research on system development methodologies for 
embedded applications with a focus on the UML and IEC 61499 
methodologies. The last section analysed the strengths, weaknesses of current 
research and highlighted opportunities for future research.
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c h a p te r  6 FORMULATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL 
METHODOLOGY
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The previous chapter highlighted the strengths and weaknesses of the 
development methodologies for embedded systems available in the literature 
and identified avenues for future research. Based on that, this chapter 
proposes a new system development methodology. The chapter is organised 
as follows. Section 6.1 outlines the research method adopted in this chapter, 
while Section 6.2 discusses the strategy to determine the common steps of the 
methodology. Section 6.3 describes the content of the proposed methodology 
followed by a step-by-step description of the methodology and a discussion on 
the issues involved in each step.

6.1 Method
This chapter addresses objective 2 of the research outlined previously in 
Section 4.2, which was to formulate the conceptual system development 
methodology for embedded applications. It is important to formulate a 
conceptual methodology because it provides a generic guideline comprising 
easy to understand systematic steps with a pragmatic guide for future research 
directions and implementation, which is not constrained by currently available 
tools [Nunamaker & Chen, 1989].

The method adopted to form of the conceptual methodology proposed in this 
chapter. Consequently, the following steps are adopted.

1. Determine the development steps: This involves the extraction of the key 
steps from existing methodologies. Six UML-based methodologies and 
four IEC 61499-based methodologies are chosen for analysis. The key 
steps from the existing methodologies are extracted into development 
steps for the conceptual methodology. Identifying and extracting the key 
steps from existing methodologies provides a solid foundation for the 
proposed new conceptual methodology and is a far more efficient 
approach than developing a completely new list of unknown steps. 
Baines [1995] suggested an incremental change in existing 
methodologies with the addition of new features is the most appropriate 
strategy for this stage of research. The key steps in UML-based 
methodologies include the requirement gathering, structuring and code 
generation, while steps originating from the IEC 61499 methodologies 
are the requirement gathering, repository, structuring and intermediate 
representation steps.

2. Formulate the conceptual methodology: Having established the structure 
and content, this step formulates the conceptual methodology by 
describing the combination of common development steps and contents 
for each step. During the process of formulating the new conceptual 
development methodology, emphasis needs to be put on the 
representation style of the steps, as they are required to be simple and
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suitably representative for the majority of engineers. Some of the future 
research issues will also be highlighted.

6.2 Determination of the development steps
This section establishes the development steps of the conceptual system 
development methodology for embedded applications. The development steps 
are based on the identification of the five development steps highlighted in the 
review of existing system development methodologies described previously in 
Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. This section therefore illustrates how the steps are 
mapped with existing methodologies to form the new approach.

The process of mapping the steps of the selected methodologies to the new 
development steps of the conceptual system development methodology for 
embedded applications is illustrated in Table 6.1. The table demonstrates the 
generic structure of the proposed approach. The top columns A to G of the 
table display the development steps addressed by the selected UML and IEC 
61499 methodologies from the literature. The subsequent rows outline the 
existing methodology at each development step as well as the tools used. The 
last two rows describe the names of the selected development steps, their 
mapping interpretation and rationale.

6.2.1 Common development steps
As shown in Table 6.1, the unshaded columns A, B and D are the common 
development steps that are used by the existing methodologies. The 
requirements definition step in column A appears in most existing 
methodologies which is the first step to capture the requirements from users. 
The detail design step in column B outlines the requirement to structure the 
components into architecture. The design representation step in column D 
appears in most UML-based methodologies but not in IEC 61499-based 
methodologies. This is because XML is already defined in IEC 61499 as the 
design representation format. Some of the methodologies also include style 
sheets as part of the design representation.

6.2.2 Other development steps
As shown in Table 6.1, the shaded columns C, E, F and G are other 
development steps proposed for the new conceptual methodologies. The 
design repository step in column C was highlight by Cengic et al [2006] and 
Thamboulidis et al [2007]. This step is important as most systems do not start 
totally from scratch. The design repository step assumes that the reusable 
components can be stored and retrieved for future used. The code generation 
step in column E was mainly highlighted in UML-based methodologies but not 
IEC 61499-based methodologies. This step is necessary for generating code 
for various embedded applications. Most existing methodologies do not discuss
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the implementation and the target application in much detail. For the target 
language and hardware platform, it is highly likely that proprietary tools, like 
Java compiler, SystemC compiler, are used. As such, it is necessary to have 
both implementation and target application steps for the new methodologies.

In summary, the table defines the grouping of the new development steps 
proposed in this thesis on the basis of the common steps extracted from 
selected methodologies and other development steps that are necessary for 
embedded applications. Further details of the potential proof-of-concept tool are 
discussed later in Chapter 7. The aim of the next section is to present the 
conceptual system development methodology for embedded applications.
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CHAPTER 6 - Formulation of the Conceptual Methodology

6.3 Conceptual methodology
Figure 6-1 shows the block representation of the conceptual system 
development methodology for embedded applications which represents the 
preferred approach to an idea or thought for future research and development.

The following sections describe in more detail the individual steps of the 
methodology and the associated relevant future research issues, which is 
beyond the scope of this thesis but presented to ensure its thoroughness.

STEP B: 
DETAIL DESIGN

STEP E: 
CODEGENERATION

STEP F: 
IMPLEMENTATION

STEP G: 
TARGET APPLICATION

STEP A: 

REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION

STEP D:
DESIGN REPRESENTATION

STEP C: 
DESIGN REPOSITORY

Figure 6-1: Proposed system development methodology for embedded
applications
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6.3.1 Requirements definition
As shown in Figure 6-1 step A, the requirements gathering step captures the 
user and system requirements. There are some desktop PC-based system 
development methodologies and tools available that can be used in this step. 
UML is one of the standards for capturing users’ requirements, which is more 
often used for desktop PC software development rather than embedded 
application development [Graaf, et al 2003]. IEC 61499 is ‘simple, cost 
effective, repeatable’ and well suited to meet industry demands [Woll, 2007] 
that are explored in this research for embedded applications. The potential 
areas of future research in this step could address ‘how to make the 
methodologies interoperable?’, ‘how to enhance the methodologies for both the 
hardware and software solutions?’ and ‘how to rapidly translate user 
requirements into application software?’.

6.3.2 Detail design
The detail design step aims to adapt the technical and application requirements 
into documents that represent mixture of software components, hardware 
components, reusable components structure and the system architecture. As 
shown in Figure 6-1 step B, the detail design step requires documents that 
represent the system and components. The components could be hardware- 
based, software-based or a combination of both, with each component having 
its own specific functions interface, control and attributes. These components 
then form the building blocks for the application. The potential future research 
issues that should be addressed include ‘how to decide which components 
should be software-based, hardware-based or a hybrid of hardware and 
software?’ and ‘how components could be rapidly created and reused’ and. 
‘how to determine the most suitable architecture and structure?’.

6.3.3 Design repository
This is a collection of style sheets, software templates, reference designs and 
implementations, either from previously developed systems or from other 
sources. As shown in Figure 6-1 step C, the functionality of the design 
repository step needs to be encapsulated into reusable blocks. Style sheets 
define the format of the target source code, e.g. VHDL, Java, C, C++, or HTML, 
languages and allow potential code generators to produce the source codes. 
The reference designs and template can be configured to the new applications, 
which accelerate the software development process. Interesting research 
issues at this step may include ‘how to decide the most suitable reference 
design or templates to use’, ‘how to define the style sheets?’ and ‘how to make 
the style sheet interoperable with others open standards like XML and XSL?’.
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6.3.4 Design representation
In this step, system designers are required to decide the best suited 
development approach, be it software-based, hardware-based or a hybrid of 
both hardware and software, for each part of the components. As shown in 
Figure 6-1 step D, the detail is saved into open standard representation like 
XML format. The style sheet will save the required target application language 
format. Both the design representation and style sheet can save into the design 
repository for future use. Other challenges that need further research are ‘how 
to select the correct style sheet?’, ‘how to generate style sheet for various 
languages?’ and ‘how to represent the detail design in the open standard 
formation?’.

6.3.5 Code generation
In this step, both the design representation and style sheet will be input to a 
code generator. As shown in Figure 6-1 step E, the application code generator 
will be based on the requirements specification and style sheet from previous 
steps to generate the source code of high level languages for the target 
application. As shown in Table 5-1, different embedded system hardware 
platforms require different high level languages. One of the potential future 
research directions is to provide real-time reconfiguration of resource- 
constrained embedded systems. Other challenges deserving of further attention 
include ‘how to build a real time partition of application space within the 
resource-constraint environment?’, ‘how to reconfigure the solution at run
time?’ and ‘how to split complex algorithms into parallel algorithms in order to 
speed up the process and reduce resource requirements’ and ‘how to measure 
rapid development?’.

6.3.6 Implementation
In step F, engineers are required to decide the best suited development tools 
and approach, be it software-based, hardware-based or a hybrid of both 
hardware and software, for each component. As shown in Table 5-1 different 
embedded system hardware platforms use different high level languages. Each 
embedded system hardware platform has its own proprietary compiler and 
synthesis tools. Other challenges that require further research are ‘Is there an 
open standard compiler for multiple embedded hardware platforms?’, ‘how can 
the generated source code be optimised for a specific platform?’ and ‘how can 
source code be converted back into detail design?’.

6.3.7 Target application
The last step, as shown in Figure 6-1 step G, is the target application. The 
potential target application could be one that runs on an FPGA-based, 
microprocessor-based or a hybrid of microprocessor and FPGA-based
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embedded platform. Different platforms will have different tools and associated 
research challenges.

1. Reconfigurable hardware-based platform

One potential target application could be a reconfigurable FPGA-based 
platform. In this step, the use of an FPGA, i.e. a reconfigurable 
processor that has numerous logic gates, is proposed. The FPGA gates 
can be configured into different circuits with parallel processing in order 
to accelerate the computation of complex algorithms. Over recent years, 
the cost associated with FPGAs has significantly reduced, coupled with 
an increased suitability for computationally intensive processing. Areas 
of further research may be identified as ‘how a complex algorithm could 
rapidly be converted into a hardware-based parallel solution?’, ‘how to 
make rapid development methodologies for both FPGA and 
microprocessors-based embedded solutions interoperable?’ and ‘how 
real time reconfiguration can be done on an FPGA?’.

2. Microprocessor-based platform

This solution is comparable to a PC-based solution except it is in a small 
embedded system with a microprocessor. It requires an operating 
system and a software application. The system could also have small 
real time databases. The shortcoming of this solution is that the 
processing speed depends on the speed of the microprocessor, which 
could be slower than that for PCs. Therefore, the potential research 
issues which should be addressed are ‘how the solution could be 
reconfigured at run-time without shutting down the entire system?’, ‘how 
to rapidly convert complex algorithms?’ and ‘how an operating system 
could be reconfigured based on user requirements?’.

Target applications of embedded systems could be in the form of standalone or 
handheld devices, or perhaps added onto new or existing equipment. An 
embedded system can have various sensors, input, output and algorithms to 
capture and process raw signal data, while also communicating with other 
systems. Interesting areas of research can address ‘how embedded solutions 
can be synchronised and made to communicate with other enterprise systems?’ 
and ‘how to rapidly convert a standalone application into a distributed 
embedded application?’.

6.4 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a conceptual system development methodology for 
embedded applications which included microprocessor and FPGA-based 
systems using simple graphical representation. Potential future research 
challenges were highlighted at each step. The new proposed conceptual 
methodology provides a clearer direction and approach for future research.
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The next chapter discusses the design and development of the proof-of- 
concept tool for the proposed embedded application development.
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CHAPTER 7 DEVELOPMENT OF A PROOF-OF- 
CONCEPT TOOL
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This chapter presents the third stage of the research which focuses on 
designing the system architecture and developing the proof-of-concept software 
tool for the methodology. The architecture was uniquely designed for 
extendibility and modularity while maintaining the structure and behaviour of the 
system. This stage also selects software components from existing sources and 
develops other unavailable software components in order to form the proof-of- 
concept tool that support the system development methodology.

This chapter is organised into five sections. Section 7.1 discusses the research 
method for this chapter, with Section 7.2 presenting the system architecture 
design for the proposed methodology. Section 7.3 introduces the software 
components and technologies adopted, with Section 7.4 presenting the 
implementation of the proof-of-concept tool. Finally, the conclusions of the 
chapter are presented in Section 7.5.

7.1 Method
This aim of this chapter is to fulfil Objective 3 of the research outlined 
previously in Section 4.2 and depicted again below in Figure 7-1, which is to 
develop the proof-of-concept tool for the system development methodology for 
embedded applications. To perform this task, the following questions need to 
be addressed:

1. Flow are the conceptual methodology steps mapped to the system 
architecture?

2. What software components and technologies are available to support 
the system architecture?

3. Flow is the proof-of-concept tool tested?

4. Flow are the system architecture and/or the proof-of-concept tool 
refined?

The methods required to address these questions include:

1. Proposal of the system architecture and mapping of the steps from the 
conceptual methodology to the system architecture

2. Selection of the software components and technologies available to build 
the proof-of-concept tool. Those components that are unavailable will be 
developed in order to bridge the gaps

3. Choice of the experiment to verify the proof-of-concept embedded 
application development environment

4. Redefinition of the system architecture and/or the proof-of-concept tool
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Proposed Conceptual 
Methodology

Stage 3

T 3  CD

A 3

—  CD

Verify the Tool

No

Yes

Develop the 
Proof-of-concept 

Tool

Design the 
System 

Architecture

Proof-of-concept Tool

Figure 7-1: Stage 3 - design of the system architecture and development
of the proof-of-concept tool

7.2 System architecture design
Figure 7-2 presents the system architecture design based on the conceptual 
methodology shown in Figure 6-1. The left column shows the steps from the 
conceptual methodologies and the right columns show the system architecture. 
The rectangular box in the architecture represents the process. The 
document is represented as a rectangle with a wavy base.

The requirements definition step aims to capture user requirements and system 
requirements through interview, discussion or brainstorming sessions with 
users. The output of this step is the user requirements and system 
requirements documentation.

The detail design step aims to adapt the user and system requirements into 
IEC 61499 Function Blocks. With the aid of the documentation, engineers can
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structure the requirements into various Function Blocks using an IEC 61499 
editor. Some of the design components can be retrieved from design 
repositories and newly developed design components can be stored in the 
repository for future use. The output of this step is detail function block design 
documentation in IEC 61499 format.

The design repository step is a collection of XSL style sheets definition, 
application templates, reference designs, existing Function Block components 
and external libraries from either newly built components, previously developed 
systems or other sources. The repository could be a repository database or file 
directory.

The design representation step aims to represent Function Blocks in an open 
standard format like XML. The output from the IEC 61499 editor is in XML 
format.

The code generation step aims to generate application source code from the 
XML representation of the detail design. The open standard XSL style sheet 
defines the target language format. Through the use of an XSL parser or code 
generator, Function Block designs can be translated into the target computer 
language according to the XSL style sheet definition. The output of this step is 
a high level computer language source code, such as open stand SystemC, 
Java or C++, for the target application platform.

The implementation step aims to use a proprietary application development 
tools to compile the source code into an executable application for the target 
platform. There are various commercial and readily available open source tools 
can convert high level SystemC code to Verilog for FPGAs.

The target application step could be running on FPGA-based embedded 
application platforms and microprocessor-based embedded application 
platforms, depending on the style sheet selected.

To verify the proof-of-concept tool, a simple light switch experiment is used, 
which generates Java code that can be run on PC or microprocessor-based 
embedded systems and SystemC code that can be converted for FPGA-based 
embedded systems. The following sections discuss the software components 
and the associated technology for the proof-of-concept tool in more detail.
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System ArchitectureSteps

System
requirement
document

User requirement 
document
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IEC 61499 
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Template and 
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representation of 
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New XSL 
definition

Code generator 
with XML parser

High level code 
Java

High level code 
System C

Proprietary application development tools

HDL translator

C/C++ Compiler 
Visual C

Java Compiler 
JDK

Verilog / VHDL

Synthesis HDL

FPGA-based
embedded
application

Microprocessor- 
based embedded 

application

Figure 7-2: The proposed system architecture
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7.3 Examination and development of the proof-of-concept tool
This section examines existing standard-based technologies, techniques and 
develops the proof-of-concept tool. The technologies identified include open 
standard IEC 61499 Function Blocks, intermediate language XML, style sheet 
XSL, XML parser and SystemC.

7.3.1 IEC 61499 Function Blocks:
International Electro Technical Commission (IEC) has defined various 
international standards for industrial automation. The IEC 61499 Function Block 
is an open standard component-based Function Block model that helps both 
the design functionality and integration capabilities of the system. Function 
blocks share many features with Unified Modelling Language (UML) objects, 
such as containing instances of other Function Blocks and using input or output 
variables and events. Data can be synchronised with events in Function Blocks, 
they can be used for capturing both current and future system requirements as 
is the case for the requirement step, with further uses as building blocks for 
applications in the detail design step. Industrial system specialists, who lack 
software training but are familiar with connecting physical devices together, can 
use the proven encapsulated Function Blocks and link them together in the 
most intuitive manner to quickly develop the system solution. Function Blocks 
can model a broad variety of solutions ranging from logic gates to large scale 
distributed systems. They are the functional units of software applications, with 
internal algorithms and data, which allow functions to operate on different 
platforms so that distributed control systems can be constructed. Basic 
Function Blocks can be created like software libraries which can be connected 
to larger Function Blocks for more complex problems. Function Blocks utilise an 
Execution Control Chart (ECC) state machine to trigger the execution of an 
algorithm. As shown in Figure 7-3, the algorithms inside the Function Block are 
hidden internally and are scheduled according to the ECC state machine. The 
ECC defines the Function Block behaviour according to input events, 
operations on internal variable values, input and output values. After successful 
algorithm execution, the execution control will generate output events 
accordingly.

The IEC 61499 standard defines various types of Function Blocks. A Function 
Block is a software module that can be stored in a library and repeatedly used 
for various differing applications. Every instance of a Function Block has a 
unique instance name and creates its own set of variables. The definition of the 
interface is performed first, follow by the definition of the block’s functionality. 
The types of Function Block available include basic, composite and service 
interface. Their differences relate to the way their internal structure and 
functionality is described, although their interfaces are built using a common set 
of rules.
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Event input Event input

Execution Method  
(Hidden)

Data Flow

Data Input

Type Name

Algorithm
(Hidden)

Internal Data 
(Hidden)

Data Flow

Data output

Resource Capabilities 
(Scheduling , Communications and Process mapping)

Figure 7-3: Execution model [Fischer & Boucher, 2008]

As mentioned in Section 5.4.1 sub-section 2, there is a selection of IEC 61499 
development tools available for evaluation and testing. Freeware Function 
Block Development Kit (FBDK) [Flolobloc, 2008] is the first IEC 61499 editor 
commonly used by researchers. The commercial tool from ISaGRAF 
[Weehuizen et al, 2007] is used for industrial deployment but does not fully 
meet the IEC 61499 standard as it does not save their files in XML and cannot 
interoperate with other IEC 61499 tools. Open source tools like FBench 
[FBench, 2008] and 4DIAC [4DIAC, 2008] are available for future research and 
enhancement. Flowever, it has numerous bugs and is not very stable. Among 
lEC-compliant tools, FBDK [Holobloc, 2008] is the most stable freeware tool to 
test the methodology. FBDK can be used to generate XML codes and 
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Through the use of an FBDK editor, the 
control system can be configured by adding properties such as Function Block 
name, identification, version and type definition.
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1. BASIC FUNCTION BLOCKS

A basic Function Block is a platform-independent abstraction of a 
software component. The standard implies separation of the functions 
from the execution control and implementation through algorithms, as 
shown in Figure 7-4. The execution of the Function Blocks is event- 
driven, perhaps from other Function Blocks, meaning that the algorithms 
are executed only if an input event activates the block. They may 
encapsulate interfaces to the environment i.e. controlled process, 
communication networks, or hardware of a particular computational 
device. The execution function of a basic Function Block is defined in the 
form of a state machine that is available for documentation and 
specification purposes even if the source code of the algorithms remains 
hidden to the user.

E V E N T

E V E N T

&

B O O L  0 - 0

IN IT  IN IT O  

R E Q  CNF

H-

B a s ic  

Ql Q O

E V E N T

H — E V E N T

0 - 0  B O O L

Figure 7-4: Basic Function Block type

The internal data of a Function Block can be used only by the internal 
algorithms and is inaccessible by other Function Blocks. Furthermore, 
they can be designed without any knowledge of the particular hardware 
on which the algorithms will later be executed.

The execution control method refers to the algorithm that is called after a 
certain input event. It is specified by using the execution control chart 
(ECC), with the basic block only having a single ECC, as shown in Figure 
7-5.

An ECC is a finite state machine with a defined initial state. It consists of 
states with associated actions and of state transactions indicated by 
arrows in Figure 7-5. The actions contain algorithms to invoke and output 
events which are to be issued upon the completion of the algorithm. The 
execution of the block is initiated by the event input REQ (Request). The 
Function Blocks in the algorithm REQ are executed sequentially in the 
order of their occurrence in the textual representation of the algorithm. 
The initial state of ECC is START. The INIT (initialisation) event will 
transfer the EC (Execution Control) state to the INIT state and then the 
INIT algorithm will be executed. Upon completion of the algorithm, the 
event output INITO (initialisation output) will be generated. Condition 1 
then resets the INIT state back to the START state.
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INI 1 INI 1 INITO
i i

START •INIT

REQ

R E Q  REQ CNF

Figure 7-5: Execution control chart

2. COMPOSITE FUNCTION BLOCKS

A composite Function Block is a container that integrates other Function 
Blocks. The container as such does not perform any specific action 
except for setting input and output variables for the activities of its 
components. The network can include basic, service interface and 
composite Function Block types, allowing hierarchically organised 
applications to be built. A composite Function Block does not have an 
ECC and interface variables. Its functionality depends on the state of the 
basic Function Blocks as well as their events and data interconnections. 
Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7 show the interface and an implementation 
example of the composite Function Block type respectively. In Figure 
7-7, the start and stop switches of lamp Function Blocks are used to 
emulate inputs and outputs, with the control logic being represented by 
FB AND and FB NOT.

E V E N T  B

E V E N T — B

B O O L B -B

INIT INITO  

REQ CNF

^  c
Composite 

Ql QO

B  EVENT

f i - E V E N T

B -B  BOOL

Figure 7-6: Composite Function Block interface
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1
o-

Figure 7-7: Composite Function Block implementation (graphical
construction)

a. Connections in composite Function Blocks

Members of the Function Block network within a composite 
Function Block can be linked to the inputs and outputs of the 
“container block” through event and data connections. Typically, 
sets of rules and conventions exist for managing event and data 
connections.

b. Textual representation of composite Function Blocks

By using either textual or graphical declarations, it is possible to 
define instances i.e. copies of basic Function Blocks, created from 
the basic Function Block definition and copies of the composite 
Function Blocks, created from the composite Function Block 
definition. The behaviour of a composite Function Block type is 
determined by its type definition. Flowever, it has its own storage 
for the associated input, output and events variables as well as for 
storing the state of the ECC. For example, a composite Function 
Block for one NOT and AND Function Block can be represented 
by the textual description as shown in Figure 7-8 below.

1. FUNCTION_BLOCK ON_OFF_OC (* Composite Function Block
2. EVENT_INPUT
3. REQ WITH INIO,IN2C; (* Normal Execution Request *)
4. END_EVENT
5. EVENT_OUTPUT
6. CNF WITH OUT; (* Execution Confirmation *)
7. END_EVENT
8. VAR_INPUT
9. INIO : BOOL;
10. IN2C : BOOL;
11. END_VAR
12. VAR_OUTPUT
13. OUT : BOOL;
14. END_VAR

Figure 7-8: Textual description
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15. FBS
16. NOT : FB_NOT;
17. AND : FB_AND;
18. Start : IN_BOOL(
19. QI := 1,
20. LABEL := "Start",
21. IN := 0);
22. Stop : IN_BOOL(
23. QI : = 1,
24. LABEL := "Stop",
25. IN := 0);
26. Lamp : OUT_BOOL(
27. QI := 1,
28. LABEL := "Lamp",
29. oooIIoV

30. Cl := [255,0,0]);
31. END_FBS
32. EVENT_CONNECTIONS
33. NOT.CNF TO AND.REQ ;
34. Start.INITO TO Stop.INIT ;
35. Start.IND TO NOT.REQ ;
36. Stop.INITO TO Lamp.INIT ;
37. Stop.IND TO NOT.REQ ;
38. AND.CNF TO Lamp.REQ ;
39. END_CONNECTIONS
40. DATA_CONNECTIONS
41. NOT.OUT TO AND.IN2 ;
42. Start.OUT TO AND.INI ;
43. Stop.OUT TO NOT.IN ;
44. A N D .OUT TO Lamp.IN ;
45. END_CONNECTIONS
46. END_FUNCTION_BLOCK

Figure 7-8: Textual description (continued)

3. SERVICE INTERFACE FUNCTION BLOCKS

As shown in Figure 7-9, Service Interface Function Blocks (SIFB) 
implements the interface between an application and the specific 
functionality that is jointly provided by the hardware and system software 
of embedded devices. While the code of a SIFB can be internally 
hidden, it can still provide the capability of specifying and documenting 
its functionality in a graphical form of service sequences, thus defining 
the interaction between an application and an external resource or 
library. The IEC 61499 standard defines labels for input and output 
parameters, such as INIT represents initialisation, INITO represents 
confirmation of the initialisation and Ql represents the input qualifier.
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EVENT INIT INITO EVENT

EVENT REQ CNF EVENT

EVENT RSP IND EVENT

Servicelnterface

BOOL QO BOOL

C -E H 3 -W S T R IN GW STRING PARAM 8 STATUS

■B-BANY SD RD ANY

Figure 7-9: A Service Interface Function Block

7.3.2 extended Markup Language (XML):

XML is a flexible, open and simple text format originally designed for web 
publishing. XML is standardised by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
and was jointly developed by IBM, Microsoft and Sun Micro Systems. In this 
research, XML is used as the intermediate meta language to define the 
Function Block. XML is a widely accepted universal industrial data format 
standard for exchanging data. The XML format has flexible features which 
improve the ease of custom code development and enhance the use of code 
generators in application development through the use of a corresponding 
parser to convert the XML format into other textual formats.

7.3.3 extended Style Sheet Language (XSL):

XSL is the customisable interpreter for XML documents which describes the 
styles and formatting for XML documents as well as defining the display of the 
XML documents. By applying different XSLs to the same data, the layout of the 
formatted documents can be custom designed for a given purpose. XSL 
contains three components specifically for XML documents such as XML Path 
Language (XPath), XSL Transformation (XSLT) and XSL Formatting Objects 
(XSL-FO). XSLT includes template rules for transforming the XML documents. 
XPath is used to navigate and XSL-FO is used to format XML documents 
respectively. XSL formats the style of XML documents, which can then be used 
as a template code generator for a variety of languages, as shown in Figure 
7-10.
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XML Document

HTMLXSL for HTML

C++XSL for C++

XML Parser

JavaXSL for Java

HDLXSL for HDL

Figure 7-10: XSL for different language formats

XSL documents start with <?xml version="1.0" encoding=" "?> syntax which 
defines the version number. The next line, <xsl:stylesheet> indicates that this 
document is an XSL style sheet format. The ‘match’ attribute is used to define a 
template and to associate that template with an XML element. The value of the 
match attribute is defined by an XPath expression, for example: <xsl:template 
match="c:/data/device1">. The template is then tested against every node in 
the XML document. If a match is found then the content of the template is 
generated as output. Once matched, the child nodes will not be considered 
unless an explicit instruction is provided. The <xsl:value-of> element can be 
used to extract the value of an XML element and that value can be added to the 
output stream of the transformation.

< ? x m l  v e r s i o n = " 1 . 0 "  e n c o d i n g = " I S O - 8 8 5 9 - 1 "? >
< ? x m l - s t y l e s h e e t
t y p e = " t e x t / x s l "  h r e f = " t r a n s f o r m . x s l "? >
< f  b>
< p o r t >

< i n  n a m e = " p o r t a " > < / i n >
< i n  n a m e = " p o r t b " > < / i n >
< o u t  n a m e = " p o r t a b " x / o u t >

< / p o r t >
< a l g o r i t h m

e x p r e s s i o n = " p o r t a | p o r t b "  
r e s u l t t o = " p o r t a b " >

< / a l g o r i t h m >
< / f  b>

Figure 7-11: XML document for OR operation
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Since XSL is used to manipulate the XML documents where information is 
stored, conditional tests against the expression can be done in XSL documents. 
There are several XML elements available to do the conditional tests. The 
element <xsl:if> is one of the elements that allows this. In order to use <xsl:if>, 
test conditions must be provided as the attribute of the <xsl:if> element. If the 
test condition is true then the next element inside the conditional test element 
will be executed. Multiple conditional tests can be done with <xsl:when> and 
<xsl:otherwise> elements together with the <xsl:choose> element. The <xsl:for- 
each> element is used to select every XML element between user defined tags 
as shown in Figure 7-12, which depicts the XSL template that helps the XML 
parser generate the C codes.

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:output method="text" />
<xsl: template match="fb"> 
void main()
{

<xsl:for-each select="port/in"> 
int <xsl: value-of select="Gname"/>;
</xsl:for-each>
<xsl:for-each select="port/out"> 
int <xsl:value-of select="Gname"/>;
</xsl:for-each>
<xsl:value-of 

select="algorithm/Gresultto"/>=<xsl:value-of 
select="algorithm/ Gexpression"/>;
}
</xsl:tempiate>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Figure 7-12: XSL which converts XML to C

7.3.4 XML parser
An XML parser or code generator, available in numerous forms, can be used in 
conjunction with XML and XSL to generate target text file based on the XSL 
defined format. In this thesis, XSL defines the target source code formation for 
embedded applications and an XML parser converts Function Block detail 
representation in XML format to C++, Verilog, SystemC and Java languages 
based on XSL format definition. The parser loads the XML document into the 
computer’s memory, with the most simple being the plain string parser which 
treats the XML document as a string content and returns element values by 
sensing the presence of < and /> within the string. Following the document 
being loaded into memory, the data can be manipulated using the Document 
Object Model (DOM). DOM is a hierarchical method of representing the 
elements in an XML document and then accessing them in a tree-like manner.
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Simple API for XML (SAX) is an alternative to DOM. SAX opens innumerable 
possible uses for the XML document. Since each element, or node occurrence, 
is parsed and triggered as an event in the application, it can be interpreted in an 
application specific method thus providing a special representation. Some 
popular SAX and DOM parsers are Megginson (a Java-based SAX parser) 
[Megginson, 2008], Aelfred (a Java-based SAX parser) [Aelfred, 2008] and 
Microsoft's DOM parser [Microsoft, 2008]. Megginson, an industry standard 
API, is an open source application, which is used to access the XML document 
in Java. The latest release supports SAX version 2.0 and is available for 
various programming languages. Aelfred is a lightweight XML parser for Java 
and is known as a variation of Megginson’s SAX parser. Microsoft XML parser 
is developed by Microsoft Corporation and is available for any programming 
language which supports the Microsoft ActiveX technologies.

7.3.5 SystemC
SystemC is an open standard system modelling language that supports 
hardware/software co-design and co-simulation using C++. It is used in both 
electronic and non-electronic systems designs. It can provide higher levels of 
abstraction for system components and exploit the advantages of C++ class 
library constructs through their timing, concurrency and reactive behaviours. 
Figure 7-13 shows how the IEC 61499 Function Block can be used as the 
system level design tool, as it generates different languages for various 
embedded environments. SystemC is used in this proposed approach instead 
of Verilog because SystemC allows for designs to be expressed and verified at 
high levels of abstraction and implemented in the lower level hardware. This 
approach helps system designers to design and simulate both the hardware 
and software behaviours of the system.
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Figure 7-13: Language comparison and generation

7.3.6 SystemC to Verilog
SystemC is a hardware modelling language based on the C++ language. It 
provides the APIs and the simulation kernel to design and test electronic 
systems with high levels of abstraction. However, SystemC is a hardware 
modelling language and the tools to convert directly from SystemC into 
Electronic Data Interchange Format (EDIF) for FPGAs are still lacking. It is 
therefore necessary to initially convert SystemC into an intermediate hardware 
description language (HDL) such as Verilog, since numerous tools are available 
to convert Verilog into EDIF.

The SC2V [SC2V, 2008] converter is an open source software tool which 
translates the SystemC source codes into Verilog-equivalent ones, based on 
the Lexical Analyser Generator (LEX) and Yet Another Compiler-Compiler 
(YACC). LEX is a lexical processor for character input streams whereas YACC 
uses the code generated by the LEX and constructs the parse tree. SC2V then 
checks whether the input program is syntactically correct or not. Both LEX and 
YACC are the fundamental code generator components. There are some 
expensive commercial tools available to convert SystemC to Verilog such as 
Forte Cynthesiser [Forte, 2008], Synopsis CoCentric System Studio [Synopsis, 
2008] and Agility Compiler [Agility, 2008].
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7.4 Verification of the tools
This section presents an experiment to verify the proof-of-concept tool of the 
IEC 61499-based implementation, which will generate Java based solutions, 
SystemC code and subsequently convert that code into Verilog for an FPGA. 
For the purpose of testing the tools, the switch and light system [Fischer & 
Boucher, 2008] is used to model and simulate the IEC 61499 Function Blocks. 
An introduction to Function Block editor FBDK is provided in Appendix A and 
the proof-of-concept tool installation instructions as given in Appendix B.

7.4.1 Step A: Requirements definition
In this verification experiment, the switch and light system to test the fill proof- 
of-concept tool. The logic of the switch and light system is as follows:

Lightl = Switch1

Light2 =  Switch! AND Switch2

Switch 1 and Switch 2 are the inputs and Light 1 and Light 2 are the outputs. In 
this system, Light 1 and Light 2 will be ON when Switch 1 is turned ON while 
Switch 2 is OFF. Only Light 1 will be ON when both Switch 1 and Switch 2 are 
turned ON. Since switch 1 is the main switch, if Switch 1 is turned OFF, both 
Light 1 and Light 2 will be OFF.

7.4.2 Step B: Detail design
The system is modelled using a network of basic Function Blocks. The switch 
and light control system will be controlled by NOT and AND Function Blocks 
which are the main Function Blocks of the Function Block network. As depicted 
in Figure 7-13, the model has seven Function Blocks: START, (2 Switches) 
IN_BOOL, (2 Lights) OUT_BOOL, NOT and AND.
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Figure 7-14: Modelling the switch and light system

1. START BLOCK:

The START block, shown in Figure 7-14, is used to control the starting 
and stopping of the Function Blocks. The START block has three start 
events namely STOP, COLD and WARM. The COLD event starts the 
system and the WARM event restarts the system after it has already 
been started. The STOP event ends the system. Figure 7-14 illustrates 
the time sequence diagram for the COLD, WARM and STOP events of 
the START Function Block respectively.

2. SWITCH BLOCK:

The SWITCH block shown in Figure 7-14 serves as the Boolean input 
Function Block, which may take on one of two Boolean states - ON or 
OFF. The Boolean input 0 or 1 is set by the value of the IN input where 
0 corresponds to switch being OFF and 1 meaning the switch is ON. 
For this system, the initial state of the input is 0. As can be seen, there 
are two input events and three output events in the I N B O O L  block. In 
the switch and light system, two inputs INIT, REQ and two outputs 
INITO, IND are used. The INIT event initialises the input variable used 
by the Function Blocks while the INITO event generates output on 
successful initialisation. The REQ event reads the value from the IND
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event. There are two switches in this system - Switch 1 and Switch 2, 
both having similar behaviours but potentially differing system- 
dependant event and data connections.

3. LIGHT BLOCK:

The LIGHT block serves as an output Function Block, with OUT_BOOL 
being a composite Function Block. It is composed of two basic Function 
Blocks. This Function Block utilises an instance of the 
FB_SEL_COLOR and the OUT_COLOR to display a coloured circle 
with a label. According to the REQ event input, the colour is updated to 
the value specified by the CO or C1 input depending on whether the 
value of the IN input is FALSE or TRUE, respectively.

4. FB_NOT FUNCTION BLOCK:

The FB_NOT Function Block simply operates as the NOT logic 
operator that is TRUE if its operand is FALSE and is FALSE if its 
operand is TRUE. There is a single input, either true or false, into IN, 
while the OUT output will generate a single output as described.

5. FB_AND BLOCK:

The FB_AND block operates as an AND logic that outputs a value of 
TRUE if both of its operands are TRUE and otherwise outputs FALSE. 
A single output, true or false, will be generated according to the input 
values of IN1 and IN2.

7.4.3 Step C: Design repository
Boolean logic from the repository, such as the FRAME_DEVICE, AND and 
NOT operators Function Block, is used to implement this system.

7.4.4 Step D: Design representation
The design of the switch and light control system is stored in a .sys file type and 
each Function Block is saved in .fbt file type. Both .sys and .fbt file types are in 
XML format.

7.4.5 Step E: Code generation
Most embedded application programmers are required to be fluent in numerous 
computer languages such as Java, C and C++ which typically requires 
extensive training. Since many embedded systems have product specific 
programming languages, code generation can provide a more convenient 
solution for engineers who are not familiar in the relevant programming 
language. Function Blocks can be used to ‘draw’ and ‘link’ the application, while 
the code generator will then generate the user selected source codes according
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to the embedded system language requirements. Choosing the correct tool to 
perform the code generation is crucial to the completion of the task.

XML is the metafile for web and data representation with XSL being the style 
sheet that defines the resulting format of the XML. Software developers can 
create an XSL style sheet to define the required language template. As shown 
previously in Figure 7-10, an XML parser (e.g. Microsoft’s MSXSL) can process 
the XML source and convert it to the target language based on the XSL. In this 
experiment, the Function Block design is converted into 2 different computer 
languages, namely Java and SystemC. Java is for microprocessors-based 
embedded systems and SystemC is for FPGA-based embedded systems.

7.4.6 Step F: Implementation

1. IEC 61499 Function Block

The FRAME_DEVICE basic Function Block type from the repository is used for 
the switch and light system with the associated bounds and grid parameters. 
Using a Java compiler, the Function Block can be compile into a Java 
application for a microprocessor based embedded system. The next step 
requires the mapping of the Function Blocks to the correct resources in the 
device. Resources and devices may reside in one or more systems.

2. SystemC with Visual C++

Using Microsoft VC++ or other compilers, the generated SystemC code can be 
compiled into an executable file. The compiler needs to link the SystemC 
header file (SystemC.h) and the library file (SystemC.lib) with the Run-Time 
Type Information (RTTI) enabled. RTTI provides the run time type information 
of the dynamic variables, which are necessary for systems that adopt dynamic 
variables with multiple inheritances and dynamic type casting as well as for the 
template classes. SystemC library files are heavily dependent on the RTTI. The 
executable file will show output in the console but will not be accurate as a real 
system due to the existence of an inherent signal delay in embedded systems. 
To solve this problem, tf=sc_create_vcd_trace_file ("sl_trace") needs to be 
added into the SystemC test bench to generate the Value Change Dump (VCD) 
files. These allow the output to be viewed in a waveform viewer (e.g. SystemC 
Win) for visual checking, as shown in Figure 7-15. A VCD file is an ASCII file 
which consists of header information, variable definitions and the value 
changes for all variables specified in the task calls. VCD is a standard format 
that is compatible with many waveform viewers and eliminates the need to 
know the internal logic of the system.
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Figure 7-15: Simulated digital waveform

3. SystemC to Verilog

SystemC is a hardware modelling language and needs to be converted into an 
intermediate hardware description language (HDL) such as Verilog. The SC2V 
converter is used to translate the SystemC source code into Verilog. Sub- 
Section 7 in Appendix B shows the detail steps of how to use SC2V for 
conversion of SystemC to Verilog.

7.4.7 Step G: Target application

1. Microprocessor-based embedded application

The final Java application provides a graphical view of the system that could be 
run on a microprocessor-based embedded system. In this case, the experiment 
is running on a PC 104 embedded system as shown in Figure 7-16.
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Figure 7-16: Testing switch and light system

2. FPGA-based embedded application

Once the Verilog file is generated, it can be readily used for configuration of a 
FPGA-based embedded system using the development environment from the 
FPGA vendors, e.g. Xilinx’s ISE. The configuration process including 
placement, routing and BIT file configuration for the FPGA chip. Figure 7-17 
shows the experimental result on a Xilinx’s FPGA board.
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Switches

Figure 7-17: Switch and light system implemented on an FPGA

7.5 Discussion
The common evaluation criteria of a methodology, highlighted previously in 
Chapter 3, include testability, portability, component modelling, interoperability, 
understanding and reusability. The result of the evaluation is as follows.

o Testability: The verification experiment indicated that the proof-of- 
concept tool could generate a Java-based GUI and digital 
waveform simulations which allow developers and users to 
conduct different tests prior to implementation. This shows 
that the proof-of-concept tool for the methodology is readily 
testable through simulation.

o Portability: The simple light and switch experimental application can 
generate both Java and SystemC code that is independent 
of the implementation and can be deployed on both 
microprocessor-based and FPGA-based embedded 
devices.

o Component Modelling: The experimental applications use components- 
based Function Blocks. Some of the basic Function Blocks 
like FRAME_DEVICE, AND and NOT gate are used to 
construct the experimental application. Each Function Block 
can be interconnected with bigger composite Function 
Blocks or with different applications.
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o Interoperability: The verification experiment demonstrated a light switch 
application that can interoperate in a microprocessor-based 
as well as an FPGA-based environment.

o Understanding: All experiments were built using graphical Function 
Blocks with simple lines representing connections. This is 
the simplest form of design and development and can be 
readily understood by most engineers. As highlighted by 
Graaf et al [2003], projects that employ diagrams, typically 
adopt free-form and box-line diagrams. Function Blocks 
resemble the easily understandable box-line diagrams. A 
half day workshop was conducted for industrial users to 
collect feedback on ease of understanding. A detailed 
discussion on the feedback is presented later in Section 8.7.

o Reusability: Reusability is clearly demonstrated in the experimental 
application through the reuse of the FRAME_DEVICE, AND 
and NOT gate basic function blocks to construct light switch. 
The XSL style sheet for this experiment can also be reused 
in other applications.

The proof-of-concept tool demonstrates the concept of the methodology with a 
verification experiment. The experiment generated Java code through standard 
Function Block editor and SystemC code through an XML parser. The final 
application can run on both microprocessor and FPGA-based embedded 
platforms. The verification experiment is executed in an environment where the 
researcher has full control over the requirements. The main purpose is to test 
the proof-of-concept tool and demonstrate how they function. The only 
drawback is that the XSL style sheet requires a lot of effort to create. The 
process of creating a style sheet requires an engineer with a strong background 
in software engineering especially in computer language structure. Once the 
style sheet is created, it can be reused in other applications. For the proof-of- 
concept tool, only the Gate level style sheet is created to prove the concept of 
the methodology. To create a full industrial strength style sheet for multiple 
languages would require an extensive engineering effort, rending it infeasible 
for the scope of work in the thesis.

7.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the system architecture of the proof-of-concept tool has been 
discussed. The methodology explores the use of the IEC 61499 standard for 
non-software specialists together with XML and XSL to carry out code 
generation. The methodology also includes an XSL-based style sheet definition 
for different computer languages, a code generator that generates different 
source codes and a SystemC to Verilog code converter for FPGA-based 
embedded systems. The methodology provides a flexible embedded software
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development environment that could be used together with new or existing tools 
within the tool chain.

A simple test application of the switch and light system has been modelled in 
Function Blocks using the FBDK tool, which supports XML. In this case, the 
various language formats are defined by the XSL style sheet to generate 
source codes for both microprocessor-based (e.g. C++, C, Java) and FPGA- 
based (e.g. SystemC) systems. In order to implement the control system on an 
FPGA, the switch and light system must be in FIDL format. This is because it is 
the only format capable of describing the circuit's operation, design and 
organisation, allowing for the testing and verification of the operation by means 
of simulation. Among the many available hardware description languages, 
Verilog is chosen since there are numerous available free and commercial tools 
that can readily synthesise and route to an FPGA. The Function Block can be 
seen to be more user-friendly for non-software specialists to design embedded 
systems, compared to learning different programming languages and manually 
coding the systems.
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This chapter presents the fourth stage of the research highlighted previously in 
Chapter 4, which focuses on the evaluation and validation of the methodology 
through three industrial experiments and a workshop. This chapter is organised 
into 5 sections. Section 8.1 discusses the research method for this chapter. 
Section 8.2 gives an overview of the selected semiconductor manufacturing 
process, which is one of most widespread electronic industries in Singapore. To 
validate the proposed methodology, Section 8.3 presents 3 industrial 
experiments. The first experiment involves a methodology implementation for a 
polishing time estimator in the semiconductor manufacturing process. The 
second industrial experiment applies the proposed methodology to remote 
sensing, through the use of digital signal processing with compression. The 
development methods and experimental results are discussed in their 
respective sections. The third experiment presents the application of the 
methodology to a PID design with analysis and validation. Section 8.4 then 
presents the analysis result of the workshop. Section 8.5 analyses the 
strengths, weaknesses of the methodology and identifies opportunities for 
further refinement.

8.1 Method
The objective of this stage is to evaluate the effectiveness of the methodology 
with industrial participation. The research strategy is to observe the application 
of the methodology using the proof-of-concept tool in practice in order to 
evaluate whether it is practical, useful and relevant to the industrial participants. 
The evaluation will comprise industrial experiments and workshop feedback 
from participants.

According to Nunamaker et al [1991], a system development methodology 
cannot be verified mathematically and therefore must tested empirically through 
observation and experiments. The main advantage of experimentation and 
observation is the direct approach in which enables the researcher to collect 
firsthand data and interact with the experiment participants. Robson [2004] 
highlighted that experiments and observation prevent contamination of 
information between the researcher and the object of research.

In order to collect feedback from a wider range of industrial participants on the 
usefulness of the methodology, a workshop with hands-on demonstration is 
conducted. The workshop feedback is an additional data collection instrument 
used in this phase.

In this case, industrial experiments feedback is from observation and informal 
interview with participants whereas workshop feedback is at the discretion of 
the workshop attendees.

As shown in Figure 8-1, there are 4 steps comprising this fourth stage of the 
research which include:
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1. To understand electronics related manufacturing process, select a suitable
industrial sector and select suitable companies for both the experiments 
and workshop.

2. To understand the selected industrial related processes and validate the
methodology using the proof-of-concept tool from stage 3 through 
industrial experimentation.

3. To conduct a workshop for a wider range of potential industrial users and
capture their feedback through questionnaires for analysis and 
refinement.

4. To analyse cross experiments and workshop feedback from potential users
to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology and to 
identify opportunities for further refinement.

Proof-of-concept Tool from Stage 3

Stage 4

Validation

Semiconductor
Sector

Experiment 1 
Polishing Time 

Estimator

Experiment 2 
FFT/Compression 

Enabler

Experiment 3 
PID Recorder

Cross Experiment and 
Workshop Feedback 

Ana ysis

Analysis Result of the Methodology

Figure 8-1: Stage 4 -  Evaluation of the Methodology
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8.2 Selection of companies
This aim understand electronics the general manufacturing process and to 
select suitable industrial companies for both the experiments and workshop.

8.2.1 Understanding the manufacturing process

An electronics cluster includes semiconductor production, computer 
peripherals, infocomms and consumer electronics. The largest segment within 
the Singaporean domestic electronics industry is semiconductor production 
[MAS, 2007]. As such, the industrial experiments will be selected from the 
semiconductor sector.

As shown in Figure 8-2, semiconductor production facilities can be divided 
widely into wafer fabrication, front-end and back-end semiconductor fabrication, 
assembly, mark and test. A brief description of production facilities and their 
functions are provided next.

Wafer
fabrication
(Purchase)

Back-end 
semiconductor 

fabrication - 
wafer sort/test, 
mark bad IC’s

Front-end 
semiconductor 

fabrication - 
fabricate IC’s 

on wafer

Mark & ^  ,
final test Packaging

Figure 8-2: Semiconductor production overview

1. Wafer fabrication -  An electronic grade wafer is manufactured from pure
silica. A silicon ingot is pulled from a furnace and is sliced subsequently
into fine thin silicon disks. Each silicon disk is then polished according to 
the specifications of the front-end semiconductor fabrication process. 
Wafer fabrication produces raw wafers of various sizes and electronic 
grades, depending on the process requirements determined by the 
components to be built on the wafer.
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2. Front-end semiconductor fabrication -  During the design at thousands of 
circuits on the wafer, the electronic grade silicon is subjected to 
numerous electronic processes. The processes could require up to 700 
individual steps, including processing and measurement steps. Each 
product manufactured during fabrication goes through a specific routine. 
Once the wafer is complete, it is shipped to a back-end semiconductor 
fabrication facility.

3. Back-end semiconductor fabrication -  Back-end semiconductor 
fabrication measures and evaluates the quality of each of the circuits 
(called a Die) on the wafer. A considered ‘bad’ Die will be marked and 
after the measurement process, be cut out from the wafer. The 
remaining ‘good’ Dies are then placed in a plastic encapsulation with 
legs attached to it for connecting to external circuits.

4. Packaging -  The process involves the manufactured integrated chip 
being put on to a module. The assembly process will assemble the Die 
into a package, a process which includes Die bonding, wire-bonding and 
moulding.

5. Mark and test -  The final process tests and evaluates the functionalities 
of each package and marks the package with the final product 
information.

8.2.2 Selection criteria
To guide the selection of industrial companies for the experiments, the following 
criteria have been set:

1. The companies should be in the related or selected industrial sector

2. The companies should provide a engineer to evaluate the methodology

3. The companies should have no methodology in place and should be 
exploring a new approach.

Once the criteria are determined, the next step is to find companies’ contact 
information from SIMTech’s contact list. Eight companies were invited because 
they are in the semiconductor sector. Three companies responded positively to 
the invitation. The remainder were not selected because they could not commit 
resources for the evaluation. The next step was follow up those companies with 
formal meetings, presentations and discussion on the project scope, time-scale 
and roles.

For confidentiality reasons and to allow a greater freedom to discuss the results 
of the evaluation, the 3 companies are referred to as CMP-Co, FFT-Co, PID-Co 
hereafter. A short description of the companies is given in the introduction 
section of the experiments.
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8.2.3 Selection of industrial companies for workshop
In order to collect feedback from a wider range of potential industrial users, a 
workshop with hands-on demonstrations was conducted. The workshop 
invitations were sent to 50 contacts within the electronics cluster. The next step 
involved the preparation of hands-on demonstration slides, setup and 
questionnaires. A total of 35 participants signed up but only 28 participants 
joined the workshop. There were 19 participants from 11 companies dealing 
with electronics consumer product manufacturing, semiconductor chip 
manufacturing and engineering services provision. The other 9 participants 
were from research Institutes and Universities.

The next section describes the 3 industrial related experiments that validate the 
proposed methodology. The sections provide a background of the companies, 
their requirements, the processes, experimental implementations and results.

8.3 Industrial experiments
The industrial experiments were conducted at the participating companies’ site. 
The industrial participants are external to the researcher’s workplace but they 
were available for close interaction and discussion. Furthermore, the researcher 
was not directly involved in executing the experiments.

The researcher, however,

• Devised the assessment criteria with the industrial participants.

• Planned and assisted the participants with regards to the general 
procedures for running the experiments, which included:

o Organisation of training and hands-on tutorials for industrial 
participants;

o Provision of the proof-of-concept tool to the industrial participants;

o Identification of an appropriate experimental design and 
application scenario;

o Identification of the tasks to be performed by the industrial 
participants;

o Running the required experimental trials according to the 
application scenario;

o Consolidation of the feedback and observation for each 
experiments.
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8.3.1 Experiment 1: Polishing time estimator

1. Background of the company

The CMP-Co is a multinational manufacturing company based in USA and with 
a regional headquarters based in Singapore. The company is one of the world 
leaders in PC manufacturing, semiconductor manufacturing, system integration 
and specialist solution provision for semiconductor manufacturing.

The automation division of the CMP-Co provides system integration services for 
both internal and external customers. Over the last few years, CMP-Co have 
experienced problems in hiring local Singaporean engineers and have thus 
sourced suitable candidates from overseas like India and China to support 
automation and system integration. Unfortunately, the job requires multi
disciplinary expertise including manufacturing, mechanical, electronics and 
software. Due to a high turnover rate and short time to deliver solution, CMP-Co 
finds that is difficult to retain the knowledge of engineers, hire the right 
engineers and train the engineer with the right skill.

The semiconductor production of CMP-Co occurs in an expensive clean room 
environment. The majority of companies require embedded systems as 
opposed to PCs to enhance their existing systems and control equipment. This 
is due to embedded systems being smaller in size and using fanles solid-state 
components, which do not generate dust. Due to rapid changes in 
semiconductor technology, the existing production equipment and systems 
always needs to be retrofitted and enhanced using embedded applications. 
CMP-Co aims to find a methodology that could be easily understood and used 
by non-programmers, to help in system integration for semiconductor 
manufacturing.

CMP-Co assigned a mechanical engineer to explore the proposed methodology 
for 3 months from October 2007 to December 2007. The engineer is trained in 
mechanical engineering and is not familiar with software programming. He 
provided the domain expertise, desensitised shop floor data and assistance in 
the development of a simple proof-of-concept embedded application using the 
methodology. To develop the polishing time estimator, the methodology was 
carried out in full and an understanding of the operation of each step within the 
methodology was obtained. As the methodology and proof-of-concept tool are 
designed to be self explanatory, it was found necessary to provide a brief 
overview so that the participating engineer understood the implementation 
details. The brief overview included some basic material, such as a tutorial on 
the Function Block editor as shown in Appendix A and proof-of-concept tool 
installation & instructions provided in Appendix B.
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2. Step A: Requirements definition

To evaluate the methodology, the wafer production chemical mechanical 
planarisation (CMP) process was selected because CMP-Co had some 
problems in controlling the process yield. The CMP process is used in 
semiconductor production to planarise wafers which is the last step of the front- 
end semiconductor production process as shown in Figure 8-2. CMP is the 
process of flattening a wafer for providing a better depth of focus for upcoming 
layers. Due to the non-linear characteristics of the components used, CMP is a 
highly variable process. This leads to the need for constant re-adjustment of the 
control parameters so that the planarisation process could yield an on-target 
performance. The operation consists of three steps, pre-thickness 
measurement, the planarisation process and post-thickness measurement, as 
shown in Figure 8-3.
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Figure 8-3: CMP operation (sequence of steps)
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Through the use a pre/post measurements and the planarisation steps a 
feedback control loop is established. In this process, a polishing time estimator 
is used to estimate both the removal rate and polishing time. Figure 8-1 
summaries the requirements definition step for the polishing time estimator.
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Table 8-1: Polishing time estimator user requirements

a) Requirements 
gathering

Goals Polishing time estimation for the CMP operation.

Functions Removal rate calculation: Estimate the rate at 
which a polisher is able to remove film or materials 
from a wafer.

Polishing Time estimator: Estimate the duration 
for which a wafer is to be polished on the platen. 
Polish time is specified as a recipe parameter for 
each of the wafers.

Constraints • Data must be accurate up to 4 decimals places.
• Must be reusable functions.
• Allow a built in bias (correction) number which 

will be defined by CMP-Co.

Resources • Will provide desensitised actual polish time from 
history to verify and quantify the error in the 
estimation results.

• Engineer from company.
• Max 3 months with 30% of time to participate.

b) Analyse 
requirements

Listing the functions Removal rate calculation. 

Polishing time estimator.

Relations Removal rate calculation result will be the input for 
the polishing time estimator.
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Table 8-1: Polishing time estimator user requirements (continued)

c) Top-down sketch

Polishing
time

estimator

yus.: /  »H:

Rem oval
Rate

Polishing
Rate

VS: mwt

d) Review 
requirements

Changes No.

e) Hardware 
determination

Hardware PC 104-based fanles embedded hardware.

The engineer found that using a form was simpler and clearer. It allows non
engineers to participate and guide them to capture the correct and necessary 
information for discussion. The engineer highlighted that the current format
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should have some key fields and CMP-Co may add more fields in the future to 
capture requirements.

3. Step B: Detail design

In the requirement definition step, the relationship between each function and 
the constraints are defined. The user requirements of the final application are 
sketched and the functions are linked into the structure of the application. This 
procedure is next described in detail.

Physical System

The requirement definition step identified that two processes, the removal rate 
calculation and polish time calculation, are necessary to construct the polishing 
time estimator. Each of these tasks corresponds to a set of functions which 
could be represented by Function Blocks. The physical system, as shown in 
Figure 8-5, gives a graphical representation of the final Polish Time Estimator 
module. The Polish Time Estimator begins with pre-polish thickness 
measurement data. The removal rate, calculated from previous cycles of the 
polishing operation, is used to compute the polish time for the current lot. The 
“Target Thickness” in Figure 8-4 represents the desired resulting thickness from 
the polishing process. The Polish Time Estimator module calculates the 
required polishing time for each lot, based on the previously calculated removal 
rate, pre-film and target thicknesses.
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Figure 8-4: Physical system for the Polishing Time Estimator

System Sketch

Both the removal rate calculation and polish time calculation is provided by 
CMP-Co’s engineer. Both an IEC 61499-based removal rate calculation and a 
polish time calculation module were developed for the Polishing Time 
Estimator, with module results being recorded for analysis. The polish time
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result will be plotted against the actual data captured from the manufacturing 
line of the company. The system sketch is shown in Figure 8-6.

The removal rate and polish time calculation applications are implemented 
using Function Blocks. The development of the Function Blocks is an exact 
representation of Function Block programming.

A1. Pre-measure thickness

B1. Target thickness

Polishing timi

A. Pre-polish thickness

C1 Removal rateB. Post-polish thickness

C Duratiorv

Removal rate calculator

(A -  B ) / C

Polishing time estimator

(A 1— B 1) / C1

Figure 8-5: System sketch for the polishing time estimator

In this stage, the engineer found that it is easy to understand as it is manually 
draws the inputs of A, B and C into the first removal rate calculator box which 
produce an output C1. Inputs of A1, B1 and C1 will be the input to the polishing 
time estimator box which produces the estimated polishing time.

4. Step C: Design repository

There are some Function Blocks like DIV, enter text, text label are available 
from the IEC 61499 editor. These can be reused in both the removal rate 
calculation and polish time calculation.

5. Step D: Design representation

The detail design is saved into a .fbt file which is in XML formation.

6. Step E: Code generation step

As the CMP-Co wished to run the application in a PC-104 embedded system, 
they accepted the use of Java-based code for future development.

7. Step F: Implementation
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This section details the implementation of the estimator. The implement details 
separately described the development methods for both the removal rate 
calculation and the polish time calculation.

Removal rate calculation

The removal rate is the rate at which a polisher is able to remove film or 
materials from a wafer. It is a function of the components used in the polishing 
process, which usually include the slurry used and polishing pads. Apart from 
the components themselves, the condition of the polishing components also 
has an impact on removal rate. Removal rates can be calculated using 
following equation:

~  T - T ,
R  =  - 2 -------1-

D

where

R = Removal rate (0.1 nanometre /min)

Ti = Post polish thickness: Wafer thickness after the polishing step is 

complete. Wafer thickness is measured at the polishing step itself 

using an inline or post-polishing metrology step.

T2 = Pre polish thickness: Wafer thickness before the polishing step is 

done. This thickness is measured at the pre-polish thickness step.

D = Duration of polish process: This is the time required or duration for 

which a wafer is polished on the polishing tool. This is recorded by 

the main polishing step and does not include the wafer handling 

and transfer time.

CMP advanced process control is achieved through a two step calculation. 
Firstly, the removal rate is calculated each time a full set of data (thickness 
before the planarisation process, the polishing time and the post-planarisation 
thickness) is available. The schematic of the removal rate calculation is shown 
below in Figure 8-6.
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Figure 8-6: The removal rate control loop for previous lots

The module is created using the system development methodology proof-of- 
concept tool. Each block in the module is a Function Block which is then 
interconnected to form a network of Function Blocks. This network is a single 
standalone application, which will provide the required functionality for the 
removal rate calculation.
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Figure 8-7: Function block implementation -  removal rate

As shown in Figure 8-7, the START component is used to initialise the Function 
Block. It generates various events, which can be used for initialisation
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purposes. In this application, COLD and WARM events are mapped to the INIT 
event of the BUTTON Function Block. Once the button is initialised, it sets the 
INITO output event on the button, which then activates the Enter_PreThick 
(IN_TEXT) Function Block.

Enter_PreThick is used only for displaying the text -  “Enter Pre-Film-Thickness” 
as an indication to the user to enter the pre-film thickness in the right text field. 
Similarly, Enter_PolishTime, Enter_PostFilmThickness and Out_RemovalRate 
are used to display “Enter Actual Polish Time”, “Enter post film thickness” and 
“Removal Rate” respectively. An IN_ANY Function Block displays an empty text 
field next to the labels (Enter_PreThick, Enter_PolishTime, 
Enter_PostFilmThickness and RemovalRate). Read_PreFilmThickess, 
Read_ActualPolishTime and Read_PostFilmThickness components use 
IN_ANY Function Block. The function of the IN_ANY Function Block is to allow 
the user enter the necessary parameters for the calculation.

ThicknessToRemove uses FB_SUB_REAL Function Block which is used to 
subtract two REAL values. ThicknessToRemove calculates the difference of 
pre-film thickness and post-film thickness. It gives the total film thickness to be 
removed. After calculation, it set the value at its output and then raises a CNF 
event.

RemovalRateCalc component adopts a FB_DIV_REAL Function Block which 
used to divide two REAL numbers. The result from the ThicknessToRemove 
component is divided by actual polish time from the Read_ActualPolishTime 
component to give the actual removal rate in minutes. Multiplying by 60 then 
gives the removal rate in seconds. The calculated value is displayed using the 
Show_RemovalRate component, which is an OUT_ANY component.

Polish time calculation

The polish time is the duration for which a wafer is to be polished on the platen. 
The thickness achieved as a result of the planarisation process is a function of 
the polishing time. The polish time is provided as an input parameter for each of 
the wafers on the platen. It is a common practice to introduce a bias to the 
polish time correction based on practical observations to compensate for 
assumptions or unconsidered aspects of the process. The polish bias or 
correction factor provides an offset to the polish time such that the target film 
thickness can be obtained. Incorporating this polish bias, the polish time 
equation is shown below.

T - T
P  =  ^  l- + B

R

where
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P = Polish time 

Ti = Post polish thickness 

T2 = Pre polish thickness 

R = Removal Rate

B = Bias or correction factor: It is a common practice to introduce a bias 

factor to polish time correction based on the observation in real life 

operation.

The polish time is calculated using a set of feed forward (film thickness of 
wafers before planarisation), feedback (film thickness after the planarisation 
process) and process data (polish time used for the planarisation process). The 
following section describes how the polish time is calculated using the feed 
forward, feedback and process data. The schematic of the polish time 
calculation is shown below in Figure 8-8.
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Figure 8-8: Polish time calculation (using the previously calculated
removal rate)

The application is created using an IEC 61499-based editor. Like the previous 
application, each block in the module is a Function Block which is then 
interconnected to form a network of Function Blocks. This network is a single 
standalone module which will provide the required functionality for the Polish 
Time Calculation module.

As shown in Figure 8-9, the BUTTON provides an event driven mechanism for 
initiating calculations. When the BUTTON is pressed, it generates an IND out 
event which then invokes the IN_TEXT (Enter_PreThick) component which 
further drives the IN_ANY (Read_PreFilmThickness) component. The IND 
event from Read_PreFilmThickness drives the EnterTargetThickness 
component which then calls Read_TargetThickness. The IND event from the
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Read_TargetThickness Function Block then drives both the 
Enter_RemovalRate and Read_RemovalRate components.

The ThicknessToRemove Function Block takes its input from the 
Read_PreFilmThickness and Read_TargetThickness Function Blocks. The 
Function Block ThicknessToRemove is driven by an IND event from the 
Read_RemovalRate Function Block. The PolishTime Function Block takes its 
input from the ThicknessToRemove and Read_TargetThickness blocks. The 
PolishTime Function Block is driven by a CNF event from the 
ThicknessToRemove Function Block. The PolishTime is converted into seconds 
by multiplying the result from the ThicknessToRemove block by 60. The time in 
seconds is then offset by 0.5 seconds using the AddBias Function Block.

The result from AddBias is displayed on the window using the ShowPolishTime 
Function Block. The Enter_PolishTime Function Block is an IN_TEXT Function 
Block which is only provided to display the text -  “Polish Time” -  an indication 
to the user that the subsequent visual component represents an output from the 
diagram. Function Blocks such as the Enter_PreThick, Enter_TargetThickness, 
Enter_RemovalRate and Enter_PolishTime Function Blocks are only used to 
display labels on the output window are considered as non-functional (or 
implicit requirements) blocks. Thus, without these functions, the application will 
be considered incomplete. Figure 8-9 shows the Function Block implementation 
of the polish time calculation application.
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Figure 8-9: Function block implementation -  polish time

8. Step G: Target application

This subsection details the numerical results and analysis for the removal rate 
and polish time calculations discussed previously.

Removal rate calculation
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Figure 8-10: Removal rate calculation module

Figure 8-10 shows the Function Block application which is converted into a 
Java application. The window shows text boxes asking the user to enter data, 
with a text field provided to input the data. The “Removal Rate” field displays
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the result from the calculation. Data from pre-measurement thickness, actual 
polishing time and post-film thickness is used to calculate the removal rate.

The calculator is repeatedly used by the engineer and compared with against 
the actual data from the production. The feed forward pre-film thickness, post 
polish film thickness and actual polish times are passed to the module in order 
to produce the estimated removal rate.

Polish time calculation

When the polish time calculation Function Block application is executed, the 
integrated environment displays the application window shown in Figure 8-11. 
The pre-film thickness, target thickness and removal rate values are entered 
into their respective fields and the “BUTTON” is pressed. The button press 
causes a sequence of algorithm executions in each of the Function Blocks 
producing the result in the “Polish Time” output field.

R estart

inter pre-film thick|^[BUTTON E n t e r  t a r g e t  t I U c k n e | *- I P o l i s h  T im e

Figure 8-11: Polish time calculation module

The removal rate from the previous lot is used to calculate the polish time for 
each lot. In the case of no previous polish time being available, a default 
removal rate will be assumed.

CMP-Co has used this polish time calculation function for the comparison with 
their actual polish time estimation. The graph depicted in Figure 8-12 
demonstrates the result of the polish time estimation. The measured value for 
polishing time is captured from the actual lot process, while the calculated value 
is obtained from the polish time calculation application. The calculated polishing 
time chart is within the same range (difference between maximum and 
minimum polishing times) as that of the measured values of polishing time.
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Figure 8-12: Actual vs. calculated polishing time with a bias of 0.5 sec.

9. Evaluation of the experiment

The engineer indicated that he is fully confident to develop the module after a 
short one hour discussion and briefing. The advantage of using this approach is 
that the engineer would be able to learn the methodology step-by-step along 
with the proof-of-concept tool. In addition, from a developer’s point of view, it is 
easier to develop and test the IEC 61499-based module, which can be easily 
reused in other part of the automation project.

The common evaluation criteria of a methodology which are used for discussion 
after the experiment. The result of the evaluation is as follows:

o Testability: The engineer from CMP-Co indicated that he could conduct 
various tests with the estimator within their company. The 
Engineer found that the proof-of-concept tool could generate 
Java-based GUI simulations which allow developers and 
users to conduct different tests before implementation.

o Portability: In this experiment, only Java code was used as CMP-Co was 
more interested in the methodology and result instead of the 
programming language. The experiment executed the Java 
application on both PC and PC104 embedded systems 
without problem. This is due to the nature of Java, which is 
run on top of a virtual machine that is available from various 
operating systems.
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o Component Modelling: The experimental applications used components- 
based Function Blocks. Some of the basic Function Blocks 
like FRAME_DEVICE, math and data entry were used to 
construct the experimental application. Each Function Block 
can be interconnected into bigger composite Function Block 
or with different applications. The removal rate calculation 
Function Block was used in the final polish time estimation.

o Interoperability: In this experiment, CMP-Co did not allow any access to 
the actual database or system. They preferred to develop the 
final application within the company for reasons of 
confidentiality. As such, it was not possible to test 
interoperability was not able to test in this experiment.

o Understanding: The experiments were built using graphical Function 
Blocks with simple lines representing connections. The 
engineer reported that the box and line were easy to use and 
could be readily understood by most engineers. The initial 
difficulty in using the tools was resolved during face-to-face 
demonstration and discussion.

o Reusability: Reusability was clearly demonstrated in the experimental 
application as the calculation for removal rate is reused in the 
polish time estimation. According to the engineer, he will use 
the block for the actual application.

8.3.2 Experiment 2: Fast Fourier Transforms(FFT) with compression

1. Background of the company
FFT-Co is a Singapore-based front-end semiconductor manufacturer. The 
company has a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) division to implement 
automation and integration projects for internal customer. The company has a 
team of about 20 engineers with various backgrounds. Most of the engineers 
have mechanical and production backgrounds because most of them are 
posted from the production department to the CIM department. A lot of them 
learn how to write software using database related tools for information 
processing or SCADA related applications for supervisory control and 
monitoring. Most of the engineers are unfamiliar with embedded systems and 
always have to sub-contract the embedded application development to external 
vendors. The problem they encounter is that most vendors’ solutions are not 
flexible and lack continuity. They also have found difficulty in retaining the 
knowledge of existing engineers as well as hiring new engineers both locally 
and from overseas who have multi-disciplinary expertise.
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The front-end wafer manufacturing process occurs within a clean room 
environment which required fanles embedded systems and embedded 
applications. FFT-Co wanted to use the methodology for wireless sensing 
devices with Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) to collect and monitor wafer 
process data and clean room data at the sensor source. The company wanted 
to use the results for various monitoring of the wafer manufacturing process.

The company’s Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) division provided the 
requirements and resources for this experiment by assigning an existing 
contract engineer who is capable of implementing the FFT algorithm. The 
engineer is familiar with Java language and is trained in Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing with a Mechatronics Engineering background. The contract 
engineer is only available for 2 months from mid-December 2007 to mid- 
February 2008. Since the company has mixed background employees, they 
wanted to explore a new methodology to capture knowledge and encapsulate 
some of their in-house developed algorithms in a Function Block in order to 
simplify their usage and future implementation. The engineer provided the 
domain expertise and assistance to develop an experimental proof-of-concept 
for the methodology. The company aims to find a methodology that could be 
easily understood by its non-software trained engineers.

2. Step A: Requirements definition

FFT-Co proposed FFT signal compression device model designed to perform a 
remote monitoring task as shown in Figure 8-13. The signals acquired from the 
sensor need to be digitised for further processing and analysis. Once the 
analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) is done, the signal is subject to an FFT 
process, which gives the frequency domain representation of the acquired 
signal. The frequency domain information can be analysed to provide 
information about the environmental conditions in the clean room. Once the 
required processing has been carried out, the frequency information to stored 
for transmission.

ADC of signal 
Acquired from 

Sensor

Embedded device
Fast Fourier 
Transform

— -------- ^ Signal
Compression----------------------------- ►

Signal
Analyst* Signal

Reconstruct
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Figure 8-13: Proposed device model

It is possible that these frequencies be stored in a more efficient manner that 
requires less storage space through the use of compression algorithms. A 
potential 50% reduction in storage space can be realised by performing this 
operation. The compressed signal can then be transmitted to company data 
analysis station where they can study the frequencies and develop some 
technology to combat defects highlighted by the data. Thus, the transmission 
efficiency will be vastly increased, since only 50% of the data is transmitted 
instead of the entire the signal. Table 8-2 summaries the requirement step for 
the FFT embedded device.

Table 8-2: FFT user requirements table

a) Requirements 

gathering

Goals To explore the use of a wireless sensing device with 
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) to process clean room 
environmental data at the sensor source.

Functions FFT: FFT algorithm block which gives the frequency 
domain representation of the acquired signal.

Compression: able to effectively compress a given 
signal into half of its size.

Constraints • Data will be accurate up to 4 decimals place.
• Must adopt reusable functions.
• Can encapsulate existing algorithms.
• Need to compare result with Matlab and 

compression.

Resources • Company will provide both the FFT and 
compression algorithms and domain expertise.

• Engineer from company.
• Max 2 months with 40% of time to participate.

b) Analyse 

requirements

Listing the functions
FFT and compression Function Blocks.

Relations FFT and compression will be standalone Function 
Blocks.
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Table 8-2: FFT user requirements table (continued)

c) Top-down sketch

FFT based 
embedded device
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d) Review 
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Changes
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e) Hardware 
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Hardware Wireless sensor node.
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The engineer commented that the form is simple and could capture key items 
of the requirement. He mentioned that each company would modify the form to 
include more information so that it could serve as part of the project documents.

3. Step B: Detail design
This subsection provides the detail design steps and development methods for 
the FFT and compression operations.

Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT)

The algorithms for computing the FFT and signal compression were initially 
developed in the Java programming language by CMP-Co’s engineer. In order 
to validate the FFT source code, a sine wave input and square wave input were 
fed into the Java-based FFT program. The results obtained were compared 
with the output from similar MatLab software. The Java code was then 
encapsulated into a Function Block. The entire module can be built as a 
composite Function Block which is built on a network of interconnected basic 
Function Blocks. Each of these basic Function Blocks were built and tested 
independently. At later stages, the required basic Function Blocks were 
interconnected with each other as an automated object that performs the 
required application.

The basic Function Blocks were tested independently by feeding in a set of 
values and the comparing output against a set of manually calculated values. If 
an error was encountered for a particular basic Function Block, then debugging 
was performed by building the basic Function Block again and testing the 
Function Block after each level of modification. This procedure helped 
overcome some underlying bugs in the XML code. Once the basic Function 
Blocks were completed, the composite Function Blocks were made by 
interconnecting the required basic Function Blocks. The input side of the 
interface of the composite Function Block was connected to the first step of the 
basic Function Block network and the output side of the interface of the 
composite Function Block was connected to the last step of the basic Function 
Block network.

Signal compression

In order to check the integrity of the compression algorithm, the signal 
compression algorithm provided by the FFT-Co was fed with three different sets 
of values comprising a sine wave, square wave and random samples. The 
result after compression and reconstruction shows that the signal compressor is 
able to effectively compress a given signal into half its size. This can be verified 
by comparing the input and reconstructed values, with an almost exact match 
being obtained. There were small discrepancies which due to the fact that only 
the trend or the average values are stored or transmitted.
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4. Step C: Design repository

In this case, FFT-Co has their own algorithms written in Java. The key 
operation from the Java function can be reuses and encapsulated into a basic 
Function Block. As shown in Figure 8-14, the function block has encapsulated 
Java-based algorithm. These Function Blocks can be reused for other 
applications. The results of FFT composite Function Block, Compression 
Function Block and Reconstruct Function Block are saved in the design 
repository for future reuse.
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Figure 8-14: Encapsulate Java algorithms in Function Block

FFT-Co is very interested in the design repository and the feature of 
encapsulating Java algorithms into function blocks. The participating engineer 
was very impressed and planned to introduce the methodology and proof-of- 
concept tool to his director and engineers.

5. Step D: Design representation

The detail design is saved into a .fbt file which is in XML formation.

6. Step E: Code generation step

As FFT-Co wanted to run the application in wireless sensor nodes which have 
Java support, they accepted the use of Java-based code for future 
enhancement.
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7. Step F: Implementation
Once the developed codes were validated, all the above algorithms were 
modelled by IEC 61499 Function Blocks. The algorithms were further split into 
separate functions that perform different but independent operations. Each of 
these Function Blocks was modelled by separate basic Function Blocks.

The interface for the composite Function Block implementation of the FFT is 
given in Figure 8-15. The interface of the block has the input event REQ, which 
triggers the operations and is connected to the REQ event of Stage 1. The 
input values of the interface block are connected to the input values of Stage 1. 
Once the REQ event of the interface block is triggered, the signal values are 
fed into the input values of Stage 1. Following the completion of Stage 1 
operations, the CNF event will trigger the REQ of Stage 2 and the output values 
from Stage 1 will be fed as the input values to Stage 2. This process is 
repeated through subsequent blocks until the final Function Block of the 
network which computes the frequency spectrum of the signal. Upon executing 
the algorithm of the final Function Block, its CNF will trigger the output values 
as ready for further analysis.

The basic Function Block consists of the first step of the FFT computation 
which the engineer called the ‘butterfly computation’ (Stage 1), the second step 
of the ‘butterfly computation’ (Stage 2), the third step of the ‘butterfly 
computation' (Stage 3), the power series computation (Power), the frequency 
domain representation (FFT), the signal compression (Compress) and finally 
the reconstruction of the compressed signal (Reconstruct).
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Figure 8-15: FFT with compression and reconstruction

8. Step G: Target application

The target application is to create FFT and compression Function Blocks for 
Java-based wireless sensor node.

Each of the basic Function Blocks were fed with test values and the generated 
outputs were then compared against the manually computed theoretical 
outputs. The output values from each of the basic Function Blocks were seen to 
be exactly the same as the manually calculated ones, thus the computational 
operations performed by the Function Blocks were confirmed accurate. Once 
the basic Function Blocks were built and tested, they were built into composite 
Function Blocks by interconnecting the required basic Function Blocks. Three 
sets of composite Function Blocks were modelled. One set of composite 
Function Blocks was for performing FFT computation, while the other was for 
performing signal compression and reconstruction. As shown in Figure 8-16, 
the input of the Sine wave will produce the FFT curve. The FFT result was 
verified with a Matlab result and is identical. Figure 8-17 shows the FFT-Co’s 
compression curve which is only 50% of the original FFT bandwidth. The result 
of the reconstruction curve is identical to the FFT result.
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Figure 8-17: Compression and reconstruction

The advantage of using this proposed approach is that an experience engineer 
is able to encapsulate complex algorithms into a composite Function Block for 
future reuse. The user of the Function Block does not need to be software 
trained and does not need to understand the detailed implementation of the 
algorithm. In addition, from the developer’s point of view, it is easier to develop 
and test the Function Block-based module. Furthermore, the Function Blocks 
created can be readily reused by other non-software trained engineers in other 
parts of the automation project.

9. Evaluation of the experiment

The engineer from FFT-Co was very impressed with the result. Fie was able to 
encapsulate complex algorithms into basic and composite Function Blocks for 
future reuse. The result was also checked with Matlab to verify the accuracy.
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The common evaluation criteria of a methodology are used for discussion after 
the experiment. The result of the evaluation is as follows.

o Testability: The engineer from FFT-Co indicated that he was comfortable 
to encapsulate algorithms into Function Blocks for future 
use. The proof-of-concept tool provides a simple GUI 
interface for the engineer to check the result of each step 
with Matlab tools so that errors can be resolved at an early 
stage.

o Portability: In this experiment, only Java code is used because of Java is 
one of the accepted FFT-Co company standards. An FPGA- 
based concept was introduced to the company but due to 
the lack of FPGA-based wireless sensor nodes, the 
company did not want to dedicate time to exploring it. They 
expressed interest in the FPGA-based solution when there 
is FPGA-based wireless sensor node hardware to explore.

o Component Modelling: The experimental applications encapsulated
Java-based algorithms into both basic and composite 
Function Blocks. The Function Blocks can be easily 
assembled into different applications. In this case, FFT, 
Compression and Reconstruction Function Blocks will be 
reused in potential applications in FFT-Co.

o Interoperability: In this experiment, FFT-Co has successfully
encapsulated Java-based algorithms into Function Blocks. It 
proved that the tools are able to interoperate with other 
languages like Java. Another internal testing from FFT-Co 
also showed that the tools could interoperate with other 
libraries or device drivers using Service Interface Function 
Block (SIFB) which was mentioned in Section 7.3.1.

o Understanding: The FFT-Co’s engineer has a Java programming
background. He preferred to encapsulate Java code in the 
Function Block. He found that the proof-of-concept tool is 
easy to understand and he thought this would benefit FFT- 
Co especially getting other non-software trained engineers 
involved in some of the application development. He even 
suggested that the methodology should also be used in 
higher level systems such as databases or other 
manufacturing process controls.. There were some initial 
difficulties in debugging due to the fact that the proof-of- 
concept tool was not an industrial strength tool and thus a 
lot of debugging features were lacking. Debugging block by
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block with other tools like Matlab or manual calculation can 
easily solve this limitation.

o Reusability: Reusability is clearly demonstrated in the experimental 
application as the FFT, Compression and Reconstruction 
Function Blocks were going to be reused by FFT-Co in 
various monitoring applications. According to the engineer, 
FFT-Co will deploy the approach in the CMP process to 
measure the thickness. It seems that both CMP-Co and 
FFT-Co have identified the same CMP area in front-end 
Semiconductor process that needs improvement.

8.3.3 Experiment 3: PID controller

1. Background of the company
The PID-Co is a small local engineering service company that provides retrofit 
and enhancement solutions for front-end semiconductor manufacturing. PID-Co 
does not have any manufacturing facilities but they are very familiar with a few 
local semiconductor manufacturers.

PID-Co seeks to create a small device to provide Proportional Integral 
Derivative (PID) control and data recording enhancements for existing wafer 
processing equipment. The existing wafer processing equipment currently 
adopts an alternative controller; however, the results observed were not as 
good as expected. To enhance performance, the company desires to retrofit 
the existing controller with another add-on embedded system consisting of PID 
control and data recorder features. An engineer, trained in mechanical 
engineering with PID control knowledge but lacking in embedded software 
development expertise, was assigned by the PID-Co to evaluate the 
methodology. An assessment was thus carried out to evaluate the usefulness 
of the proposed methodology to address this problem. The engineer worked on 
the evaluation for 2 months from March 2008 until April 2008. For simplicity, the 
experiment concentrated on the modelling of a chemical tank level controller 
and data recorder using IEC 61499 Function Blocks. The aim is to maintain the 
level in the tank at the desired level using a PID controller.

2. Step A: Requirements definition
Since the wafer process may be subjected to disturbances caused by external 
factors or by unpredictable changes, a PID controller is used. The PID 
controller uses feedback signals to calculate the error between the current 
process values (PV) and the required process value or set point (SP). The 
integral and derivative values of the error are then used to generate the new 
output value to drive the process. This output value is used to drive an actuator 
in order to bring the process value closer to the set point. The PID controller
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has a number of parameters that must be ‘tuned’ to match the process under 
control. This is required to ensure that the control action is responsive, smooth 
and with minimum overshoot. The requirement steps for the PID controller 
experiment are summarised in Table 8-3.
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Table 8-3: PID controller user requirements

a) Requirements 
gathering

Goals To provide PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) 
control and data recording enhancement to existing 
wafer processing equipment.

Functions Start/Stop: provide cold start, warm start or stop 
function for the PID Controller.

Clock: generate an event at regular time intervals.

Interface: to display result.

PID Control: to perform necessary calculations 
required for executing a PID algorithm.

Tank: graphical representation of the tank.

Constraints • Data must be accurate up to 4 decimals place.
• Must use reusable functions.
• Must have an option of simple graphical, 

representation or text based results.

Resources • The company will provide the knowledge of PID 
algorithms.

• Engineer from company.
• Max 2 months with 30% of time to participate.

b) Analyse 

requirements

Listing the functions The START block to represent start and stop, the 
CLK block to represent clock, the FACE block to 
represent the user interface, the CTRL block to 
represent PID control and TANK represent the level 
in the tank.

Relations The START block will trigger the CLK block to 
generate the clock signal and run the FACE block. 
The FACE block will activate the CTRL block which 
runs both the CTRL and the TANK block. r
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Table 8-3: PID controller user requirements (continued)
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The engineer was unfamiliar with detail documents as small companies 
normally just get a simple requirement description from customers and try to get 
on with the project. After explaining to them the importance of capturing 
requirements in documents for both internal and external customers, they 
agreed. They highlighted that requirement documents can be used to verify the 
scope of the project with customers to avoid misunderstanding. It can also used 
as a reference for internal technical teams to provide support and follow-up. 
The engineer will try to adopt the requirement document table in their company 
needs.

3. Step B: Detail design
The system is modelled using a network of simple and composite Function 
Blocks. The PID control will be executed by a PID control algorithm, which will 
be the main Function Block of the Function Block network. The system consists 
of six major Function Blocks.

• START

• CLK

• FACE

• CTRL

• RECORDER

• TANK

The above mentioned simple and composite Function Blocks need to be 
connected in a proper sequence and their interconnections should make the 
system work in the desired way. A detailed analysis of each block, the algorithm 
associated with each block and the Execution Control Chart of Simple Function 
Blocks are illustrated as follows:

START:

This is an instance of an ‘E_RESTART’ Block and is used to initialise the chain 
of Function Blocks. The ‘E_Restart’ Event Function Block provides single 
events when the STOP, COLD and WARM resources start and when the 
resource is stopped by an external agent. In any particular system, it is always 
the first Function Block in the chain of Function Blocks.

CLK:

The CLK Function Block is an instance of an ‘E_CYCLE’ Function Block and is 
used to generate events at regular time intervals. The event stream starts when 
an event arrives at the input of START and stops with the input of STOP. The
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duration between each output event is set by DT (Duration Time). The value in 
DT is the sampling time to execute the chain of Function Blocks regularly at 
each time interval. Thus, after every time interval defined in DT, an output event 
EO is generated until it receives the event input STOP.

FACE:

The FACE Function Block is an instance of a ‘FACEPLATE’ block to display 
parameters by means of a bar graph. The width and height of the bar graph is 
determined by the input values W and FI respectively. It has two input events 
‘INIT’ and ‘REQ’ and two output events ‘INITO’ and ‘CNF’. The ‘INIT’ event 
initialises the input variables used by the block and on successful initialisation, it 
generates the output event ‘INITO’. The ‘REQ’ event is used to read in the 
latest value at the ‘SPI’ input, ‘PV’ and ‘XOUT’. On successful execution, it 
generates output event ‘CNF’. By this stage, the output variable SP should 
have the value of the input variable SPI. The FACE Function Block provides the 
bar graph display of the SPI, PV, XOUT variables respectively.

RECORDER:

The ‘RECORDER’ Function Block is a Simple Function Block with two input 
events ‘INIT’ and ‘REQ’. The INIT event initialises the input variables like max, 
min scale values and pen colour. The ‘REQ’ event is used to read in the latest 
values of the input variables connected to its three pens which draw the graph.

CTRL:

The CTRL Function Block is an instance of the ‘FB_PID’ Function Block and it 
performs the necessary calculations required for executing a PID algorithm. It is 
the central and core part of the system since this is where the bulk of the 
algorithm execution takes place. FB_PID Function Block is a Composite 
Function Block and is composed of four Simple Function Blocks namely PRE, 
ITERM, DTERM and POST. It has an input event ‘REQ’ and is used to read in 
the values of the AUTO, PV, SP, KP, TR, TD and CYCLE input variables. At 
the arrival of each input event ‘REQ’, the values of input variables are passed to 
its internal Simple Function Blocks, invoking their respective algorithms to carry 
out necessary calculations. On successful execution, an output event ‘CNF’ 
with output variable XOUT is generated. The FB_PID block has two modes, 
‘AUTO’ and ‘MANUAL’, set respectively by ‘true’ and ‘false’ inputs to AUTO. In 
the AUTO mode, the PID algorithm is used to update the output ‘XOUT’. In the 
MANUAL mode, the PID is not active. In this mode, the output XOUT is set 
directly by a manually supplied value given by the XO input.

A graphical representation of the CTRL Function Block is depicted below in 
Figure 8-18.
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Figure 8-18: Graphical representation of the CTRL function block

The Simple Function Blocks are specified below:

• The ‘PRE’ Function Block is an instance of the PID PRE Function Block. On 
each arrival of the ‘REQ’ input event, an algorithm is executed to calculate 
the error between set-point (SP) and process value (PV) and an output 
value ERROR is generated. This output ERROR is forwarded to the ITERM 
and DTERM blocks for evaluation of integral and derivative terms 
respectively.

• The ‘ITERM’ Function Block is an instance of an ‘INTEGRAL’ Function 
Block. On each arrival of input event ‘REQ’ to the F B P I D  Function Block, it 
runs an algorithm to calculate the integral value by taking the ‘ERROR’ 
value from the ‘PRE’ block at its input XIN. An output as XOUT is outputted 
to the ‘POST’ block for further calculation.

• The ‘DTERM’ Function Block is an instance of the ‘DERIVATIVE’ Function 
Block. On the arrival of each ‘REQ’ input event to the FB PID Function 
Block, it runs an algorithm to calculate the derivative value by taking the 
‘ERROR’ value from the ‘PRE’ block at its XIN input. In AUTO mode (i.e. 
RUN) it calculates the derivative term as defined in the algorithm below, 
whereas in MANUAL mode, it gives out a zero value. The output is provided 
at XOUT and is sent to the ‘POST’ block for further processing.

• The ‘POST’ Function Block is an instance of the ‘PID_POST’ Function 
Block. It takes the value XOUT from the ITERM and DTERM Function 
Blocks at its iterm and dterm inputs respectively. At the arrival of the ‘REQ’ 
input event to the FB_PID Function Block, this block executes an algorithm 
to calculate the final PID algorithm output XOUT.
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TANK:

The TANK Function Block is an instance of ‘TANK_MV’ Function Block and it 
performs the necessary operations required by the tank model. The actual Tank 
model has been simulated through Function Blocks. The TANK_MV Function 
Block is a Composite Function Block and is composed of three simple MDL, 
CNVRT and VIEW Function Blocks. It has two input events ‘INIT’ and ‘REQ’. 
The ‘INIT’ event initialises the LVLI, TF, DT, FGD, BKGD, W and FI input 
variables namely and on successful initialisation, the output event ‘INITO’ is 
generated. The ‘REQ’ event is used to read the latest value of the ‘FEED’ and 
‘DRAW’ input variables. At the arrival of each ‘REQ’ input event, the values of 
the input variables are passed to its internal Simple Function Blocks and the 
respective algorithms are invoked to carry out the necessary calculations. On 
successful execution, an output event ‘CNF’ with the output variable ‘LEVEL’, is 
generated. A graphical representation of the three component Function Blocks 
that make up the TANK Composite Function Block is depicted below in Figure 
8- 20 .
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Figure 8-19: Graphical representation of the TANK Function Block

• The ‘MDL’ Function Block is an instance of the ‘TANK MDL’ Function Block. 
On the arrival of the ‘INIT’ and ‘REQ’ input events, the respective algorithms 
are run to calculate the output.

• The ‘CNVRT’ Function Block is an instance of the ‘FB_REAL_UINT’ 
Function Block. On the arrival of an ‘REQ’ input event, it converts the real 
value at its ‘IN’ input to an unsigned integer value giving out an output event 
‘CNF with the output variable ‘OUT’.

• The ‘VIEW ’ Function Block is an instance of an ‘FB_BAR’ Function Block. 
On the arrival of input event ‘INIT’, it reads the values of W, FI, BKGD, FGD 
and DIR and on each arrival of input event ‘REQ’; it reads the value of the
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‘IN’ input variable and generates an output event ‘CNF’ with the output 
variable ‘OUT’. The VIEW Function Block shows a graphical display of the 
Tank model. The width, height, background colour and foreground colour 
can be changed by changing parameters of W, H, BKGD and FGD 
respectively.

4. Step C: Design repository
Blocks such as Integral, FB_Bar, Derivative are available from the IEC 61499 
editor. The end result of the PID Function Block, Recorder Function Block can 
be reused in other applications.

5. Step D: Design representation
The detail design is saved into a .fbt file which is in XML formation.

6. Step E: Code generation step
As the PID-Co wanted to run the application in a PC-104 embedded system, 
they accepted the use of Java-based code which will use the standard Java- 
based generator and compiler.

7. Step F: Implementation
The previous section presented an overview of the functionality and properties 
associated with each Function Block used to model the Tank Level Controller 
System. The development methods are discussed here such as to how to 
interconnect the various Function Blocks used in the system and the execution 
sequence which makes the system operate in its desired manner. Since each 
Function Blocks may or may not require initial data to begin their execution, it is 
important to initialise the entire chain of Function Blocks before the normal 
operation proceeds. Therefore, to start the system, the chain of blocks must be 
initialised with their respective initial data. This is importance for the smooth 
operation of the system and is performed by the Function Block-‘START’, which 
generates the cold event upon system execution. The cold and warm events of 
the START Block are linked to the INIT event of the ‘FACE’ Block. On 
completion of its initialisation, its INITO output event is passed to the INIT event 
of the ‘RECORDER’, upon whose subsequent completion, passes the output 
event INITO to the INIT input event of the ‘TANK’ Function Block. After the 
‘TANK’ Function Block is initialised, its INITO output event is linked to the ‘CLK’ 
Block, which generates EO event signals every 250ms (parameter provided to 
the DT input variable). This in turn is connected to the ‘REQ’ of the ‘FACE’ 
Block to smoothly carry out the desired operations of the system.

A graphical representation of the entire modelled system is depicted below in 
Figure 8-20.
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Figure 8-20: Function block representation of PID controller

8. Step G: Target application

The ‘FACE’ block displays a 3-bar graph indication of the Set-point, Level and 
PID output value. The set point can be adjusted by moving the up-down slider 
of the set-point bar graph. Initially a value of 50 is assigned to the set point, 
which is then transmitted to the SP output variable and passed to SP input 
variable of the ‘CTRL’ Function Block. The CNF output event is connected to 
the REQ input event of the ‘RECORDER’ Block. Upon the arrival of each REQ 
input event, the values of the parameters connected to its pens are updated. 
The set-point value, Level and PID outputs are connected to pen1, pen2 and 
pen3 respectively.

When the set point is altered, a difference in the set-point (SP) and process 
value (PV) (i.e. ERROR) is generated. Based on this error value, the output 
value of the PID controller is automatically adjusted with the aim to drive the 
error signal to zero. On the arrival of the REQ input event, algorithms are 
invoked in the various Simple Function Blocks connected to the ‘CTRL’ 
Composite Function Block. In the ‘CTRL’ Block, the ERROR is calculated in the 
‘PRE’ block and is forwarded to the ‘ITERM’ and ‘DTERM’ Function Blocks to
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calculate integral and derivative values respectively. Both these values are then 
forwarded to ‘POST’ to calculate final PID output i.e. XOUT.

On successful execution of the ‘CTRL’ block, a CNF event output is generated 
along with the output variable XOUT, which are connected to the REQ and 
FEED inputs of the ‘TANK’ Block respectively. On the arrival of the REQ input 
event, the input variables are updated and the internal algorithms of its Simple 
Function Blocks are invoked. The DRAW and SP parameters are initially set 
identical. However if SP is changed, which in turn changes XOUT of ‘CTRL’, a 
difference between FEED and DRAW is generated. This difference is evaluated 
in the ‘MDL’ Simple Function Block which passes its output to the ‘CNVRT’ 
Function Block to convert the output into integer form. This output is then fed to 
the ‘VIEW ’ Function Block to get a graphical display of output. This completes 
one cycle of execution of the Function Blocks used to model the Tank Level 
Controller. The output of the modelled PID_TANK System is shown below in 
Figure 8-21.

-  n x
Restart

TANK LEVEL 

SP PV OUT

I

(• I Auto: (  Manual

Figure 8-21: Simulation of PID TANK system

9. Evaluation of the experiment

The PID-Co’s engineer was having some difficulty especially with the graphical 
user interface (GUI). After searching from the repository, he found some GUI 
examples showing Function Blocks that can be reused. He simply assembled 
those GUI related Function Blocks with the PID algorithm to form into a more 
user friendly application.

The application needs to be connected to some external Input and Output (I/O) 
ports. The researcher had to demonstrate how to build new function blocks that 
link to external device drivers through the Service Interface Function Block 
(SIFB) in order to enable the engineer to test some simple I/O with sensors and 
actuators with the PC104 embedded system.
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The engineer indicated that he was fully confident to develop a full application 
after the demonstration of the external I/O Service Interface Function Block and 
the GUI Function Blocks.

The common evaluation criteria of a methodology are used for discussion after 
the experiment. The result of the evaluation is as follows:

o Testability: The engineer from PID-Co indicated that he could conduct
various tests with simple external I/O within the company.
The engineer found that the proof-of-concept tool generated
the Java-based GUI could be easily used for testing 
especially when the Function Blocks were build and could 
be easily used by other engineers to readily build and test 
other application.

o Portability: In this experiment only Java code was used as PID-Co. The 
experiment executed has run the Java application on both 
PC and PC104 embedded systems without problem.

o Component Modelling: The experimental applications used components- 
based Function Blocks. Some of the basic Function Blocks 
like Integral, FB_Bar and Derivative were used to construct 
the experimental application. The Service Interface Function 
Blocks to external I/O ports can also be reused for other 
applications.

o Interoperability: In this experiment PID-Co needed to use external I/O 
ports with service interface Function Blocks which linked to 
external device drivers written in other languages without 
source code. The experiment showed that the proof-of- 
concept tool could interoperate with external I/O port device 
drivers.

o Understanding: The engineer expressed that it was difficult to create 
service interfaces and GUI Function Blocks. Once those 
blocks were made available and demonstrated, it is easy to 
understand and use them. The experiments were built using 
the proof-of-concept tool with simple boxes and lines that 
are easily understood by most engineers. The difficulty in 
using GUI and service interface function block was resolved 
during face-to-face demonstration and discussion.

o Reusability: Reusability was clearly demonstrated in the experimental 
application as some of the blocks from the repository could 
be reused. The engineer highlighted the PID controller can 
be easily changed to other controllers using other
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algorithms. The PID controller can run as a standalone 
application or as a component of another system.

8.3.4 Summary of the evaluation of the experiments
The evaluation of each experiment involved observation and informal 
discussion with industrial participants. A summary of the evaluation of the 
verification experiment and 3 industrial validation experiments are shown in 
Table 8-4. As before, the evaluation is based on the common evaluation 
criteria.

o Testability: All the four experimental applications indicate that the 
methodology could generate PC-based simulations and 
applications which allowed engineers to conduct different 
tests. This shows that the new methodology is readily 
testable through simulation and application to a practical 
industrial problem.

o Portability: All four experimental applications could generate code that 
was independent of the system implementation and could 
be deployed on both PC and embedded devices. All the 3 
industrial experiments only used the standard code 
generator for Java because they found that writing XSL style 
Sheets was very difficult. They observed that it would be 
beneficial to have some simple and automated means of 
defining the style sheet for different languages.

o Component Modelling: All four experimental applications used 
component based Function Blocks. Each Function Block 
can be interconnected into bigger composite Function Block 
for different applications.

o Interoperability: The first verification experiment demonstrated a light 
switch application that can run in a PC based as well as an 
FPGA based environment. The first and third experiment 
used a purely IEC 61499 Function Block development 
environment. They could generate Java codes that can be 
easily integrate with other legacy components or 
applications. The second application demonstrated legacy 
algorithms that were previously built in Java. The algorithms 
can be encapsulated into IEC 61499 Function Blocks. This 
demonstrates the interoperability merits of the methodology.

o Understanding: All experiments were built using graphical Function 
Blocks with simple lines representing connections. This is 
the simplest form of design and development and can be 
readily understood by most engineers. As highlighted by
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Graaf et al [2003], projects that employ diagrams, usually 
adopt mostly free-form and box-line diagrams. Function 
Blocks resemble the easily understandable box-line 
diagrams. All 3 engineers who participated in the industrial 
experiments suggested that a guide would greatly help 
understanding of the methodology. A half day workshop 
was conducted for potential industrial users to collect more 
feedback on their ease of understanding. A detailed 
discussion on the feedback is presented in section 8.7.

o Reusability: Reusability was clearly demonstrated in all the experimental 
applications. All the experiments used Function Blocks 
components which could be easily reused. The first 
experiment reused AND and NOT gate Function Blocks to 
construct light switch. The second reused Removal Time 
Calculation Function Blocks in the Polish Time Estimator 
embedded application for CMP. The third experiment 
reused a Java based FFT algorithm which was built into a 
Function Block. The FFT Function Block could be reused in 
any wireless signal analysis application. The last experiment 
created a reusable PID composition block. Each solution 
can run either as a standalone application or as a 
component of another system.
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8.4 Workshop and feedback
In order to get feedback from wider range of industrial participants on the 
proposed methodology, a half-day workshop with hands-on demonstration was 
conducted on 2nd July 2008 in SIMTech, which was attended by 28 
participants. As shown in Table 8-5, 19 participants were from 11 companies 
such as electronics consumer product manufacturing, semiconductor chip 
manufacturing and engineering services provision. The remaining participants 
were from university, polytechnic and research institutes. The purpose of the 
workshop is to educate participants on the details of the proposed system 
development methodology for embedded applications and allow participants to 
have hands-on experience using the light switch verification example with the 
methodology. The workshop allows for direct communication with participants 
and in-depth understanding their feedback and concerns can be achieved. At 
the end of the workshop, a feedback form was provided with 13 participants 
returning completed forms.

Table 8-5: Number of responses

Groups No. of 
participants 

signup

No. of 
participants 

joint

No. of 
feedback 

form 
received

Industries 26 19 10

University, Polytechnic and 
Research Institutes

9 9 3

Total 35 28 13

Percentage of Response 46%

8.4.1 Feedback questionnaire
The feedback questions are comprised of 3 different types of questions. 
Question statements with multiple choice answers, several statements based 
on a specific focus with different response ratings and a personal comments 
section. The rating feedback questions have rating ranges from 1 to 5, with 
strongly disagree rated as 1, disagree as 2, somewhat agree as 3, agree as 4 
and strongly agree as 5.

1. Industrial sector and type of business
The aim of the first two questions is to understand the industrial and primary 
business activities of the participants.
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(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:

□  Aerospace
□  Biomedical
□  Electronics
□  Engineering Services
□  Food & Healthcare Products
□  Marine & Offshore
□  Precision Engineering
□  Semiconductor
□  Transport & Logistics
□ Others (Please specify)

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick 
more than one)?
□  Component and Sub-Assembly
□  Contract Manufacturing
□  Logistics Providers
□  Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□  Material and Technology Suppliers
□  OEM
□  Product and Service Providers
□  Product Manufacturing
□  Solution Providers
□  Tool & Die
□  Others (Please specify)

2. Participants’ background and experience
The purpose of questions 3 and 4 is to gather information regarding the 
participants’ background and experience in order to segregate the users into 
different specialised groups.
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(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional 
level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work / study?
□  Mechanical Engineering
□  Electrical Engineering
□  Computer Engineering
□  Computer Science
□  Business / Marketing / Arts
□  Others (Please specify)_____________ ______________________________

3. Ease of Use
Question 5 is based on an ease-of-use evaluation for the IEC 61499 Function 
Block and the system development methodology as a whole.

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 Function Block and the 
development methodology is easy to use 1 2 3 4 5
IEC 61499 Function Block and the 
development methodology is easy to 
understand 1 . 2 3 4 5

4. Usefulness
Question 6 assesses the evaluation of the usefulness of the IEC 61499 
Function Block and the system development methodology.

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
The IEC 61499 Function Block and the 
development methodology may help me in my 
current or future course of work 1 2 3 4 5
The IEC 61499 Function Block and the 
development methodology are versatile for my 
current or future needs. 1 2 3 4 5

I will recommend the IEC 61499 Function 
Block and the development methodology to 1 2 3 4 5
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my organisation, colleagues and friends

I will use the IEC 61499 Function Block and 
the development methodology if I need to do 
programming. 1 2 3 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or perform 
modifications using the IEC 61499 Function 
Block 1 2 3 4 5
There are a lot of potential uses for the IEC 
61499 Function Block and development 
methodology 1 2 3 4 5
The IEC 61499 Function Block and 
development methodology will help to simplify 
application development in my organisation. 1 2 3 4 5
The IEC 61499 Function Block and 
development methodology will allow more 
stakeholders to participate in application or 
system design. 1 2 3 4 5

5. Interest in the event and follow-up
Question 7 to 9 focus on evaluating participants’ interest in the workshop, to 
receive further news, discussion and the benefits of the event.

(7) Are you interested in receiving news, events and training relating to 
IEC 61499 Technologies?

□  Yes □  No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain 

more details about IEC 61499 Technologies?
□  Yes □  No

(9) Did you find this event beneficial to your company?
□  Yes □  No

6. Other comments
The final section of the feedback form provides space for participants to give 
any personal comments related to the workshop.
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8.4.2 Analysis of the feedback results

The response is measured based on the feedback forms received. As shown 
previously in Table 8-5, the percentage of response was 46%, since some of 
the participants had to leave early and did not complete the form. The following 
section shows the details of the feedback received.

1. Industrial sector and company business

Figure 8-22 shows that 46% of the participants are from the electronics sector, 
31% from engineering services who serve many sectors including the 
electronics sector.

Electron^
46%

Others
Education 8% 

15%

Engineering
Service
31%

Figure 8-22: Main industrial sectors

2. Participant profiles
Question 3 of the feedback form focussed on the number of year’s experience 
participants have in software development. As shown in Figure 8-23, 8 
participants (61%) had no software development experience whatsoever. 23% 
had 1 to 5 years of software development experience and only one person had 
more than 25 years experience.
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No of 
People

1 to 5 years25 years no experience

Figure 8-23: Years of experience in software development of participants.
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3. Methodology usability
The usability criterion was intended to prove how easily the methodology could 
be applied and followed. As shown in Table 8-6 question 5.1, the participants’ 
perceptions of the usability of the methodology were good with an average 
score of 3.9 or 78%. For the participant who has 25 years of software 
development experience, a lower score of 3 or 60% was given. He agreed that 
the methodology is easy to use. Those participants who did not have any 
software experience found that the methodology was easy to use and gave an 
average score of 4.1 or 82%. As shown in Table 8-6 question 5.2, participants’ 
agreed that the methodology is easy to understand and rated it 3.8 or 76% on 
average. Those participants who have no software experience could easily 
understand the methodology and gave average score of 4 or 80%.

4. Usefulness of applying the methodology
The usefulness criterion was intended to prove that the methodology could 
provide a useful output to meet expectations. From Table 8-6, all measures of 
usefulness of the methodology in Section 6 highlight that the methodology was 
perceived to be good by all participants. The overall feedback from the post 
workshop feedback on the usefulness of the methodology was 77%. For the 
eight questions asked, participants with no software development experience 
and the participant with 25 years software development experience scored 
78%, participants that had 1 to 5 years software development experience rated 
it at 75%. Many of the participants have indicated that the overall workshop and 
methodology has been very successful and well worth attending.

8.5 Analysis and discussion of results
The objective of this Section is to use the results from testing of the 
methodology to analyse its strengths and weaknesses and to identify 
opportunities for further refinement.

8.5.1 Strengths of the methodology
From the results of the verification and 3 industrial validation application 
experiments, numerous strengths in the proof-of-concept tool of the 
methodology could be observed. First, as a whole, the methodology is 
systematic and generic, comprising of seven steps that are unconstrained by 
existing available tools. The proof-of-concept tool demonstrated the openness 
of using some of the potential international standard available and the 
implementations of the proof-of-concept tool are not restricted to a single 
source of technology.

The sequence of the steps is consistent and makes logical sense. The 
methodology is well suited to non-software specialists and many of the
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participants have indicated that the overall process has been successful and 
the workshop well worth attending. It simplifies the system development for 
embedded application and allows users with or without software development 
experience to participate in the system development process. The result also 
provides a new opportunity to have reusable designs and components, as well 
as reducing the manpower requirement for highly specialised staff. Some 
participants have indicated that they would even explore the development of 
their own tools using the methodology as a long-term plan of the organisation. 
The proof-of-concept tool provides a window to enable non-software engineers 
to participate in the design and development of the embedded application.

Each of the steps has their own unique strengths such as:

• The requirement definition step captures the application and technical 
requirements from users. The user can use the IEC 61499 Function 
Block to capture the flow of information, control requirements and logic 
functions. The Function Block resembles the box and line diagrams 
which can be easily understood by all levels of users.

• The detail design step converts the technical and application 
requirements into various software or hardware components and 
produces a system level architecture. The IEC 61499 Function Block 
tools allow the developer to draw the blocks and easily organise the 
events and data links. Previously built components can also be used. 
Each component will have its own algorithm, internal data, execution 
method, event and data flow controls. The user can also structure the 
application using various Function Blocks, with the methodology also 
having the flexibility to use existing algorithms or components.

• The design repository step provides the repository of Function Blocks 
components, external libraries, XSL definition, template and reference 
design for reuse. In the currently used proof-of-concept tool, a simple file 
directory is used to simplify the user interface. In practical 
implementation of the tool, the company can link to other databases or 
component repositories.

• The design representation step uses open standard XML method to 
represent the IEC 61499 Function Block design. XML is an open, simple 
and flexible text format that can be used with other tools. This is an open 
opportunity for future enhancement and extension of the tools. XSL is 
used to define the style and format of the target language.

• The Code generation step uses XML representation of the detail design 
and XSL to represent the formation of the target language. Since both 
XML and XSL are international standards, the engineer could choose
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difference parsers to generate the target source code and would not be 
restricted to company specific software tools.

• The implementation step uses proprietary tools like computer language 
compilers and translators to convert the source code into the target 
applications. XSL style sheets to generate SystemC source which could 
be easily converted to VHDL for FPGA. This step was demonstrated 
using simple gates and logic for the light switch application. The user can 
simulate the system using an IEC 61499 proof-of-concept tool and view 
the results on the PC prior to downloading to an embedded hardware 
platform.

• The target application step shows that the IEC 61499 design can be 
used in various embedded applications on either FPGA-based or 
microprocessor-based hardware platforms.

8.5.2 Weaknesses of the methodology
This section discusses some of its weaknesses. During the evaluation of the 
proof-of-concept tool and feedback form analysis, various weaknesses are 
identifiable, especially during the code generation step using XSL as the style 
sheet. Most participants commented that these steps should be automated or 
semi-automated, especially regarding the task of developing the XSL style 
sheet, as this was very tedious, time consuming and required the assistance of 
an experienced software developer. Furthermore, some participants suggested 
that a guide with more detail content to the methodology would be useful in 
helping their embedded system development. Some of the participants 
suggested that the implementation and target application steps are closely 
related and could be combined into a single unified step. They also suggest 
that design representation could be defined in the detail design step.

It was also noted that some participants wanted to further develop the proof-of- 
concept tool to a fully functional suite, as the current proof-of-concept tool 
provides only a proof-of-concept demonstration of the proposed methodology. 
With the experimental examples shown in this chapter, participants can readily 
extend or enhance the existing proof-of-concept tool.

8.5.3 Summary of opportunities for further refinement
The opportunities to improve the methodology are identified from analysis of 
the strengths and weaknesses outlined in the previous sub-sections. The 
opportunities to improve the methodology fall into 2 categories, namely:

Participants suggested simplifying the creation of the style sheet using XSL 
because it is very tedious, time consuming and required experience software 
developer to assist. This is necessary and it can be simplified by using the
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computer language grammar definition, which is widely available with 
interactive parsers to generate the target languages, as a style sheet.

As a whole, the methodology and proof-of-concept tool can be summarised into 
a guide. The guide should be independent of the implementation of the 
software but with structure and content. The methodology guide can be 
supplemented with step-by-step application examples. This is a necessary 
improvement to better aid potential users in their understanding of the 
methodology and use of the proof-of-concept tool.

8.6 Chapter summary
This chapter has addressed the fourth objective of the research, which was to 
evaluate the development methodology for embedded systems using a proof- 
of-concept tool with experimental applications from relevant industries. The 
experiments helped illustrate the beneficial attributes of the proposed 
methodology, particularly with regards to its ease of use through the IEC 61499 
Functional Blocks and versatility when compared to previous approaches. The 
workshop and feedback helped to gain an in-depth understanding of how well 
the methodology was accepted by participants and to determine whether the 
methodology is sufficiently robust. The results and feedback obtained have 
indicated a number of important improvements which would benefit the 
proposed methodology, which form the basis of the work in the following 
chapter.
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CHAPTER 9 REFINEMENT OF THE FINAL 
METHODOLOGY
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In the previous chapter, three industrial experiments were carried out to validate 
the applicability of the proposed system development methodology for 
embedded applications using the proof-of-concept tool. As a result of the 
experiments, workshop and constructive feedback, a number of areas of 
potential improvement emerged. This chapter addresses stage 5 of the 
research, which is to further refine, deploy and present the final methodology. 
The chapter begins by stating its objective and method in Section 9.1, followed 
by a presentation on code generation refinements in Section 9.2. An overview 
and description of final methodology is presented in Section 9.3, with chapter 
conclusions provided in Section 9.4.

9.1 Method
The objective of stage 5 of the research is to refine the final system 
development methodology for embedded applications. This is the final stage of 
the research, which comprised a logical sequence of the following stages:

1. Review of the existing system development methodologies (Chapter 5)

2. Formulate the proposed conceptual methodology (Chapter 6)

3. Develop the proof-of-concept tool (Chapter 7)

4. Evaluate the methodology (Chapter 8)

The purpose of this stage is to collate all the refinement suggestions obtained 
at stage 4 in order to fine tune the final system development methodology for 
embedded applications. From the 3 validation experiments and workshop 
described in the previous chapter, further refinements have been suggested by 
users which need to be incorporated before the system development 
methodology for embedded applications can be finalised. As shown in Figure 
9-1, these refinements can be summarised as:

1. Improve the code generation using a computer language grammar 
definition that is widely available and create a parser to generate the 
target language;

2. Develop a simple guide by combining some steps together, defining the 
generic content for each step and providing simple procedures in an 
easy to understand flow.
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Analysis Result of the Methodology from 
Stage 4

Stage 5

Design the Guide 
for the 

Methodology

Improve the Code 
Generation

Contribution to Knowledge

Figure 9-1: Stage 5 -  Refined final methodology

Having outlined the primary refinements needed, the following sections 
respectively describe improvements to the code generation and the creation of 
a simplified guide for the final system development methodology for embedded 
applications.

9.2 Improving the code generation
This section sets out to refine the code generation based on the feedback from 
the validation experiments and workshop detailed in the previous chapter. In 
stage 4, it was mentioned that using style sheets with XSL is very tedious, time 
consuming and requires the assistance of experienced software developers. As 
highlighted in the feedback, it is necessary to simplify this process and this 
section thus proposes an interactive parser using the computer language 
grammar definition as the style sheet.

9.2.1 XML tree

In IEC 61499, there are six types of Function Block types, namely FB, Device, 
Resource, System, Data and Adapter Types [IEC, 2005] corresponding to six 
types of generated XML documents. In other words, the style sheet for each 
Function Block type can be predefined. For each style sheet, when compared 
with the customised XML document from IEC 61499, differences are notable in 
the node’s attributes. In the following portion of XML code, additional nodes
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named “VarDeclaration” with attributes such as “name” and “type” inserted 
without influencing the target codes’ generation.

< I n t e r f a c e L i s t >  
< I n p u t V a r s >  
c V a r D e c l a r a t i o n  Name  
< V a r D e c l a r a t i o n  Name  
< / I n p u t V a r s >  
< O u t p u t V a r s >  
< V a r D e c l a r a t i o n  Name  
< / O u t p u t V a r s >
< / I n t e r f a c e L i s t >

" I N I "  T y p e = " B O O L "  / >
" I N 2 "  T y p e = " B O O L " / >

"OUT" T y p e = " B O O L "  C o m m e n t = " R e s u l t " / >

The node’s attribute is a leaf node for further data extraction. The XML tree’s 
leaf node, depicted in Figure 9-2, is the attribute node.

InterfaceList
OutputVars

Inpul:Vars

VarDeclaration

Name

VarDeclaration

Name Type
OUT BOOL

VarDeclaration
Result

Type Name Type

INI BOOL IN2
L

BOOL

Figure 9-2: XML tree construction

9.2.2 Extended Backus-Naur Form

The Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) is used as the grammar definition for 
programming languages. In EBNF, the syntax expression is highly convenient. 
It consists of four operators, ” |” which represents “alternatives”, “[ ]” represents 
“option”, “{ }” represent “repetition” and “( )” represent “grouping” [ISO/IEC, 
1996]. Each language’s EBNF has a start symbol which is the root node of the 
EBNF Tree. For each of the EBNF rules, the Left Hand Side (LHS) is a tree 
node and the Right Hand Side (RHS) are the children of this node. For 
example:

d e c l - b e g i n  : : =  ' SC_MODULE' ' ( ' module-name ’ ) '
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where the LHS, “decl-begin”, is a tree node and the RHS, “'SC_MODULE’, ‘(\ 
‘module-name’ and are its children. The majority of computer languages 
have their grammar definitions represented in EBNF. EBNF simplifies the 
definition of style sheets through more standard definitions. Using an EBNF 
definition for the target computer language as a style sheet subsequently 
removes the necessity for XSL. Furthermore, EBNF, like XML, can be 
represented as a hierarchical tree. Users simply need to match the XML tree to 
the target language EBNF tree to create a new style sheet for code generation. 
The style sheet can be saved for future use. The EBNF Tree contains three 
kinds of leaf nodes: the language’s identifier node, the language’s keyword 
node and the EBNF keyword node. The leaf node, which is also called the 
attribute node, in an XML tree corresponds to the language’s identifier node. An 
improved interactive graphical user interface (GUI) code generator is 
developed, which simplifies the creation of the style sheet by dragging the XML 
definition to match the target language EBNF. Figure 9-3 shows the interactive 
code generator GUI. The detail guide of the code generator can be found in 
Appendix C.

I XML Tree 'i > iI EBNF TreeI I ! Generated ,
I Representation I I Representation | Codes |
I Window I I Window | 1 Representation |

11 
■ i \  1 > Window 1 

I |
Drag and Drop 

11 
ii

i /  j I i 
I | 
1 |

Figure 9-3: Interactive code generator

9.2.3 Code generation

The main problem with EBNF code generation is the need for repetition. 
Repetition has the EBNF syntax format - {a}, a{, a} and {a, }a respectively. The 
repeat times can be found by identifying how many similar nodes exist for a 
specified EBNF node. When several similar nodes are found in an XML tree, 
the EBNF node that needs to be first associated is always that which is outside 
the curly brackets. Take a{, a} for example, assuming there is no similar XML 
node to be found, there is only one node to match to the corresponding EBNF 
node. If the first “a” is not assigned to the XML node, the result becomes “, a” 
while the expected result is “a”.
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Searching for other nodes are similar to a specified XML node. The code 
generator identifies whether repeat EBNF nodes need to be added which will 
only occurs on the tree level that contains “{” and “}” symbols. The value of this 
node’s corresponding EBNF node will be replaced, but the remaining nodes’ 
corresponding to newly added EBNF nodes will not. This is because the EBNF 
node itself does not know where its newly added EBNF nodes are located. Only 
the nodes on the level where “{ } ” resides know this information. One solution is 
to append a reference for this EBNF node, listing the location of other “similar” 
nodes.

1. Similar attribute identification

When an attribute is assigned to a corresponding EBNF node, similar attributes 
can be identified by searching the attribute node’s parent node. Figure 9-4 
below illustrates the procedure.

InterfaceList
Output Vars

VarDeclarationInput Vars

Name Type
VarDeclaratio OUT BOO Result

VarDeclaration

NameType TypeName

BOOL IN2 BOOLINI

Figure 9-4: Similar attribute identification

If there is a specified node called “VarDeclaration”, then any node named 
“VarDeclaration” will be regarded as being a similar node.

2. Searching for similar nodes

Complex EBNF rules cannot be handled automatically in the initial stage. Take 
the previous piece of XML code, for example, the “IN1” and “IN2” are the input 
variables and “OUT” is the output variable. Different languages handle inputs 
and outputs differently. In SystemC language, sensitive list would be initialised 
as “sensitive « IN 1  « IN 2 ” while an Interactive Code Generator may generate 
“sensitive « IN 1  « IN 2  « O U T ”. The problem lies in identifying the similarities
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between these three nodes. On the “VarDeclaration” level, these nodes seem 
to be the same, however on examining their parent nodes, differences become 
evident, as shown in Figure 9-5. Proceeding up to the next parent node, it can 
be seen that both nodes converge to “InterfaceList”. In this case, “IN1” and 
“IN2” are the most similar nodes and will be handled in a similar manner, while 
“OUT” contains some differences and may be treated through different means. 
The algorithm to determine the nodes’ similarity can be described as follows:

Step 1: Find those nodes whose parent’s parent node has the same name. Put 
them in a group and set their similarity index to 0.

Step 2: Look up one more parent node for each node, taking each node itself 
as the reference. Compare this node individually with each of the other 
nodes. Those nodes that have parents with the same name will keep 
their original similarity index. Those whose parents have different names 
will increment their similarity index by 1.

Repeat step 2 until all nodes converge to the same parent.

InterfaceList
QutputVars

^  InputVarsW
9

f
■

VarDeclaratioaJ
7 \  t

Name/ Type

INI BOOL

VarDeclaration
\  %

Name Type CorQp*6nt
] / \ /
/  \ OUT Result

*'VarDeclaration

Name
H Z Z  
IN2

Type 
BOOL

Figure 9-5: Similar node searching

3. Relating the similarity index to EBNF

The similarity index says how “far” to look up the tree structure in order to 
determine which node should be considered as a similar node. Nodes deemed 
similar will then be treated in the same manner. When a new XML template is 
first loaded, the parser will start from the attribute node’s parent to determine 
similarity. If so required, the user could interactively configure the EBNF tree 
using the GUI code generator. The corresponding relationship between the
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XML and EBNF nodes will then be stored, allowing for the desired codes to be 
generated accordingly.

4. Data type matching
The standard data types defined in IEC 61499 include Integer, Floating, 
Boolean, String, Date and Time types. For each type, several sub-types may 
exist, e.g., Integer type contains “BYTE”, “WORD”, “INT” and so on. If required, 
the user can also define various derived data types, with data storage being in 
an XML format [Lindlar & Zimmermann, 2008]. For the Interactive Code 
Generator, every language’s data type follows the data type classification in 
IEC 61499. The methodology in Figure 9-6 shows how data types’ auto
matching works. After dragging and dropping the XML node “BOOL” into the 
EBNF node “Boolean”, the Code Generator will record the relationship between 
the two roots. The EBNF node and all its sibling nodes are thus data type 
definitions in this language and correspond to those defined in IEC 61499.

XML Tree
VarDeclaration

T  
I

I . EBNF Tree

Name/ T^pe
IWr-------^ BOOL Tfl boolean j

Data type

 : _7 //////////////A

BYTEBOOL
WORD SINT

TIME II

Integer type Date and time

Data type

Figure 9-6: Data type matching

9.2.4 Example of converting XML to SystemC

In this section, an XML document generated from an IEC 61499 proof-of- 
concept tool is studied. This example shows the code generation from a Basic 
Function Block represented by the first column in XML tree, using the style 
sheet from second column and output SystemC codes in the third column. The 
GUI in Figure 9-7 below illustrates the procedure. The detail steps of how to 
setup the EBNF code generator is in Appendix C.
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9  System >
9  3 3  Name

□  SL_CIRCUIT 

9  3 3  Comment
Q  System Configuration 

9  3 3  Identification 
9  3 3  Standard 

Q  61499-1 

9  n v e rs io n ln fo  
9 C3 Organization

Q  Rockwell Automation 

9  n  Version 

Q 0 . 3  

9  r~3 Author
□  JHC 

9  [ 3  Date
□  2003-12-05 

9  3 3  Remarks
__________ H  Renamed from NEWSYSTEM. r

III

9  3 3  sc-start 
9  [ 3  pre-def

Q [
Q  Wfndef 

D  def-name 

D  ♦define'

D  def-name

Di
9  3 3  import

D  ♦include'

D  module-name 

D '.h- 
9  n 3  decl-begin

Q  'SC_MODULE'

D'C
Q  module-name

D r

n r______

^LnjxJ
♦include “ systernc ,h“
♦include" FB_NOT .h"
♦include ” IN_BOOL h” 
in c lu d e "  OUT_BOOL.h" 
♦include" FB_AND .h" 
SC_MODULE ( SL_CIRCUIT){ 
public:
IN_BOOL*switch_3 ; 
IN J 3 0 0 L * switch_2; 
OUT_BOQL*light_1 ; 
OUT_BOOL * light_2;
FB_AND *  AND ; 
FB_NOT*NOT; 
sc_singal < bool > sig3 ; 
sc_singal *  b oo l» sigO ; 
sc_singal < bool > sig4 ; 
sc_singal < bool ■» s ig l ,
•scjn  11 b oo l» in _b , 
s c jn  < bool » in_a ; 
sc out < bool > out b ;

Open XML File Open EBNF File Open Existing Data Generate Code

Figure 9-7: Interactive code generator GUI

In summary, the interactive code generator uses the EBNF as a generic means 
of generating various computer languages’ code from XML documents. The 
core idea is to minimise the human-computer interaction while maximising 
generated code accuracy. The next section describes the second refinement, 
which is to provide a detailed guide to the final system development 
methodology for embedded applications.

9.3 The final system development methodology for embedded  
applications

STEP B: 

DETAIL DESIGN

STEP E: 

IM PLEM ENTATIO N

STEP C: 

DESIGN REPOSITORY

STEP D:

CODE GENERATION

STEP A: 

REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION

Figure 9-8: Final system development methodology
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Figure 9-8 shows the final system development methodology for embedded 
applications. As suggested by workshop and experiments participants, the 
design representation will be part of the detail design step because design 
representation will be based on open standards like XML and could be 
specified in the detail design step. The target application will be part of the 
implementation step because the target application is the end result of the 
implementation which could be combined together. This will simplify the final 
system development methodology to 5 steps instead of 7. The description of 
the final system development methodology for embedded applications is 
provided in the form of guide to illustrate the overall structure, the content of the 
individual steps as well as descriptions of their usage.

The content of the system development methodology for embedded 
applications includes the input, process, techniques and output. To enable the 
development of the embedded application, developers need to systematically 
following the content of the methodology which consists of input, process, 
technique, output together with tools to construct the system that solve the 
problem [Denning et al, 1988; Nunamaker et al, 1991; Gregg et al, 2001]. 
Figure 9-9 shows an overview of the content for the final system development 
methodology. It consists of:

9.3.1 The input
The Input could comprise documents, diagrams, interviews, discussions or the 
outputs from software tools. In the requirements definition steps, the purpose of 
the input is to collect system requirements through interviews and discussions 
with users or customers. For all subsequent steps, the input is similar to the 
output of the previous step.

9.3.2 The process
The information from the input must be processed in order to get the desired 
output. Most of the processing steps involve manual decisions to organise and 
analyse the input information to develop it into a usable output. Some of the 
steps like the design repository step, code generation step and target 
application step require specific software tools to produce an output. While 
some of the necessary software tools may be readily available, those being 
unavailable require further investigation and development as a proof-of-concept 
tool.

9.3.3 The technique
A technique is a practical method applied to some particular task. Some of the 
techniques require software tools, for example the code generation step and 
implementation step needs software tools like parsers and compilers. The 
techniques for other steps may only require user interviews, brainstorming,
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technical discussions or drawings, which could be carried out with or without the 
use of software tools.

9.3.4 The output
The output could be in the form of documents, drawings, software files, source 
code or executable files. In the requirements step, the output is the 
documentation of the requirement and top-down system specifications. On the 
other hand, the output of the code generation step is source code that is 
required by the specific target application platform development software tool to 
be compiled into an executable file.
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9.4 Design the guide for the methodology

9.4.1 Step A: Requirements definition
The objective of this step is to obtain the requirements from users and
customers.

1. Input
The input is mainly users’ or customers’ requirements through discussions and
interviews.

2 . Process
a) Requirements gathering: The first task in the step is to communicate with 

customers and/or users to determine what their needs. In the 
requirement gathering process, three main types of requirements can be 
gathered from the users. The three key questions to be asked are shown 
in Table 9-1 below:

Table 9-1: User requirements table

What are the goals or functions? 

List as many as possible.

What are the constraints?

The details of time, precision and 
so on.

What are the resources?

The tools, references, people and 
so on.

b) Analysing requirements: The next task is to determine whether the 
requirements are unclear, incomplete, ambiguous or contradictory and to 
then resolve and clarify any potential issues with the users. Once these 
issues are clarified, we could,

i. List all the functions

ii. List all the relations between each function.

c) Top-Down sketch: The next task is to draw a topology of the 
requirements through IEC 61499 Function Block representation and give 
a top-down description of the requirements. As introduced previously in
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the Section 7.3.1, the Function Block is a function unit, which can 
represent a system and/or a sub system. It can be used to capture user 
requirements by sketching the main system as well as detailing its 
inputs, outputs and internal sub-systems. A top-down Function Block 
sketch can provide a detailed system overview, from a general 
topography, down to each individual sub-system as shown in Figure 
9-10.

More
General
System

Level

More
Detail

Component
Level

This is the 
composite 

function block

These are the 
basic function 

blocks

Figure 9-10: Top-down sketch

d) Review requirements: Typically, user requirements cannot be fully 
defined at the beginning of the project. Some requirements may alter 
over the course of the development, perhaps by internal or external
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influences. It is essential to review the requirements with users and 
make the necessary adjustments before moving onto next task.

e) Hardware determination: The final task for this requirements step is to 
decide what type of embedded system is best suited, according to user 
needs, the system functions, constraints and resource requirements.

Table 9-2 shows the user requirements table that assist in the process of 
requirement definition.

Table 9-2: User requirements table

a) Requirements 

gathering

Goals

Functions

Constraints

Resources

b) Analyse requirements

Listing all the functions

List all the relations 

between each function

c) Top-down sketch

d) Review requirements

Changes

e) Hardware 

determination

3. Tools and techniques
The IEC 61499 Function block is a simple box and line diagram which can 
capture the event/data input, process and event/data output for the systems
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and sub-systems. Other techniques include user interviews, brainstorming and 
frequent requirement reviews.

4. Output
The output of the requirements step is requirement specification document and 
a top-down system specification.

9.4.2 Step B: Detail design
The main aim of this step is to convert the user requirements into system and 
technical requirements, which consist of various software components, 
hardware components, reusable components structure and system level 
architecture. Components could be software-based components, hardware- 
based components or a combination of both. Each component has its own 
interface, functions, control and attributes. These comprise the building blocks 
for the whole application.

1. Input
The output from the previous requirements step acts as the input to the 
structuring step. It includes the requirements specification documentation, the 
top-down sketch from Step A and Function Blocks components, input, output, 
link specification from Step C.

2. Process
During the requirement definition step, the relations between each function and 
the devices are defined. Given the user requirements, the final application and 
the physical device can be sketched into the structure of the final system 
according to their defined relations. The procedure is described as follows:

• System sketching:

i. Draw a graphical representation of the physical device, system 
and implementation diagrams as shown in Figure 9-11.

ii. Summarise the user requirements for each step as shown in 
Figure 9-12, Figure 9-13 and Figure 9-14.

iii. Implement the system sketch using IEC 61499 Function Blocks.
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System Sketch

Physical Dvice

\7
System
Diagram

\7  
IEC 61499 
Diagram

TANK 1 TANK 2

Distributed
Devices

TANK 1

PT

TANK 2

Distributed Function Block 
(IEC 61499)

PT TANK 1 SERVER CLIENT TANK 2

Figure 9-11: System models
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BUILDING
SYSTEM
MODELS

Physical Device

\7
System
Diagram

\7  
IEC 61499 
Diagram

Give an overview description of the physical 
device within the system. The physical device 
could be existing hardware that need to interface 
with or new hardware components that need to 
add to the system.

Distributed
Devices

TANK 1

PT

TANK 2

Distributed Function Block 
(IEC 61499)

TANK 1 SERVERPT CLIENT TANK 2

Figure 9-12: Description of the physical device
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BUILDING
SYSTEM
MODELS

Physical Device

\7
System
Diagram

v 7
IEC 61499 Distributed Function Block
Diagram (IEC 61499)

TANK 1 SERVER CLIENT TANK 2PT

Figure 9-13: Description of the system

Give an overview of the system level functional 
requirements. These can be represented as a series of 
blocks that outline the main software components and 
their primary interconnections. At this design phase, the 
physical distribution of the software blocks is not 
considered.

TANK 1 TANK 2
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BUILDING
SYSTEM
MODELS

Physical Device

Distributed
Devices

System
Diagram

\7  
IEC 61499 
Diagram

PT

TANK 2

TANK 1

Give an overview of the system using the IEC 61499 

Function Block. IEC 61499 standard provides models 
and concepts for defining the distribution of functionality 

into interconnected function blocks. System engineers 
complete the detailed design by mapping the software 

requirements on to IEC 61499 function blocks. These 
may be distributed on various processing resources. In 

many cases, function blocks as provided in field devices 

will be exploited. For example, intelligent devices such as 

smart valves may provide software packaged as a 
function block.

TANK 1 TANK 2

Figure 9-14: Description of the implementation

• Resource allocation: According to the concept of a resource model of 
IEC 61499, resources are allocated in the devices as a functional unit. In 
this step, devices are to be assigned into the resource unit. The 
assignment of the resource model should be agreed from the previous 
requirement step.

• Function design and definition: Define the functional unit with basic and 
composite Function Blocks. Define external or distributed resources with 
the Service Interface Function Block.
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• Function block linkage: Link the events and data to Function Blocks 
inputs. The output of the Function Blocks should also trigger and provide 
inputs to other Function Blocks until the final objective is achieved.

3. Tools and techniques
The physical device overview can be created with any drawing tools. Both the 
system diagram and Function Block diagrams can be formed using the IEC 
61499 Function Block tools. The description can be created from the comments 
generated by the IEC Function Block tools.

4. Output
The output of this step is the Function Block design, function input, output and 
link specifications, system architecture diagrams and technical specifications.

9.4.3 Step C: Design repository
The objective of this step is to encapsulate functionality into reusable blocks 
through the use of a repository of implementations, software templates, 
reference design and style sheets, either from previous projects or external 
sources. EBNF-based Style sheets define the style of the target application 
languages which could be in C++, VHDL, Java, C or HTML languages, Code 
generator performs conversion from the XML-based Function . block 
representation into the target embedded application source code. The 
templates and reference designs can be reconfigured to other applications, 
thus increasing the speed of the embedded application development cycle.

1. Input
The input for this step encompasses the outputs from step A, B and D, which 
include the user requirements, technical specification documentation, the input, 
output, link specifications for the Function Blocks, EBNF Style sheet, external 
libraries, design template as well as the system architecture design document.

2 . Process
There are two main types of templates, the Function Block template and the 
non-Function Block template. Since both types of templates will be used in 
different sections of the methodology, the following will give a summary of both 
templates.

a) Templates and reference design for Function Blocks.

i. Available template: There are various types of Function Blocks 
such as the basic, composite and service interface. Project design 
or reference design of an individual module may also be carried
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out through the use of Function Blocks. The source of the 
templates can be various vendors who sell templates, open 
source repositories, web searches or from previous projects.

ii. Modifying the Function Block: If the existing Function Block does 
not perform as required, it can be modified according to the IEC 
61499 standard.

iii. Saving in the repository: New and modified Function Blocks 
should be stored in a repository for repeated future use.

b) Templates and reference design for non- Function Blocks.

i. Available template: Some templates may not be from a Function 
Block source. For example, the EBNF grammar definition is a 
template that can be modified to convert Function Blocks into 
other programming languages. In addition, other source codes 
and program libraries can be encapsulated into Function Blocks 
by either using a Service Interface Function Block (SIFB) to 
interface to a library or to include the source code into the basic 
Function Block. The source for such templates is similar to that for 
Function Blocks, including existing or previous projects, from 
vendors or from open source repositories.

ii. Modifying the Function Block: Like before, in some cases, the 
capabilities or performance of the existing function unit is not as 
was anticipated. Therefore, the algorithm must be modified and 
encapsulated into a Function Block according to the IEC 61499 
standard. For the EBNF template, pre-definition of the target 
language platform may be necessary. For example, FPGA-based 
code will need to pre-define the input and output pins of the target 
chip in order to capture input and send results to the output.

iii. Saving in the repository: New and modified templates should be 
stored in a repository for repeated future use.

3. Tools and techniques
Reusable components can be found from some of the forums, service 
providers, previous projects or purchase from other vendors. The design 
repository can use simple file system or database system to store the 
information. For file system, difference reusable components can stored in 
different sub-directory. For database, need to create different user interface to 
store, change, describe the components.
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4. Output
The output of this step is the Function Block components, external libraries, 
EBNF style sheet, template, reference design and documents.

9.4.4 Step D: Code generation
The objective of this step is to define the EBNF-based style sheet and to 
generate the target language source code. In this step, system designers are 
required to choose which part of the components should be using FPGA, 
microprocessor or a hybrid of FPGA and Microprocessor approaches. The code 
generator will be based on the EBNF-based style sheet and requirement 
specifications.

1. Input
At this step, the input will be the Function Block design, selected EBNF Style 
sheet for the target application language, pre- and post-condition definitions of 
the target application platform.

2. Process
The flow chart of Figure 9-15 presents the new system architecture for 
embedded applications tools system architecture. Steps A, B and C use IEC 
61499 Function Block tools which will store the design in XML format. The 
system developer will then select and modify the EBNF style sheet and define 
the pre- and post-conditions within the style sheet for the target application 
platform. The parser will be based on the XML definition and style sheet and 
will generate the target source code. The objective of step E (described in the 
next section) is to prepare and synthesise the source code into an FPGA-based 
hardware embedded system. The objective of step F (described later) is to 
generate source code that is suited to a microprocessor-based embedded 
system. The following presents further details of the process.
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Steps System Architecture
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Figure 9-15: New system architecture
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• Choose an embedded application platform: The selection of the 
embedded application platform will affect the selection of style sheets 
and the compilation process. It could be an FPGA-based reconfigurable 
hardware, microprocessor-based or a hybrid of both. The FPGA-based 
hardware uses VFIDL, Verilog and SystemC languages, requiring pre- 
and post-condition definitions of the input and output pins. 
Microprocessors-based embedded platforms commonly use computer 
languages like Java, C, C++ or some proprietary languages.

• Search for the EBNF definition of the target language: There are 
numerous EBNF definitions available from various sources such as 
compiler reference manuals, computer language reference manuals, the 
web, compiler vendors etc.

• Match the XML to the target EBNF: The output of the IEC 61499 
Function Block is XML. The developer needs to pre-define some of the 
input and output pins for an FPGA-based solution. As mentioned in 
Section 9.2.3, the Interactive Code Generator will then matches similar 
attributes and nodes and update it to the EBNF.

3. Tools and techniques

Generate C++ or Java source code through a Parser: As shown Figure 9-16 
below, this step can be addressed by the Interactive Code Generator, which 
takes the XML and EBNF files as inputs and generates the target language 
source code.

( EBNF style 
sheet 

\ repository

Figure 9-16: EBNF parser

4. Output

The output of this process is the generated target language source code. The 
new EBNF style sheet will be saved in the repository for future use.

Parser -  Interactive Code
______ Generator

Target language’s 
EBNF file

Target language

XML file
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9.4.5 Step E: Implementation for FPGA-based solution
The objective of this step is to implement source code generated by the code 
generator step for the FPGA-based reconfigurable hardware solution and use a 
specific FPGA compiler for debugging, simulation and synthesis.

1. Input
The input comprises the application source code generated by the code 
generator step.

2 . Process
Figure 9-17 shows the process of generating FPGA code from XML. The 
system developer will either use an existing EBNF style sheet from the 
repository or develop a new EBNF one. The style sheet will include the pre- and 
post-conditions related to the FPGA hardware chip. For example, the allocation 
of the input and output pins of the FPGA chip should be pre-define manually in 
the EBNF style sheet. The parser will use the style sheet with the XML file to 
generate SystemC or other related source code for the FPGA. The follow 
section presents the details of the process.
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Figure 9-17: The process for FPGA code generation
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• Compile the source code: The source code from step D heeds to be 
compiled by a specific FPGA compiler. The compiler converts the source 
code into a bin file which can be used for synthesis by the FPGA gate.

• Debugging and simulation: The majority of FPGA compilers have 
debugging and simulation features. This step reduces errors and 
eliminates bugs from the code before it is used to configure the FPGA 
chip.

• Synthesis: FPGA compilers also generally have synthesis features, 
which use the bin file to configure the gates on the FPGA chip.

• Implement on hardware: Once the FPGA is synthesised with the 
required configuration, it can be placed in the PCB hardware for further 
testing or deployment.

3. Tools and techniques
The tools are mainly FIDL translator, synthesiser, place and rounting software 
from various FPGA-based vendors.

4. Output
This step creates the FPGA chip that is configured with the application.

9.4.6 Step E: Implementation for microprocessor-based solution
The objective of this step is to implement the source code generated from the 
code generator step for a microprocessor-based solution, to use a specific 
microprocessor compiler for debugging, testing and to download the application 
to the microprocessor.

1. Input
As with the microprocessor-based solution, the input will be the generated 
application language such as C, C++ or Java source code.
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Figure 9-18: The process for microprocessor code generation
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2 . Process
• Compile the program: The source code from step D must be compiled by 

the specific microprocessor compiler. The compiler will convert the 
source code into object code so that it can be downloaded to the 
microprocessor-based embedded system for testing.

• Debugging and simulation: This is similar to PC-based applications in 
that the debugging and simulation features of the compiler can be used. 
Hardware-based debuggers or software-based microprocessor 
emulators can also be used for testing prior to downloading to the actual 
board. Most IEC 61499 tools have built in simulation packages for a PC 
environment.

• Implement on hardware: After compilation, debugging and testing, the 
executable code will be downloaded to the microcontroller board. 
Different microcontroller chipsets have different tools and interface 
connectors for downloading executable code to the board. Some of the 
commonly used interfaces are JTAG, RS232 and network ports.

3. Tools and techniques
The tools are mainly C, C++ or Java compilers from various microprocessor 
vendors.

4. Output
This step creates the executable code for the microprocessor-based embedded 
application.

9.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has explained the improvements in the proposed methodology 
based on the refinements and feedback obtained from users at the workshop. 
Specifically, the refinements resulted in code generation improvements using 
EBNF and the creation of a guide for the final system development 
methodology for embedded applications. An overview of the methodology was 
presented, including a detailed description of each individual step. The 
methodology is open, descriptive and focuses on how to carry out the various 
steps of the methodology effectively from start to end. The next chapter 
concludes the research, summarising the contributions of the thesis and 
recommends interesting avenues of further research.
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This research envisaged the creation a new system development methodology 
for embedded applications. This final chapter summarises the overall thesis, 
highlighting the primary contributions and concludes the research. The chapter 
is organised as follows: Section 10.1 presents the research aims, objectives 
and programme, the research findings are given in Section 10.2 while the 
primary contributions of the thesis are provided in Section 10.3. In addition, the 
limitations of the proposed methodology are discussed in Section 10.4, with 
future research directions suggested in Section 10.4. Finally, the concluding 
remarks are given in Section 10.5.

10.1 Overview of research the aim, objective and programme
This section provides an overview of the research aim, objectives and 
programme. The research aim of this work was as follows:

“To develop a standard-based system development methodology for
embedded applications”

The research aim was realised by sequentially executing the following five 
research objectives:

1. Review of the existing' system development methodologies,

2. Formulate the conceptual methodology,

3. Select and develop of the proof-of-concept tool,

4. Evaluate and test the methodology,

5. Refine final methodology.

To achieve these objectives, a five stage structured research programme, 
developed in Section 4.3, was executed and has resulted in the formation of a 
system development methodology to support embedded applications.

• Stage 1: Existing system development methodologies related to embedded 
systems were reviewed from supporting literature to understand the 
strengths and weaknesses of each approach and identify area of further 
research (Chapter 5).

• Stage 2 : The conceptual methodology was formulated based on the findings 
from stage 1 (Chapter 6).

• Stage 3: Based on the conceptual methodology, the proof-of-concept tool 
was developed to demonstrate the validity of the methodology through a 
validation experiment (Chapter 7).

• Stage 4: The methodology was further evaluated through three real-world 
experiments with industrial participants and users’ feedback was obtained
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from a workshop to identify particular characteristics for final refinement and 
improvement (Chapter 8).

• Stage 5: Results from the feedback were collated and used to refine the 
methodology. Thorough documentation and a guide for the final system 
development methodology for embedded applications were developed with 
a proof-of-concept tool (Chapter 9).

This thesis executed the aforementioned stages, encountering numerous
challenges and new findings. These are examined in the next section.

10.2 Research findings
The following section summarises the findings from the research, together with <■
general issues observed from the experiments.

1. A review of existing system development methodologies for embedded 
applications in chapter 3 indicated a lack of solutions for both FPGA-based 
and microprocessor-based embedded platforms. After the completion of this 
thesis, another literature search was done on 10 Sept 2009 based on the 
methodology developed. There is no research progress from other 
researchers in the areas of system development methodology for embedded 
application. The following issues are drawn:

• The existing I EC 61499 based system development methodologies 
for embedded applications is lacking support to FPGA-based 
embedded platforms

• The existing UML-based system development methodologies for 
embedded applications is lacking support to microprocessor-based 
embedded platforms

• There is lack of detail given to code generation and implementation 
steps

• There is a lack of interactive style sheet generators for various 
computer languages.

2 . The research found that semiconductor manufacturing companies are very 
protective of their information. In the research validation process, three 
semiconductor manufacturing companies were willing to participate in the 
study; however, they were unwilling to provide detailed and accurate 
information about their system. This might be due to strong competition 
between semiconductor manufacturing sectors. All three companies desired 
to test the tools with very specific and simple experiments without disclosing 
any real production information. All the information provided has been 
simplified and desensitised by the companies. Once the companies tested
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the key technology, they use their internal team to develop the full solutions 
without disclosing any further information.

3. The research found that the usefulness and usability of the methodology 
were promising. In Chapter 8 , the perceptions of the workshop participants’ 
with regards to the usability of the methodology were good, with an average 
score of 3.9 or 78%. The feedback on the usefulness of the methodology 
was 77%. Many of the participants indicated that the overall workshop and 
methodology was very successful and well worth participating.

4. The research found that a unified design for many embedded platforms is 
possible. The research has addressed some of the problems faced by 
industries, by providing a step-by-step methodology to capture the 
requirements, the structure, the design, the definition of style sheets and 
code generation for embedded applications. The methodology was well 
accepted by both software and non-software industrial participants during the 
workshop and industrial experiments. With this methodology, a unified 
design for many platforms is potentially realisable. Such a design could 
address some of the business challenges in keeping up with rapid 
technological advancements, reducing the cost of training, retaining 
knowledge and encouraging contribution of various engineers. The 
methodology proposed in this research addressed questions such as how to 
realise a common methodology which is acceptable by various engineers 
with reusable components.

10.3 Research contributions
The research presented in this thesis has provided numbers of contributions to 
the field of system development methodology for embedded applications. 
These contributions are next described.

Contribution 1: New international standard-based methodology

The research demonstrated that, although there is plentiful research in system 
development methodologies for embedded applications, there is little detailed 
research about how to exploit international standards to resolve some of the 
associated challenges. The purpose of the methodology and proof-of-concept 
tool developed in this thesis is to aid practitioners in simplifying and supporting 
embedded application development. This incorporates a series of international 
standards such as Function Blocks (IEC 61499), XML (ISO/IEC 8825), EBNF 
(ISO/IEC 14977) and SystemC (IEEE 1666-2005) standards. Their associated 
software techniques also provided a common approach to system development 
methodology for both microprocessor and FPGA-based embedded application 
platforms. The proof-of-concept tool was validated in industrial-based 
experiments (Section 8.3) and user feedback was obtained from a hands-on 
workshop. The findings from the experiments and feedback were as follows:
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1) The overall methodology is based on IEC 61499 Function Blocks, can be 
easily understood by various stakeholders and is easy to use. It can also 
be used as tool for capturing user requirements.

2) The intermediate representation of the system design is through XML, 
which can be easily converted to different computer languages using an 
XSL parser.

3) In the creation of style sheets, improvements were introduced through 
the drag and drop EBNF tools to automate and simplify the process.

4) New techniques have been introduced to allow companies to consider 
leveraging the methodology for both existing and new embedded 
application development.

5) The final methodology was developed in the form of a guide with a 
computerised proof-of-concept software tool.

On this basis, the structured and procedural final system development 
methodology with its proof-of-concept tool created for embedded applications 
forms the primary research contribution of this thesis.

Contribution 2: Novel approach of extending IEC 61499 to both system 
design and embedded code generation

IEC 61499 was originally used for distributed PLC-based control whose the 
Function Blocks resemble the simple blocks and lines diagrams. In this 
research, IEC 61499 Function Blocks was used for high level user requirements 
capturing, system design and innovatively linking to the embedded code 
generation using XSL and EBNF (Section 7.3). The same methodology can be 
further extended to generate other applications and could simplify software 
development.

Contribution 3: Interactive EBNF parser with knowledge retention

EBNF grammar is normally used in creating token trees for compiler. In this 
research, EBNF was used for both the token tree of XML representation and 
target language generation. The interactive drag and drop feature allows for the 
interactive mapping of the original Function Block representation to the target 
language representation. The result of the conversion knowledge can be 
retained, reused and extended for future use.

Contribution 4: Conceptual methodology

The conceptual methodology comprises easy to understand systematic steps 
for future research directions, implementation and is not constrained by 
currently available tools.
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The feedback from industrial participants showed that the conceptual 
methodology provided a clear and simplified view of the methodology. They 
could readily link the conceptual methodology to the logic and process flow. As 
for researchers and system developers, their interest is generally in the detail 
and they may have different preferences regarding implementation of the tools. 
Overall, the researchers and system developers find that a conceptual 
methodology gives them a clearer direction.

Contribution 5: In-depth knowledge of embedded application development 
practices

In this research, relevant literature on embedded application development was 
thoroughly reviewed. Numerous key findings were uncovered including the lack 
of a general consensus on the definition of embedded systems, their rapid 
growth and complexity, the merging of hardware and software in embedded 
systems. Furthermore, the reusability of software components and design 
patterns are preferred, embedded system research direction is fragmented; 
UML and Petri-net are not adopted as the common practice in most companies 
and in common evaluation criteria. The literature also identifies that industry 
practitioners are not satisfied with the existing system development 
methodologies for embedded applications. It was observed that current 
software engineering and system development methodologies for embedded 
applications are no longer adequate. The methodologies, techniques and tools 
are very different from those used in desktop environments and are in fact 
lagging behind their desktop counterparts [Paulin et al, 1997; Sangiovanni- 
Vincentelli & Martin, 2001; Paulin & Santana, 2002; Graaf et al, 2003; Luan et 
al, 2005; Mattos et al, 2005; Ibrahim et al, 2006; Hanninen et al, 2006].

Contribution 6: The state-of-the-art review

One of these contributions is a rigorous analysis of the state-of-the-art UML- 
based (Section 5.3), IEC 61499-based (Section 5.4) and other system 
development methodology research for embedded application development. 
This revealed that despite the considerable amount of work conducted, none of 
the methodologies uniformly addresses all criteria which are considered 
important by the collective body of knowledge (Section 3.2.8). The strengths, 
weaknesses and opportunities for further research were highlighted.

In summary, these findings provide a valuable foundation regarding the state- 
of-the-art in embedded application development practices. It also uncovers the 
criteria for a new system development methodology with code generators that 
could be readily understood by various stakeholders. These contributions 
further illustrate the impact of the research described in this thesis. The next 
section discusses the limitations of both the research content produced and the 
research process followed in this thesis.
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10.4 Limitations of the research
Although the research has achieved the provision of system development 
methodology for embedded applications, there are a number of limitations 
worth mentioning. The nature of the design and implementation of the research 
programme gives rise to some limitation that could affect the findings of this 
research. The section begins by describing the limitations of the research 
programme, followed by problems within the participating companies and 
constrains with the small sample size of workshop. Finally, limitations of the 
methodology and the research findings are presented.

10.4.1 Limitations of the research programme
The research programme adopted in this thesis constructed a conceptual 
methodology, developed a proof-of-concept tool then observed and evaluated 
the system. It is believed that this programme is a novel approach to system 
development methodology design. To the author’s knowledge, this form of 
research programme is newly developed for embedded applications research 
and therefore a number of limitations exist.

Firstly, the scope of the research carried out was very broad as it required 
knowledge in a number of subject areas including business, engineering and 
computer science. Significant effort was spent examining traditional literature to 
understand manufacturing industries in Singapore, analysing direction from 
both the Singaporean government and sponsor organisation (SIMTech), 
understanding the business challenges of the electronics sector, reviewing the 
embedded application development process, identifying areas of research, 
selecting the components, developing the proof-of-concept tool and testing 
through industrial related experiments. The software tool needed to be 
comprised of simple boxes and lines such that various stakeholders can 
understand. In addition, it was necessary to prepare a hands-on workshop to 
get feedback from industrial participants and prepare a simple guide to 
disseminate the methodology. All these requirements imposed a substantial 
workload over a relatively short time. The shortcomings were that, because of 
the breadth of the work and the time required designing, developing, verifying 
and validating the methodology and proof-of-concept tool, certain issues could 
not be researched and developed in depth. As a result, some of the findings are 
experimental and the results can illustrate only at proof-of-concept level. A 
major difficulty has been to achieve sufficient coverage of business, 
engineering and research issues but at the same time place sufficient focus on 
the completion of the research within the required timescale.

Secondly, the research programme adopted began with a review of the 
literature to examine the existing system development methodologies, which 
was then used as the foundation for designing the proposed conceptual 
methodology. However, the literature only shows the high-level design of
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system methodologies and software tools to evaluate the methods are lacking. 
Therefore, there could be bias towards one methodology or misunderstanding 
of the existing methodologies. Nonetheless, through the design and 
development of the proof-of-concept tool, subsequent validation with industrial 
experiments and feedback from industries proved that the methodology is 
feasible, usable and useful. Thus, it is verified that the proposed system 
development methodology can be used as the foundation for future research.

. 10.4.2 Limitations of research findings
During the evaluation of the proof-of-concept tool, it was difficult to achieve full 
control of the industrial environment because the experiments required domain 
knowledge of the participating companies. For example in experiment 1, due to 
organisational changes, there was an unforeseen transfer of the engineer who 
helped in the polishing time estimator. Fortunately, the engineer still supported 
the experiment by long distance teleconference and emails. The other 2 
companies that helped with experiment 2 and 3 did not want to disclose much 
industrial information and the assigned engineers from the companies were not 
available at times due to other requirements, which resulted in unforeseeable 
circumstances. To overcome these difficulties, it was required work with the 
engineers to test the proof-of-concept tool with certain algorithms, to simplify 
the setting and thus not aiming for the full application. The engineers studied 
the proposed tools and then confidentially refine them within their companies. 
The electronic cluster is also expansive and the experiment selected was based 
on companies’ interests. Therefore, the trials did not cover the full range of 
requirements from the same cluster. However, the diversity of the verification 
and validation experiments was arranged to cover evaluation criteria and has 
provided useful verification for this research.

10.4.3 Sample size in the workshop
The level of generalisation assumed from the workshop can be said to be 
limited due to the lack of a large sample of participants. Ideally, feedback from 
a greater number of attendees or workshops should have been obtained. 
However, within the given time frame and limited available embedded hardware 
for hand-on session, this was not possible. The workshop was broadcast to 
SIMTech’s email contacts in specific sectors meaning that detailed conclusions 
about any one particular industry could not be made. However, the diversity of 
the organisations and participants’ experience provided very useful feedbacks 
and results.

This section has highlighted some of the research method limitations related to 
the programme and observations. Having recognised the limitations of this 
research, the findings observed are still valid. Within the context of the study, 
the methodology supports the activity of system development for embedded 
applications. Some of the limitations of the research programme provide
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opportunities for future research. The next section considers such possible 
avenues of future research work.

10.5 Directions for future research
In the course of addressing the research aim and objectives, other gaps arise 
which expose areas that require future investigation. As discussed in the 
previous section, this section identifies the direction that future work should take 
to support the progress of the research in this area. It starts by outlining 
opportunities for enhancing the system development methodology for 
embedded applications, then direction for further testing and finally gives 
concluding remarks.

10.5.1 Opportunities for enhancing the proposed system development 
methodology for embedded applications

The system development methodology for embedded applications developed 
by this research has proved usable but is still far from a fully functional tool and 
would benefit from further refinements.

• The proposed system development methodology for embedded applications 
provides a proof-of-concept tool and guide and is far from a fully functional 
completed tool. Further developments are necessary to enhance the 
collection of style sheets as well as integrate some of the tools into a fully 
functional environment.

• The current proof-of-concept tool can be enhanced through code 
optimisation and software verification so that the generated code can be 
optimised to the target embedded platform. This allows for the performance 
objectives to be met and guarantees that the performance of the generate 
code is as expected in the design and simulation.

• There are still research issues in the reversal of source code into a system 
design. This could be appealing to a company that already has systems 
developed in other languages and wish to reverse the source code into the 
system design and then deploy it in other platforms with other languages.

10.5.2 Opportunities for further testing
The assessment of the system development methodology for embedded 
applications formed a major segment of the research. The study suggests 
however that the methodology should be further evaluated with more 
embedded platforms. This would extend the generalisation of the methodology 
and tools. During the research, only four experiments were carried out. Only 
limited evaluation was possible within the timeframe to understand the 
usefulness of the methodology. Further evaluation and testing of the
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methodology would provide a deeper understanding and may lead to further 
refinements.

10.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter has summarised the main research issues, the research aims and 
discussed major contributions. The limitations of the research have been 
identified and numerous recommendations for future research were suggested. 
The research has made novel contributions to system development 
methodologies for embedded application. It is hoped that the main contributions 
of this thesis will have similar impact in future industrial practices.
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This document was prepared for the purpose of introducing the IEC 61499 
function block programming tool to beginners. The presentation introduces the 
software interface as well as detailed steps involved in the creation of a simple 
program, based on a sample problem. To simplify the presentation, the 
program requires only basic functionality so as not to overburden first-time 
users.

1. Introduction
An introduction to function block programming is created for the purpose of 
providing a guide for first-time and novice users.

2. Objective
To provide a clear overview and functionality guide for first time users of 
function blocks with the Function Block Development Kit (FBDK). The guide 
should be comprehensible to users with a little programming background or 
experience

3. Scope
i. To provide a short introduction on the FBDK interface, including the basic 

commands and controls.

ii. To fully illustrate and present the detailed steps required to solve a sample 
problem using FBDK.

4. FBDK Interface and commands
The interface for the main commands has numerous similarities with a typical 
windows application interface. The interface for FBDK allows commands to be 
selected and picked through the use of a mouse or by hotkeys. Figure A-1 
below shows the descriptions of the various basic functions for FBDK.
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Help

Revert

Parse

Save as

Exit I  OPen as

Figure A-1: An introduction to the basic commands in FBDK.

Other than the basic commands of creating a new file, opening or saving an 
existing file, it has revert functions that allows the undoing of recent 
modifications. An internet browser is required to access FBDK’s web-based 
help function, similar to the help provided by, for instance, Microsoft Office.

E lfC  61499 fdite

Explanation - Properties

FDBK

Under Properties, there are 3 entires 
r  Name/Comment
> Identification
> Versions

2. Identification
Addition o f Extra Information on 
the system.
Eg. Standards

1 Name/Comment
To name system and provide 
comments

3. Versions
Addition o f Information on 
system’s author and system 
version history

Figure A-2: Side windows explanation

Figure A-2 shows the descriptions and explanations of the various attributes 
within the side window. The attributes describe the system by its name, 
functional comments, extra information that uniquely identifies the system from 
others as well as information on the system version history and its author.
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Explanation

Bounds
Bounds have 4 values. Eg. 
[0,0,0,0]
The 1st 2 values represent 
the x and y co-ordinates of 
windows when the program 
is run with respect to the top 
left comer of the screen 
The last 2 values represent 
the width and height of the 
window

The values represent the 
grid size of the window'

Figure A-3: Explanation of the device display during run on the main
window

The attributes as shown in Figure A-3 describe the display panel of the device 
during the execution of the program. The bounded values state the relative 
values of the display screen for the first two values relative to the top left corner 
of the window screen with respect to the top left corner of the application 
window display. The grid sets the grid size of the window during the execution 
of the program.

5. Simple light switch example
A problem is proposed within the presentation slide of Figure A-4, with the 
following intentions and purposes:

i. To give the user a hands-on experience in problem solving using FBDK

ii. To guide engineering users new to programming with detailed steps in order 
for them to experience the programming experience within FDBK.

iii. To provide engineering users an opportunity to experience the ease of use 
in Function Block Programming with FDBK
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FDBK -  Sample Problem

Switch 2 ( S2 i Light 2 ( L2 )

Understand!)
Ladder Diagram of Example 

m the Problem

Situation
• A Program triable Logic Controller has switches as inputs and 

lights as outputs.
• 2 switches ( S3 and S2 ) and two lights (L I and L2 )

System Requirements
• Both lights must be On if S3 is On and S2 is Off.
• S3 and S2 are On, LI will be On and L2 will be Off
• S3 is Off, LI & L2 will be Off, regardless of S2.

--f:

Figure A-4: Simple light switch example

Figure A-4 shows the details of the sample problem. The system requirements 
are then translated into a ladder diagram. The problem is initially translated into 
ladder diagram since it is a format which is generally familiar to mechanical and 
automation engineers who are likely to lack a thorough background in software 
programming.

Conversion

j  L2Qn j
Terminate Software 

Operation

Algorithms Flowchart

Figure A-5: Conversion from the algorithm flowchart to the logic gate
diagram
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Based on the ladder diagram or problem specifications, the algorithm flowchart 
is next generated, as shown in Figure A-5. It is then converted to a Logic Gate 
Diagram for programming within FBDK, utilising the logic gate modules of the 
software.

6. Step-by-step implementation
The first step is the creation of a new blank file. The illustrated steps can be 
seen within the presentation slides of the figures. Figure A-6 firstly depicts the 
overall system details.

Figure A-6: Illustrated steps of new file creation

An important step is to learn how to save and load a file in FBDK, as shown in 
Figure A-7.

Creation of New File

Instructions

Go to menu Bar 
Click on File 

>  New
>  System 

Double Click on 
“Name/Comment” to name the 
system and provide comments 

'*■ Enter Name -  Example 1
«- Enter Comment -  Example 

1 Configuration 
Hints -  Do not leave any 
space between characters or 
special characters for name

Saving & Loading System
/ ; ' ' ' 

Saving
Go to Menu Bar

2 Select File 
>  Save As

> XML
3 Normally files are saved 

under fbdk folder m src 
subfolder

1. Go to Menu Bar
2. Select File 

> Open
>  Examplel

■"*' ’ * 5 .3S!E! v=; ■ a g j jV ; E« Run o Itelp

Figure A-7: Saving and loading files in FBDK
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The next step involves inputting device attributes such as the device type, 
bounds and grid. The attributes will determine the device display during the 
running of the program. As explained earlier, the bound and grid size can be 
specified here, as shown in Figure A-8.

Device Editing
Instruction

Move and Double Click on the 
Devi on top of the Device Button 
Change Device Type to 
Fram eDevice

< Select him sub-folder in rrc folder

Click on Examplel 
'  R ight Click on B ounds

> Select Connect
> Enter [0,0,11,0]
> Right Click on Bounds

>  Edit
>  Enter 

[100,100,150,200]
*  R ighL C lic k  on G rid s

> Select Connect
> Enter [0,0]
> Right Click on Grid

>  E d it
>  Enter [1,1]

onal -  Delete Device
R ight Click on name o f  device

Figure A-8: Device editing - illustrated instructions

Devices are made up of resources that contain the function blocks required for 
the program to operate. For the simple proposed problem, only 1 resource is 
necessary, while the other resources, which are created by default, are deleted. 
The instructions for managing panel resources and deleting the unwanted 
resources are shown in Figure A-9.
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BfUSOURCt RCS2

Look lit Cj Hitw

Fd«%o(Iype; EC 611

Delete Resource
1. Right Click on Resource intended to

be deleted.
> Select RES1 ( For this example)

2. Select Delete

- fa 8J| i

Editing Resources
Defining Resources

Add/Delete Resource
Adding Resource (Not required for 
this example)

1. Select DEVI on the left panel
2. Right Click onto an empty space in

right panel window
3. Select New

> Select Resource

Select Devi on Left Panel
Right Click on RES2 on the block
name

>  Select Edit and RES2 
Renaming Resource,

> Change RF.S2 to RES1 
Select Type

1. Go to hmi folder
2. Select PANEL RESOURCE

Figure A-9: Resource editing in FBDK

Function Blocks are added to the system based on the earlier logic gate 
diagram. The various logic gates or Boolean function block are preloaded within 
the software itself. New Function Blocks, including composite function blocks, 
can be added into the library for further use. In this example, 2 inputs function 
blocks, 2 output function blocks, 1 NOT gate function block and 1 AND gate 
function block are added into the system, as shown in Figure A-10.

Adding Function Blocks

Select Appl
Right Click on empty space 
Select New

> FB t Function Block)

'- lick on button next to the pull down menu ar 
named Type to add a new function block type

Adding Input Function Block 
Select fdbk \  sre \ hmi 
Select IN BOOL.fbt and click Add 
Rename Block to INPUT 3 and repeat 
for INPUT 2

Adding NOT Function Block 
Select fdbk \  sre \ math 
SelectFB NOT.fbt and Click Add 
Rename to NOT

Adding AND Function Block 
Select fdbk \ sre \m ath  
Select FB AND.fbt arid Click Add 
Rename to AND

Adding OUTPUT Function Block 
Select, fdbk \  sre \  hmi 
Select OUTBOOL.Iht and click Add 
Rename to OUTPUT 1 and repeat for 
OUTPUT2

Completed View of All Function Blocks

Figure A-10: Addition of function blocks into the system

The next step is to link the event and data flows for the various function blocks. 
In this illustration, shown in Figure A-11, the event flows are green lines which
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can be connected to function blocks by holding the Alt key, then by clicking the 
mouse at the source and destination points. Input and output function blocks 
have additional events called INIT and INITO which are the initialisation events 
into and out of the function blocks respectively.

Events Connections

Linking of Function Blocks
• Hold on A LT  button and 

left click on the start of the 
event output from the 1sl 
function block in the chain

• Then connect to the 
designated function block

• The Event data lines will be 
shown as Green Lines

F(litinn of Event Lines
• The position of the lines can be 

adjusted by the cursor by click 
and drag

Figure A-11: Events line connections in FBDK

Data flows are only read when an event flow enters the function block. The data 
is processed by the function block algorithm and the processed data then exits 
the block. The data connection lines are connected using the same method as 
for the event flow connections. Figure A-12 shows the illustrated steps in 
connecting data lines in FBDK.

Data Connection

Data Connection
Similar methods as Event 
Connection
Data Connection Lines are 
indicated as blue lines

Figure A-12: Data flow connections in FBDK

The various inputs are specified within this step, they include the initial data 
input flow into the various function blocks as well as each data input flow label
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and its description. The labels of the indicator lights represent its description 
labels. These steps and their illustration are shown in Figure A-13.

In order to run the software, Labelling and initial value are required. Based on 
the provided option of toggling input values, verification of the software is 
conducted.

Input value
Right mouse Click on Q1 ..........................................
and IN
Select Connect and Value

Input Labelling
Right Click on the Label and 
select Connect and 
Double click on ' and enter 
input name

Figure A-13. Assigning data inputs

In a practical scenario, following successful simulating and debugging, the 
function block has to be downloaded to the embedded platform. To analyse the 
program within the software, the function blocks can be mapped to outputs 1 
and 2 as shown in Figure A-14. A Start function block is then connected to the 
INIT port as the first input function block for the system. As this is the final step 
before running the program, error checks must be first carried out.

Block to Resource

Right click on each function 
block and select map and to
DEVI.RES 1.
Repeat for all function block 
Select Res 1 under Dev 1 
If there is any overlap in 
function block, Right click on 
a blank space and select 
Redraw
Connect Start Function Block 
with mam function blocks. 
Connect Cold with INIT of 
Input 3

Cold represent starting o f program
when it is originally off
W arm  represent restarting o f  program
when it is still nam ing
Stop represent turning o ff the program

Figure A-14: Mapping from the function block to the resource

7. Program Run
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Running Program

Instructions R dwi x Bum Bom - r  x Hum . -  x
I Restart

witch 3/ S3 
I Switch 2 S2

Go to Menu Bar
>  Click on Run 

Select Launch 
Select System Name 

Interface
*■ A single pop-up screen 

will appear with the input 
and outputs display.

S' Click on the input boxes 
and the outputs will 
change according to 
program’s algorithm

Figure A-15: Program run results

As shown in the Figure A-15, there are 4 different permutations of the 2 inputs. 
For illustration purposes, the figure shows the 4 different inputs in 4 separate 
windows. Within each window on the right hand side of the figure, the separate 
output results are shown. By clicking on the box beside the inputs, a 0 or 1 
input can be toggled to show the different influences. After checking and 
confirming the correct outputs from the various input selections, the program is 
completed.
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APPENDIX B: PROOF-OF-CONCEPT TOOL
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Introduction
This document is a step-by-step system developer’s installation guide for the 
proof-of-concept tool, again within the context of the simple light switch 
example. The light switch example show the process of code generation using 
function blocks, converting to SystemC and Verilog. The document assumes 
readers have hands-on experience with IEC 61499 function block programming 
and C compilers.

2. Using the Function Block Development Kit (FBDK)
Appendix A showed how a Function block application can be created using 
FBDK. To run a function block system, click on Run > Launch > the system 
name, as shown in Figure B-1.

[U  IEC 61499 Editor

<?xml v e t 0  W ait...

File Edit 

swith an

<Respons

XML

Run Help 

Q Launch

Shut Down

I- O  Log 

O  Trace

5^5" s w ith _a n d jig h t

RMT J  Launches a swith_and_light system configuration.

H I RMT FRAME

ng="UTF-8" ?>
CIDOCTYFE System SYSTEM "http: / / m m . ho lob loc. com/xml/Lib car yElement. dtd'r >
<System Name="swith_and_li ght" Comment="System Configuration" >

<Identification Standard="61499-1" />
CVersionlnfo Organization"Rockwell Automation" Version="0.3" Author="JHC" Date
cVersionlnfo Organization"Rockwell Automation" Version="0.2" Author="JHC" Date
CVersionlnfo Organization"Rockwell Automation" Version="0.1" Author="JHCrr Date
CVersionlnfo Organization "Rockwell Automation" Version="0.0" Author=".JHC" Date
CApplication Name="APPl" >

CFBNetwork >
CFB Name="switch_3" Type="IN_BOOL" Comment="input3" x="616.6666" y="122.222 

CParameter Name="QI" Value="l" / >  

cParameter Name="IN" Value="0" / >
CParameter Name="LABEL" Value="&#34;switch_3&#34;" />

C/FB>
CFB Name="switch_2" Type="IN_B00L" x="650.0" y="1255.5555" >

CParameter Name="QI" Value="l" />
CParameter Name="IN" Value="0" />

Figure B-1: Launching the switch and light system

The simple light switch system created from Appendix A consists of the two 
Boolean switch inputs which appear as checkboxes switch 1 and switch 2. The 
two lights are simulated by Boolean outputs lightl and light 2 as shown in 
Figure A-15. In the next section, the simple light switch block program will be 
converted to SystemC using XML and XSL for FPGA-based embedded 
platform.
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3. XML to SystemC using MSXSL
The IEC 61499 function block tool saves all function blocks in XML format with 
the file extension ‘.fbt’. The following steps are required to generate the 
SystemC code from XML using the Microsoft XSL (MSXSL) parser.

a) Place all the XML files and XSL files together with the MSXSL.EXE 
parser (or any XSL parser) in one folder.

b) Create the batch file and save it as .bat file format, for example 
parse.bat. The contents of the batch file are as shown in Figure B-2. All 
the function blocks are saved with the same files extension ‘.fbt’. The 
Function block files (.fbt) comprise XML documents such as FB_AND.fbt, 
FB N O T.fb t, IN_BOOL.fbt, OUT_BOOL.fbt. SL_CIRCUIT.SYS. XSL files 
(.xsl) are the corresponding style sheet for the XML. MSXSL will convert 
XML files according to XSL’s style sheet definition into header files in the 
‘.h’ format and C++ source code in the ‘.cpp’ format. For SystemC, 
header and system files are required for each function block. FB_AND.h, 
FB NOT.h, IN_BOOL.h, OUT_BOOL.h and SL_CIRCUIT.h represent 
the header files, with FB_AND.cpp, FB_NOT.cpp, IN_BOOL.cpp, 
OUT_BOOL.cpp and SL_CIRCUIT.cpp being the system files in 
SystemC language format.

File Edit Form at View Help

msxsl FB_AND.fbt parser_header. xs l -o  FB^MJD.h
msxsl FB_AND. f b t  parser_50urce. xs l -o  FB^ND.cpp

msxsl fb_ not. f b t  parser_header. xs l -o  fb_not. h
msxsl fb_ not. f b t  p a rse r_ so u rce .xs l -o  FB_NOT.cpp

msxsl lN_BOOL.fbt parser_header. x s l -o  lN_BOOL.h 
msxsl in _bool. f b t  p a rse r_ so u rce .xs l -o  iN_BOOL.cpp

msxsl OUT_BOOL. f b t  pa rse r_heade r.xs l -o  OUT_BOOL.h 
msxsl out_bool. f b t  p a rse r_ so u rce .xs l -o  0UT_B00L.cpp

msxsl SI CIRCUIT.sys p a rs e r_ s l_ c u rc u it_ h e a d e r. xs l -□ SL_clRCUlT.h
msxsl sl_c ir c u it . sys p a rs e r_ s l_ c u rc u it_ s o u rc e .x s l -□ sl_c ir c u it . cpp

pause

c) Run the batch file ‘parse.bat’ to execute the script. Figure B-3 shows the 
batch file execution in the command prompt. The last command line 
‘pause’ is to enable the computer to pause the currently running batch

Parse.bat -  Notepad -Jnj xj

Figure B-2: Batch file for parser
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file until the user presses any key. The corresponding *.h and *.cpp files 
will be generated in the same directory as the other function block files.

C:\WINDOWS\system32\cmd.exe

C : \ x n l 2 s c > n s x s l  FB _A N D .fb t  p a r s e i ' _ h e a d e i ' . x s l  - o  FB_AND.h 

C : \ x n l 2 s c > n i s x s l  FB _AND.fbt  p a r s e r _ s o u r c e  . x s l  - o  FB_AND.cpp 

C : \ x m l 2 s c > m s x s l  F B _N O T .fb t  p a r s e r _ h e a d e r . x s l  - o  FB_NOT. h 

C : \ x m l 2 s c > m s x s l  F B _N O T .fb t  p a r s e r _ s o u r c e . x s l  - o  FB_NOT.cpp 

C : S x m l 2 s c > n s x s  1 IN _B O O L .fb t  p a r s e r j i e a d e i ' . x s l  - o  IN_BOOL.b 

C : \ x n l 2 s c > m s x s l  IN _B O O L .fb t  p a r s e r _ s o u r c e  . x s l  - o  IN_BOOL.cpp 

C : \ x m l 2 s c > n s x s l  OUT_BOOL.fbt p a r s e r _ h e a d e i %. x s l  - o  OUT_BOOL.h 

C : \ x n l 2 s c > m s x s l  OUT„BOOL.fbt p a r s e r _ s o u r c e . x s l  - o  OUT__BOOL.cpp 

C : \ x m l 2 s c > m s x s l  S L _ C IR C U IT .s y s  p a r s e r _ s l _ c u r c u i t _ b e a d e r . x s l  - o  SL _CIRCU IT .b  

C : \ x m l 2 s c > n s x s 1 S L _ C IR C U IT .s y s  p a r s e r _ s l _ c u r c u i t . s o u r c e . x s 1 - o  S L _C IR C U IT .cpp  

C : \ x m l 2 s c > p a u s e
P r e s s  a n y  k e y  t o  c o n t i n u e  . . . _

Figure B-3: Execution of batch file for XML to SystemC conversion 

4. Changing the text encoding scheme
When SystemC files are generated, they need to change the text encoding 
format into ANSI because the generated SystemC files inherently contain some 
unnecessary non-ASCII characters, which may cause errors when compiled 
with Microsoft Visual C++ compilers (VC++). In order to remove the 
unnecessary ASCII characters, open each of SystemC file in NOTEPAD (or any 
text format editor), select Format -> Encode in ANSI from the menu and then 
save all the files.

5. Executable file for the switch and light system
The header and system files can be compiled into an *.exe file using VC++. 
The following are the sequential steps required to execute the program.

Setup a new VC++ project

a) Open VC++ 6.0 (or higher), Click File->New or alternatively press Ctrl+N 
to create a new VC++ project.

b) When ‘New’ dialog appears, go to Projects tab and select W in32 
Console Application project.

c) Key-in the Project name and new Project location in the Location text
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box.

d) Click OK to continue to next step.

e) The next step is to choose the empty project option and click Finish.

f) A workspace window will appear and then click file view.

g) Right click on the <Project Name> files SL_CIRCUIT files and select Add
Files to Project option as shown in Figure B-4 Add the generated 
SystemC files and click OK. Now all SystemC header and system files 
are added to the VC++ project.

-  - ................... - .............................  ^ J x |  I

I W orkspace 'SL_CIRCUIT': 1 project(s) I

■f 1 Source Files 
- P i  Header Files 

F~ l Resource Files

Build

Build (selection only) 

Clean (selection only) 

Cj  New Fo lder...

Set as Active Project 

Unload Project

Settings... 

iQ, Add to Source C ontro l...

Docking View 

Hide

Ull* Properties

Figure B-4: Adding SystemC files to a VC++ project 

Compile and execute the program
In order to compile the SystemC source code into an executable file, the VC++ 
compilers need to link to the SystemC 2.1 header file. Go to the Project -> 
Settings menu in VC++, or alternatively press Alt+F7. Select the C/C++ tab and 
then the Pre-processor option in Category to specify the SystemC 2.1 header 
file location in the Additional include directories option, as shown in Figure B-5. 
The SystemC header file (systemc.h) can be found in the systemc2.1 folder\src 
sub-directories. Example: C:\systemc-2.1 ,v1\src. Select the C++ Language 
option in Category and select the Enable Run-Time Type Information (RTTI) 
check box to avoid run time errors. RTTI provides the run time type information 
of the dynamic variables for systems which are using dynamic variables with 
multiple inheritances, dynamic type casting as well as template classes. Most of 
the SystemC library files are heavily dependent on the Run Time Type 
Information.
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ro jec t Settings

Settings For: I Win32 Debug

L'-11

E |
Source Files 
J  FB_AND.cpp 
J ]  FB_N0T.cpp 
J ]  IN_B00L.cpp 
J ]  0UT_B00L.cpp 
| )  SL_CIRCUIT.cpp 
J ]  SL.TESTER.cpp 

E  Header Files 
i A  FB_AND.h 
!—H i FB_N0T.h 
I—H i IN_B00L.h 

J ]  0UT_B00L.h 
J ]  SL_CIRCUIT.h 

u  Resource Files

General | Debug C/C++ 

Category: | Preprocessor 

Preprocessor definitions:

_U2<
Link | Resourci | | ► 

▼ | Reset

J Wl N 32,_D E B U G ,_C0 N S 0 LE ,_M B CS 

Undefined symbols: F  Undefine all symbols

Additional include directories:

||C:\systemc-2.1 ,v1\src

F  Ignore standard include paths 

Project Options:

/nologo /MLd /W 3 /Gm /GX fZ\ /Od /I "C:\systemc- T ]  
2.1 .v l \src" /D 'W IN 3 2 "/D "_DEBUG"/D Z3
" CONSOLE" /D " MBCS" z l

OK Cancel

Figure B-5: Adding the SystemC header file directory

The next step is to specify the SystemC library file name and file location at the 
Link tab. Go to the Link tab and select the input option in Category. Key-in 
SystemC.lib in the Object/Library modules option tab. Then specify the 
systemc.lib file location in the Additional library path, as shown in Figure B-6. 
Normally systemc.lib files can be found under the SystemC 2.1 
folder\msvc60\SystemC\Release directory. If the Release folder does not exist, 
compile the SystemC source code in release mode. To do this, open the 
SystemC source project file (SystemC.dsw) located in SystemC 2.1 
Folder\msvc60\SystemC\ and then go to the Build-> Set Active Project 
Configuration menu and select Win32 Release. Press F7 to compile the 
SystemC source code.
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Settings For: |Win32 Debug

Ft lld lMBiiERini
Source Files 
gO FB_AND.cpp 

! J ]  FB.NOT.cpp 
JO IN_BOOL.cpp 

I-111 OUT_BOOL.cpp 
i - H  SL.CIRCUIT.cpp 

JO SL.TESTER.cpp 
H  -PH Fleader Files 

j~ [jg  FB_AND.h 
I ]  FB_NOT.h 

| g ]  IN_BOOL.h 
J ]  OUT_BOOL.h 
) j j  SL_CIRCUIT.h 

r~ l Resource Files

_ ? j x ]

General | Debug | C/C++ Link | Resourci | < | ►

3Category: | input 

Object/library modules:

Reset

j.lib oleaut32.lib uuid.lib odbc32. lib odbccp32.lib systemC. lib 

Ignore libraries: I-  Ignore all default libraries

Force symbol references:

Additional library path:

|systemc-2.1. v1 \systemc-2.1. v1 \msvc60\SystemC\Release 
Project Options:

kerne!32.lib user32.lib gdi32.lib winspool.lib comdlg32.lib ^  I 
advapi32. lib shell32. lib ole32. lib oleaut32. lib uuid. lib H J 
odbc32.lib odbccp32.lib kemel32.lib user32.lib gdi32.lib ^  |

OK Cancel

Figure B-6: Adding SystemC library modules and directories

The final step is to compile and execute the project as an ‘.exe’ file. Select Build 
from the Visual C++ menu and choose Build <Project Name>, for example 
Build SL_CIRCUIT.EXE, or alternatively press F7 to compile the project. To 
execute the program, select Build from the menu and choose Execute <Project 
Name>, for example Execute SL_CIRCUIT.EXE, alternatively presses the 
Ctrl+F5 key to execute the project.

6. View the Simulated Results though the Wave Form Viewer
A Waveform viewer can be used to view the actual results of the SystemC file. 
A Value Change Dump (VCD) file can be easily created by the adding 
tf=sc_create_vcd_trace_file("sl_trace") command to the SystemC file. VCD files 
automate the annotation of signals and reduce the need to know the internal 
logic of the system. A VCD file is a STANDARD format and is compatible with 
various waveform viewers. A VCD file is an ASCII file which consists of header 
information, variable definitions and the value changes for all variables 
specified in the task calls.
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^  SystemC_Win - [C :\[M y  D e sse rta tio n ]\s c_ c ircu it-1 \sc_ c ircu it \te s t\sw itch \sL tra ce -vcd ]

?,y| File Edit Project Wave Window Help

ijjjjj] Untitled, c

I [ \  Compile X Console J _«JJ

Figure B-7: Digital waveform of the simulated result of switch and light
system

There are many waveform viewers which are compatible with the VCD format. 
In this guide, SystemC_Win software is used. Open the SystemC_Win software 
and go to File menu and then select open vcd files. Choose the vcd file from 
the directory. Press the zoom full menu from the system menu. The results can 
be seen in digital waves as shown in Figure B-7.

There are two horizontal main screens in SystemC_Win. The first main screen 
is to show the VCD file data and the second main screen is to show the status 
message as well as the diagnostic messages of the application. There are three 
vertical sub-screens in first main screen. The first sub screen is to show the 
meta-data of the SystemC application such as executable file name. The 
second sub screen is to show the in port and out ports. In the Switch and Light 
example, there are two input ports IN1 and IN2 and two output ports OUT1 and 
OUT2. The values of the input and output ports initially zero, as shown in Figure 
B-8. A zero means that the port is not active or has no data, while a one means 
that the port is active. The third sub screen is to show the value changes of the 
in and out ports in graphical format. The green colour line represents each in 
and out port and the yellow colour line represents the value of each port per 
simulation cycle. It is possible to see step-by-step value changes by clicking on 
the particular line and checking the value of port in second sub screen. After 
modelling and simulating the system in SystemC language, a Verilog code 
generator is required to produce the necessary code for an FPGA
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implementation. The next section discusses how Verilog code can be auto
generated.

7. Using the SC2V_PRE_PARSER
Copy the SystemC files into the SC2V_pre_parser folder. In this folder, open 
and edit the “run.bat” file to input the SystemC file names, which are to be 
modified, for example sc2v_pre_parser.vbs FB_OR. This command line helps 
to execute the sc2v_pre_parser.vbs with the parameters from the FB_OR 
SystemC file. After editing the ‘run.bat’ file, run the batch file and the parser will 
generate relevant SystemC files which are ready to be used in the SC2V 
software tool.

Setting up CYGWIN

Although SC2V software is designed to run on a Linux environment, it can also 
be used in Microsoft Window environment by using Cygwin. Cygwin is a 
collection of free software tools developed by Cygnus Solutions to provide 
virtual LINUX or UNIX systems in various versions of the Microsoft Windows 
environment. In order to install the Cygwin on the Window Environment, an 
Internet connection must be available with a minimum of 100 MB of free disk 
space. Install Cygwin directly from the Internet, define the root folder location 
and leave the rest of the options at their default values. The next step is to 
define the location of the installation files and make sure that the location is 
different from the location of the root folder. The installation program will 
automatically download and show a download site list to choose the preferred 
download site. Some recommended download sites are http://mirror.averse.net, 
ftp://ftp.u-aizu.ac.jp and ftp://ftp.nctu.edu.tw. Then choose the software 
packages that need to be installed for Cygwin setup, as shown in Figure B-8 .
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- | n |  x
S elect P ackages

Select packages to install c
1

C Keep r Prev (• ICurii C Exp View Category

; New B... S... Size Package
O Skip nfa nfa 558k automakel .9: (1.9) a tool for ge

O S  kip nja nfa 143k bashdb: Bash debugger

117-1 OKeep nfa □ 4,815k binutils: The GNU assembler, lir

OKeep nfa □ 294k bison: A parser generator that is

O Skip nfa nfa 4,245k boost: Portable C++ libraries us<

O Skip nfa nfa 2,600k boost-devel: Portable C++ librar

O Skip nfa nfa 28k byacc: The Berkeley LALR par:

O Skip nfa nfa 716k c-client: UW c-client library

JLI
Skio nfa nfa 24k cataets: Cataets messaae cataLTJ

i T
[✓ Hide obsolete and administrative packages

< Back Next > Cancel

Figure B-8: Cygin Setup

For choosing software packages, some recommended software packages are 
“bison”, “flex”, “gcc C compiler”, “gcc C++ compiler” and the “make” utility. Bison 
is a variation of YACC (Yet Another Compiler Compiler) and flex is a variation 
of LEX (LEXical analysers). Both YACC and LEX are important components of 
the compiler. The C++ compiler is chosen because SC2V source code must be 
compiled before it can be used. “GCC” is the open source version of C++ 
compiler, which is widely used in both Linux and Microsoft W indow 
environments, the “Make” utility is also known as “GNU-Make”. It is a utility to 
build C++ files into an executable format. SC2V source codes contain a “make” 
file which is a set of instructions for the “make utility” to compile the SC2V 
source code. After choosing the software packages, the Cygwin setup program 
will automatically download the selected packages and install them on 
computer. When the above steps are completed, Cygwin should be 
successfully to provide a virtual Linux environment on Microsoft W indow 
platform allowing for SC2V to be used in Windows.

8. Using SC2V for SystemC to VERILOG conversion
Once Cygwin is successfully installed, SC2V needs to be compiled. Copy SC2V 
folder to the cCygwin Folder>\home\administrator\ folder, then run the 
Cygwin Bash Shell program to create the command prompt. Ensure that the 
SC2V folder is under the root folder of the administrator through the use of the 
dir command. The next step is to change the current directory to SC2V by
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using the change directory command cd. When the current directory is the 
administrator ~/SC2V folder, type make in the command prompt to compile 
the SC2V source code. The step-by-step compilation will be shown in the 
command prompt, as depicted in Figure B-9. After compiling the SC2V 
program, open the cCygwin sFolder>\home\Administrator\sc2v\bin\ folder 
and copy the sc2v.sh, sc2v_step1.exe, sc2v_step2.exe and sc2v_step3.exe 
files into the cCygwin Folder>\bin folder. The cCygwin Folder>\bin is a 
global folder and any application from that folder is accessible from any part of 
the system without changing the directory.

H E

Figure B-9: Successful compilation of the SC2V source code

In this research, the sc2v.exe files and sc2v.sh files are placed together in the 
<Cygwin Folder>\bin folder, it is thus necessary to correct the command in the 
sc2v.sh file. In order to correct sc2v.sh, open the file from <Cygwin 
Folder>\bin, delete the code shown in Figure B-10 and replaced it by the new 
code shown in Figure B-11.

../b in /sc2 v_ s te p 1  < $ 1 .c p p sc2 v_ s te p 1  < $1 .cpp

../b in /s c 2 v _ s te p 2  < $1 .h > $1 ,sc2 v s c 2 v _ s te p 2  < $1 .h > $1 .sc2v

../b in /s c 2 v _ s te p 3  < $1 .sc 2 v  > $1 .v s c 2 v _ s te p 3  < $1 .sc2 v  > $1 .v

\rm  * .s c 2 v

Figure B-10: Incorrect code in Figure B-11: Correct codes in
SC2V.SH SC2V.SH
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Now SC2V is ready to be used. Run the Cygwin Bash Shall program and go 
to the SystemC file directory using the cd (change directory) command. It is 
easier to access if the SystemC source files are placed under the 
cgwin/home/administrator/ directory. Note that all file names should be 
absent of spaces. Type <sc2v.sh filename>, for example sc2v.sh FB_AND, to 
convert the SystemC source code to Verilog codes. There is no need to 
consider the file extension because SC2V requires that .h and .cpp files must 
exist for each program module. Figure B-12 depicts the step-by-step process of 
converting SystemC to Verilog by using a SC2V parser.

~/system c_sourcefiles EM3

u s y s t e m c _ s o u r c e f i l e s

leoadsdf ~
d  s y s t e n c _ s o u r c e f i l e s

10oadsdf ~/syster»c_sourcef iles 
c 2 v . s  h  FB_AND

te m C  t o  U e r i l o g  T r a n s l a t o r  U 0 . 4
u i d e d  b y  U R J C < U n i u e r s i d a d  R ey  J u a n  C a r l o s >
p : / / w w u . e s c e t . u r j c  . e s / ~ j r * a r t  i n e

s i n g  i n p l e n e n t a t i o n  f i l e .................

n d  p r o c e s s  METHOD_FB_flND

tem C  t o  U e r i l o g  T r a n s l a t o r  u 0 . 4  

s i n g  h e a d e r  f i l e ..................

Figure B-12: Translating from SystemC to Verilog

All SystemC files need to be parsed one by one and converted to Verilog. The 
corresponding Verilog files will be generated in the same folder as the SystemC 
source code whenever each SystemC file translation is finished. The Verilog 
complier and simulation tools are then used to test the generated Verilog code.
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APPENDIX C: EBNF CODE GENERATOR SETUP
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This document is a step-by-step system developer’s guide for the proof-of- 
concept tool - Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) code generator. The EBNF 
code generator is an improved interactive graphical user interface (GUI) code 
generator which simplifies the creation of the style sheets by dragging the XML 
definition to match the target language EBNF.

The document will use the XML created by the light switch example from 
Appendix A to generate SystemC source code. The document assumes that 
readers understand EBNF and IEC 61499 function blocks.

1. Before running this software, download and install JDK 6 or higher.

2 . Create an XML file (Here, this file is “SC_CIRCUIT.xml”). It is proposed that 
this file name be the same as your FBDK auto-generated file name.

At the beginning, attach the following code to the file

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<FB Name="IN_BOOL" Language="SystemC">

<DataType>
<Repla cementRule Source="BOOL" Destination="bool" 
/ >
<ReplacementRule Source="INT" Destination="int" 
/ >

</DataType>
<Body>
</Body>

</FB>

The tag “ReplacementRule” should be created by the user. This format can 
help store the corresponding data types of the source language (FBDK) and 
the target language.

3. As the Function Block Development Kit (FBDK) auto-generated XML file 
cannot tell the location of input output ports, the user should manually 
assign them. In the example below, tag “<Parameter Name="IN" Value="0" 
/>” should be the input port. The user then needs to change this tag’s name 
into “Input”, (for output ports, change it into “Output”).

<FB Name="switch_2" Type="IN_BOOL" x="650.0" 
y="1255.5555">

<Parameter Name="QI" Value="l" />
<Parameter Name="IN" Value="0" />
<Parameter Name="LABEL"
Value="&quot;swich_2&quot;" />
<Connection Id="sig3" Name="OUTl" Type="bool" 
Dir="Source" />

</FB>
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Then, it becomes:

<FB N a m e = "s w i t c h _ 2 "  Type="IN_BOOL" x = " 6 5 0 .0 "  
y = " 1 2 5 5 .5 5 5 5 ">

<P a ram e te r  Name="QI" V a l u e = " l "  / >
< I n p u t  Name:= " I N "  V a lu e = " 0 "  I d = " i n _ a "  Type = 
" b o o l "  / >

<P a ram e te r  Name="LABEL"
V a lu e = " & q u o t ; s w ic h _ 2 & q u o t ; "  / >
< C o n n e c t io n  I d = " s i g 3 "  Name="OUTl" T y p e = " b o o l "  
D i r = " S o u r c e "  / >

</FB>

Attribute “Id” is used to mark this port. “Type” is this port’s data type.

4. All the programs are in the folder “Temp”. The EBNF code generator is 
compiled into an executable file called “CodeGenerator.jar”. Double click 
“CodeGenerator.jar” to run this software.

5. As shown in Figure C-1, click on the button “Open XML File” to choose the 
source file which is auto-generated from FBDK. (For example, here this file 
is “SC_CIRCUIT.sys”).

6. Click on the button “Open Existing Data” and choose the file just created.

7. Double click “Open EBNF File” to choose the specified target language’s 
EBNF. (For example, the EBNF for SystemC is “SystemC.txt”).

8. As shown in Figure C-2, double click “module-name” as “module-name’s 
value will be assigned by the user”. Then input the value in this text area. In 
this example, we change the module name to “SystemC” as shown in Figure 
C-2. After changing the module name press <Enter>.

■ J s J x ]

9 System 

9 C3  Name

Q  SL_CIRCUIT 

9 £ 3  C om m ent

Q  System Configuration

-

Q  def-name

D J
9 Q3  im port

D  in c lu d e ' 

□  -

-

i I identification 

9 Q  Standard 

Q  61499-1

Q  m odule-nam e |

D  ' h~
9 r 3 decl-begin

Q  'SC MODULE'

D r
Q  m odule-nam e

D r

D r
9 Q3  decl-body 

9 c 3  dornain-decl 

D  'public:'

9 □  port-deci-list

D <

I~1  Versionlnt'o 

9 £ 3  Organization

D  Rockwell Automation 

9 r * l  Version 

Q 0.3 

9  n  Author 

Q  JHC 

9 Date

□  2003-12-05 
9 Q  Rem arks

H  Renam ed from NEWSYSTEM.

« l Ill I I * 9 r l  port-decl

Open XML File Open EBNF File Open Exis ting  Data Generate Code

Figure C-1: Select the module name
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Code G e a e ra to

9 System 

9  Q  NameD SL_CIRCUIT 

9  Q  C om m ent

Q  System Configuration 

9  C 3  Identification 

9  Standard 

Q  61499-1 

9  Versionlnfo 

9 C 3  Organization

D  Rockwell Automation 

9  r e v e r s io n  

Q 0 . 3  

9 rl Author

Q j h c

9  C 3  Date

0  2003-12-05 

9  C 3  Rem arks

P i Renam ed from  NEWSYSTEM.

D def-name 

D  ■fPdeflne'

D  def-name

Di
9  Q  im port

D  ^ in c lu d e '

D"___D [systemc|

9  Q3  decl-begin

D 'SC_MODULE‘D'c
D  m odule-nam e

Dr
Dr

9  □  decl-body 

9 Q  dom ain-decl 

D  'public:' 

 <? r l  port-decl

^mjxi

Open XML File Open EBNF File Open Exis ting  Data Generate Code

Figure C-2: Change module name to “ SystemC’

9. As shown in Figure C-3, drag the “Name” definition from the XML window to 
“instant-name” field in the EBNF window. This is followed by dragging the 
“Type” definition to the “module-name” definition. This is to define the 
relationship of the XML file within the EBNF rules.

H  C ode G e n e r a to r

9  □  Date

D  2000-05-27 

9 r l  Application 

9  □  Name 

D  APP1 

9 □  FBNetwork

9 ca fi
9 Name

9

9 Q  Com m ent D input3 

9 C3*D 616.6666 

? C3yD 122.22221
9  [ 3  Parameter 

9 r ° l  Name

instant-name

9  Q  channel-type 

D  'sc_fifo'

D  name

D<
Dv
D  name

D)D “
9  m odule-decl

D  m odule-nam e

Dr
9  □  con-process-decl

D  'SC_HAS_PROCESS'

Dr
D  process-nam e

Dr
 Qj

Open XML File Open EBNF File Open Exis ting  Data Generate Code

Figure C-3: Define the module-name and instant-name

10. As shown in Figure C-4, to define the port-name and data-type, simply drag 
from the “Id” and “Type” fields in the XML window to the “port-name” and 
“data-type” in the EBNF window respectively.
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m C ode G e n e r a to r □ 122.22221 
? Q  Parameter 

9  [ ^ ]  Name

Qqi 
9 (Rvalue

Qi
9  □  Input 

9 [ 3  Name

D in
9  r i Value

9  □  Parameter 

9  Q  Name

D  LABEL 

y r ° l  Value

Q  'public:'

9  □  port-decl 
9  optionO

9  C3  sim ple-port-decl 
9 □  simple-port-type

D 'scJn'
D̂ [ ,

_ D  [data-t/pe
*Qv

port-name

Dv
9  optlonl

9  £ 3  com -port-ded 

D  'sc_port'

9 □  inten'ace-name

D 'sc_s inga l_ in_ if

D i
Dv________

Open XML File Open EBNF File Open Existing Data Generate Code

Figure C-4: Define the port-name and data-type

11. As shown in Figure C-5, to define the port-type double click the “s c jn ” field. 
The system will gather the various possible port-types from the EBNF 
definition and present it as a drop down combo box. The user just needs to 
select the desired type. In this example, “sc_out” will be used to define the 
port-type as an output port.

-lai *i
D 122.22221

9  Q  Param eter 

9 r~3 Nam e

Dai
9 r i  Value

D 1
9  □  Input 

9  □  Name

D'N
9 r e v a lu e

Do9 aid
D in-a

9 QType
D bool

9  Q  Param eter 

9  r i  Nam e 

D l a b e l  

» r i  Value

D  'public:'

9  Q  port-decl 

9  [ 3  optionO
9  Q  sim ple-port-decl 

9  □  sim ple-port-type

D
Dv 
D dat •
D '

'sc_in '|

s c j n  

‘s c _ o u t' 

■sc_clock" 

D Por ’s c _ s in g a r

IH TTTT

Dv
9  [ 3  option l

9  com-port-decl 

D  'sc_port'

Dv
9  [ 3  interface-name 

D 'sc_s inga l_ in_ if

 Dj___________

Open XML File Open EBNF File Open Existing Data Generate Code

Figure C-5: Define port-type

12. Repeat the above step for user to define the functions and data types.

13.As shown in Figure C-6, when all the user defined fields are linked, the 
EBNF is ready to be used. The user may click the “Generate Code” button 
to generate the target source code. In this example, the target source code 
is SystemC.
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C ode G e n e r a t o r

9 System 

9 r i  Name

Q  SL_CIRCUIT 

9 £ 3  C om m ent

Q  System Configuration 

9 Identification 

9 □  Standard

□  61499-1 

9 r i Versionlnfo

9  □  Organization

Q  Rockwell Automation 

9 r i  Version

□  0.3 

9  r i  Author

□  JHC 

9 □  Date

□  2003-12-05 

9 £ 3  Rem arks

□  Renam ed from  NEWSYSTEM.

H  9 sc-start 

•S|i 9 [ 3  pre-def

Di
□  W n d e f

□  def-name

□  lfdefine '

□  def-name

Qi
9 import

□  ^ inc lude '

□ '"
□  m odule-nam e

D 'h'"
9 □  decl-begin

Q  'S C J flO D U lF

DT
□  m odule-nam e

Dr
nv

^ in c lu d e " systemc ,h“ 

in c lu d e “ FB_NOT.h" 

in c lu d e  * IN_BOOL h" 

in c lu d e " OUT_BOOL ,h" 

ifir ic lu d e " FB_AND .h” 

SC_MODULE ( SL_CIRCUIT) { 

public:

IN _B O O L* sw itch_3 : 

IN _BO O L* sw itch_2 ; 

OUT_BOOL *  l i g h t j  ; 

OUT_BOOL *  light_2 ;

FB_AND *  A N D ;

FB_N O T* N O T ; 

sc_singal « b o o l» s ig3 ; 

sc_singal < bool > sigO ; 

sc_singal *  bool > s ig 4 ; 

sc_singal < bool > sig1 ; 

s c jn  < bool > in _ b ; 

s c jn  < bool > in_a ; 

sc ou t<  bool > out b ;

Open XML File Open EBNF File Open Existing Data Generate Code

Figure C-6 : Generate the SystemC code

Once the EBNF is modified with the user defined fields, the same EBNF can be 
used for other function block files. The user is only required to modify the EBNF 
when there are new user defined fields. The same EBNF will be stored in a 
repository and can be reused repeatedly.
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Fax (65} 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Klah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Tochn&'ogy fSlMTodil

[The Next Generation of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function!
Feedback F o r m ^ H I H H ^ ^ H f l r i

Thank you far amending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time In completing the feedback form.

About You: for Attach Name Card Hero)

Name:
Email: ______________________________
Designation:____________________________________________
Department/Section:__________________
Company Name: .
Contact No._____________________________________________
Company Address: _____________________________

(1) Please specify the Industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□  Biomedical

□ Electronics 
'̂'Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marine a Offshore
□ Precision Engineering 
D Semiconductor
□ Transport & logistics
□ Others (Please specify)______________________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one)?
P Component and Sub-Assembly 
P Contract Manufacturing 
P Logistics Providers 
P Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
P Material and Technology Suppliers 
POEM
EPFroduet and Service Providers 
P Product Manufacturing 
P Solution Providers
□ Tool & Die
□ Olhors (Please specify)______________________________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work I study?
□ Mechanical Engineering 
d̂iectrica! Engineering
□ Computer Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business / Marketing f Arts
□ Others (Please specify)_____________________

IsiMTech
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Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 4
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 3 4

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 3 4
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 4
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 3 4 ©
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 3 4
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3 4<3>
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 3 4 &
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 4CP
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 3 4&

(7) Are you interested to receive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? P'Yes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? jpĵes □ No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? £rfes □ No

(10) Other Comments:_____________________________________________________________

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to: .

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

9 SIMTech
A *  STAR
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B SIMTech
k*%  T f *   —

I
F ax  (65) 87916377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok 

Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SlMTesh)
fnteNex̂eneration of Automation Control StandardlEC61499 Functionj 
■■■■■■■■Block Seminar Feedback 

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
Interests. Thank you for your lime in completing the feedback form.

About You: for Attach Name Card Here!

Name: ______________________________
Email: ______________________________
Designation: ______________________________
Depart mcnt/Scction: ______________________________
Company Name: ...................................................
Contact No. _______________________________
Company Address: ________________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical
□ Electronics
□ Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marino & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering
□ Semiconductor
O Transport & Logistics
Others (Please specify) ,__________̂_________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company's business (you may tick more than one)?
□ Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
i£flMaintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
□ Product and Service Providers
□ Product Manufacturing
□ Solution Providers
□ Tod & Die
□ Others (Please specify) ______________________________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work I study?
□ Mechanical Engineering 
ĵT Electrical Engineering
□ Computer Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business I Marketing I Arts
O Others (Please specify)
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Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1*5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

1  SIMTech
A * S T A R

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 <9 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 12 3/^5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 8 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 0 5
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 4 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 30 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 & 4 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 3 (? 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 0 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
wiil allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 f) 4 5

(7) Are you interested torocelve news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? Yes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? □ Yes □ No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? ̂pfVes

(10) Other Comments:___________________________________

□ No

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.so or Fax to (65) 6791-6377
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1  SIMTechAlST** -------------------
11 he Next veneration of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function) 
kHHH|j|BloCk Seminar

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok 
STm?aooralnstj1iJt^o^1anu^ctLjrinn^^^nolagyfStMT©ch)

Thank you for attending (he seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time In completing the feedback form.

About You: for Attach Name Card Hero)
Name: _______________________________
Email: _______________
Designation: _______________________________
Department/Section: _______________________________
Company Name: _______________________________
Contact No. ,  . . ■____________
Company Address: ______________________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical
□ Electronics
□ Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marine & Offshore
O Precision Engineering
□ Semiconductor
□ Transport & Logistics
Others (Please specify) d \ f t ________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one)?
O Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing 
O Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair end Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
□ Product and Service Providers
□ Product Manufacturing
ÎSolution Providers
□ Tool & Die
□ OLhcrs (Please specify)

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work / study?
tP'Mechanieal Engineering 
^̂Electrlcal Engineering 
y£fComputer Engineering

Business / MSfketingTAtts
□ Others (Please specify*)
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Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

3  SIMTech
A *  STAR

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 ® 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 3 (T| 5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 3 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 4 f t
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 3 4
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 3 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3 4
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 3 4
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 4 %
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 3 4 0

•JA

(7) Are you interested toceceive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? WYes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about

IEC 61499 Technologies? □ Yes No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? (̂Yes □ No

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377
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8  SIMTech Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

9

|Tho Next Generation of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function) 
Seminar Feedback FormHHHHMH 

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback In sharing your suggestions, and 
interests. Thank you for your time in completing the feedback form.

About You: for Attach Name Card Here)
Name: ■__________________________
Email: ______________________________
Designation:   '
Department/Section: ______________________________
Company Name: ______________________________
Contact No. , ... _ _____________________
Company Address: ......... ....................

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical 

/U Electronics
□ Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marine & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering 
□̂̂Semiconductor
□ Transport & Logistics
□  Others (P lease specify)_________ __________________________________________________ ________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one)?
□ Component and SulWtssembiy
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
□ Product and Service Providers 
Q̂'Product Manufacturing
□ Solution Providers
□ Tool & Die
□ Others (Please specify)...............................................................................................................

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work I study?
□ Mechanical Engineering
□̂̂lectrical Engineering 

^̂EfComputsr Engineering 
□ Computer Science 
-̂EfBusiness / Marketing i Arts
□ Others (Please specify) _
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Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1*5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

1  SIMTech
A * S T A R

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 © 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 © 3 4 5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 © 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 5
1 will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 % 4 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 D 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2

\y

3 © 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 t? 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2o 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 4 5

(7) Are you interested to receive news, events and training rela 
Technologies? ,EfYes □ No

Ing to IEC 61499

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? □ Yes Jr H o

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company?

(10) Other Comments:___________________________________

□ No

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.so or Fax to (65) 6791-6377
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S  SIMTech Fax (65) 6791 63?7 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTssh)

|The Next Generation of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function] 
Seminar

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time in completing the feedback farm.

About You: for Attach Name Card Here)
Name:__________________________________________________
Email:  •'
Designation:____________________________________________
DepartmentfSection:______________________________________
Company Name:  ;_______________
Contact No,      „
Company Address:

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace 
B" Biomedical 
S- Electronic?
□ Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products 

- □ Marine & Offshore
fi Precision Engineering
□ Semiconductor
□ Transport & Logistics
□ -Others (Please specify),_______________________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick moro than one)?
□ Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM

* P Product end Service Providers
□ Product Manufacturing 
P Solution Providers
□ Tool A Die
Bothers (Please specify) ft UtMvurnfrf____________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What Is your area of specialty for work / study? 
13-Mechanical Engineering 
BTitectrica! Engineering 
□'Computer Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business I Marketing / Arts
□ Others (Ptease specify)______________________

I
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3SIMTech Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 4 5"
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 3 4 5̂

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 3 4 5̂
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 4 5̂
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 3 4 5̂
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 3 4/  5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3 4 5̂
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 3 4 5̂
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 4 5̂
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 3 4 5̂

(7) Are you interested to receive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? Sres □ No.

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? B-Yes □ No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? EfYes □ No

(10) Other Comments: < x v c a  ■ to unvlt Pry . •

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377
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i  SIMTech Fax (65) 6701 $377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests, Thank you for your time in completing the feedback form.

About You: for Attach Name Card Here)
Name:_______________________■__________________________
Email:   ■
Designation:____________________________________________
Department/Section:______________________________________
Company Name:__________________________________________
Contact No. . ___________________
Company Address: . ____________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□  Aerospace
□ Biomedical
□  Electronics

□  Engineering Services
□  Food & Healthcare Products 

O  Marine & Offshore
□  Precision Engineering
□  Semiconductor

□  Transport &  Logistics

^ ^ 0 ' Others (Please specify) ^  .______________________________ _____

(2) Which category best describes your company's business (you may tick more than one)?
□  Component and Sub-Assembly

□  Contract Manufacturing

□  Logistics Providers

□  Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul

□  Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
□  Product and Service Providers 

P  Product Manufacturing
P  Solution Providers

P  T o d  &  Die j  i  .

• J Z f  Others (Please specify)__________ ^ ^  "__________ _____________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work / study?
□ Mechanical Engineering 
êfEtectrica! Engineering
P Computer Engineering 
P Computer Science
□  Business /  Marketing I  Arts

□ ©liters (Please specify)_____________________
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Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 (Q) 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand

IDC
O

CM

T—

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 $ 415
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2$ 4 5
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 4 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 & 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 ( y 4 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 C3) 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 $ 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 / 3) 4 5

(7) Are you interested to receive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? □ Yes

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about

IEC 61499 Technologies? □ Yes

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? ̂ Yes □ No

(10) Other Comments:

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

8 SIMTech
A * S T A R
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[TĥJexKSeneratton of Automation Control StandardlÊ6149̂unctionj 
■HHHHHHMIiBlock Seminar Feedback FormHHHflHflflHHl 

SIMTech Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute cf Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback In sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time in completing the feedback form.

About You: (or Attach Name Card Here)
Name: ______________________________
Email: _______________________________
Designation: ______________________________
Department/Section: . ____________
Company Name: ,________________________
Contact No._____________________ :___________
Company Address: _______________________________

(1) Please specify the Industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical
□ Electronics
□ Engineering Services
□  Food & Healthcare Products

□ Marine & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering
□ Semiconductor
□ Transport ft Logistics
Others (Please specify)______________________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one)?
Q Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□  Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
□  Product and Service Providers

□ Product Manufacturing
□ Solution Providers
□  T c a l&  Die

Mothers (Please specify) ~gpw ______________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?
Vr<________________ '_______________ ■

(4) What is your area of specialty for work / study?
□ Mechanical Engineering
□ Electrical Engineering
□ Computer. Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business I Marketing I Arts
J3"Others (Please specify) ______________________________________
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 (D 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 (3) 4 5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 3<3>5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 f t 5
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 3 O 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 (5) 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3 G> 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 3 (b 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 3 O 5

(7) Are you interested to receive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? *0Ves □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about ' 
IEC 61499 Technologies? □ Yes ^ (io

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? n y is □ No

(10) Other Comments:

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

S SIMTech
A * S T A R
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr, Goh Klah Mok
Singapore institute of Manufacturing Technology fSIMTech)

|The Next Generation of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function!
Seminar Feedback FormHHHHHHHHH

Thank you for attending the seminar. W e  appreciate your feedback In sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your lim e in completing the feedback form.

About You: (or Attach Name Card Horo)
Name: .
Email:_________________________________________________
Designation:_________________________________________________________
Department/Section:_____________________________________
Company Name:_________________________________________
Contact No,______________________________________________
Company Address:______________________________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□  Aerospace

□  Biomedical

□  Efectrcmics
q  Engineering Services

□  Food & Healthcare Products

□  Marine & Offshore
□  Precision Engineering

□  Semiconductor
□  Transport & Logistics

□  Others (Please specify)______________________________________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company's business (you may tick more than one)?
□  Component and Sub*Assemb!y
□  Contract Manufacturing

□  Logistics Providers
□  Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□  Material and Technology Suppliers

□  O EM
0 'P roduct and Service Providers

□  Product Manufacturing

□  Solution Providers

□  Tool & Die

□  Others (Please specify)______________________________________________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

 3  7 ^ ____________________ :_____________ _

(4) What is your area of specialty for v/ork I study?
□  Mechanical Engineering 

S'E lectrical Engineering

□  Computer Engineering

□  Computer Science

□  Business /  Marketing /  Arts

O  Others (Please specify) ________________________________________________________________

isiMTech
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Klah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the 1EC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

9 SIMTech
A * S T A R

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 © -4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 ( 2) 3 4 5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 3 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 (2) 3 4 5
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 & 4 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 © 3 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 g 3 4 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 © 3 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development

1 d
3 4 5

IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system

w

1 fo 3 4 5

(7) Are you interested to receive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? Q/Yes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up witha-Visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? D\>Yss □ No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? □ ̂

(10) Other Comments:____________________________

□ No

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

mailto:kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa


Appendix D

Fax (65) 67916377 <o: Mr. Goh Klah Mok
Singapore Institute cf Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

IThoNoxtGeneration of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function]

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you far yaur time in completing the feedback form.

About You: (or Attach Name Card Here)
Name: ______________________________
Em ail:   ,
Designation: ______________________________
Department/Section:  ,
Company Name: ______________________________
Contact No. _ ...........................
Company Address:  ___

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□  Aerospace
□  Biomedical
□ Electronics
□ Engineering Services
□  Food &  Hcattlicaro Products

□ Marine & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering 
O Semiconductor
□ Transport & Logistics
O Others (PJease specify) *■??(;    .

(2) Which category best describes your company's business (you may tick more than one)?
□ Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
O Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
□ Product and Service Providers
□  Product Manufacturing

□  Solution Providers

□ Tod & Die
□  Others (Please specify)

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

B SIMTech

(4) What is your area of specialty for work / study?
□ Mechanical Engineering
□ Electrical Engineering
□ Computer Engineering
□  Computer Science

□  Business /  Marketing /  Arts

□ Others (Please specify)__
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 8377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1*5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 4 ®
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 3 (§) 5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 3 4©
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 (D 5
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 3 4
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 3 46
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3 4 ft
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 3 4 'W
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 4 ©
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 3 & 5

(7) Are you interested to receive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? <tflVes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about

IEC 61499 Technologies? */CfYes □ No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? □ Yes □ No

(10) Other Comments:_____________________________________________________________

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

3  SIMTech
A *  STAR
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Appendix D

9 SIMTech
A *  ST,

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

[The Next Generation of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function! 

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time in completing the feedback form.

About You: (or Attach Name Card Here)

Name:______________________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________
Designation:________________________________________________
Department/Section:_________________________________________
Company Name:  '
Contact No._________________________________________________
Company Address:_________________________________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical
□ Electronics 
,\0̂Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marine & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering 
vEl' Semiconductor
□ Transport & Logistics
□ Others (Please specify)___________________________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one)?
□ Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
$Product and Service Providers
□ Product Manufacturing 
vEfSolution Providers
□ Tool & Die
□ Others (Please specify)___________________________________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work I study?
□ Mechanical Engineering 
vH'Electrical Engineering 
lETfcomputer Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business / Marketing / Arts
□ Others (Please specify)_______________________
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 §  5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 12 3/95

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 3 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 A 5
1 will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 & 4 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 -3? 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3 e 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 & 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 4 5

(7) Are you interested toreceive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? ifd Yes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? □ Yes

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? □ No

(10) Other Comments:_____________________________________________________________

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

3  SIMTech
A *  ST All
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

|The Next Generation of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function] 
■ ■ ■ ^ ■ ^ ■ ■ B l o c k  Seminar

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time in completing the feedback form.

About You: (or Attach Name Card Here)

Name: _________________________________
Email: _________________________________
Designation: _________________________________
Department/Section: _________________________________
Company Name: ________________________________
Contact No. _________________________________
Company Address: _________________________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical 
Electronics

□ Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marine & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering
□ Semiconductor
□ Transport & Logistics
□ Others (Please specify)___________________________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one)?
□ Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
P̂roduct and Service Providers
□ Product Manufacturing
□ Solution Providers
□ Tool & Die
□ Others (Please specify)___________________________________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?
A/. A -

8  SIMTech
A *  S --------

(4) What is your area of specialty for work I study?
□ Mechanical Engineering
□ Electrical Engineering
□ Computer Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business / Marketing / Arts . .
□ Others (Please specify) /r\<̂urvm __________
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

9 SIMTech
A *  STAR

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 S3 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 3 4 (5)

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 3 4
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 4Q
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 3 4G)
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 3 4(D
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3O) 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 3 4 (L
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 4C
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 3 4 £

(7) Are you Interested to receive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? Ŷes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? □ No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company?

(10) Other Comments:____________________________

□ No

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.so or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

mailto:kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.so


Appendix D

8  SIMTech Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time in completing the feedback form.

About You: (or Attach Name Card Here)

Name: _________________________________
Email: _________________________________
Designation: _________________________________
Department/Section: _________________________________
Company Name: ________________________________
Contact No._________________________________________________
Company Address: _________________________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical
□ Electronics
O Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marine & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering
□ Semiconductor
□ Transport & Logistics
□ Others (Please specify)___________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one)?
□ Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
□ Product and Service Providers
□ Product Manufacturing
□ Solution Providers
□ Tool & Die
□ Others (Please specify)__________________________________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work / study?
□ Mechanical Engineering
□ Electrical Engineering
□ Computer Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business / Marketing / Arts
□ Others (Please specify)_______________________
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1*5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 12 3 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 3 5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 <*> 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 f t 5
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 (?) 4 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 4 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 & 4 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
\and development framework 1 2 3 (9 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 3 ft) 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 & 4 5

(7) Are you interested to redeive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? lEYes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 

IEC 61499 Technologies? □ Yes CTno

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? u Yes □ No

(10) Other Comments: v  1________________________________

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.so or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

H  SIMTech
A *  STAR
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Appendix D

9  SIMTech
A *  ST.

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

|The Next Generation of Automation Control Standard IEC 61499 Function! 
H ^ H H H H H B I o c k  Seminar

Thank you for attending the seminar. We appreciate your feedback in sharing your suggestions and 
interests. Thank you for your time in completing the feedback form.

About You: (or Attach Name Card Here)

Name: _________________________________
Email: ________________________________
Designation: _________________________________
Department/Section: _________________________________
Company Name:  ;__
Contact No. _________________________________
Company Address: _________________________________

(1) Please specify the industrial sector to which your company belongs to:
□ Aerospace
□ Biomedical
□ Electronics
$  Engineering Services
□ Food & Healthcare Products
□ Marine & Offshore
□ Precision Engineering 
•J2' Semiconductor
□ Transports Logistics
□ Others (Please specify)___________________________________________________________

(2) Which category best describes your company’s business (you may tick more than one}?
□ Component and Sub-Assembly
□ Contract Manufacturing
□ Logistics Providers
□ Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
□ Material and Technology Suppliers
□ OEM
P̂roduct and Service Providers
□ Product Manufacturing 
Cf Solution Providers
□ Tool & Die
□ Others (Please specify)___________________________________________________________

(3) How long did you practice software development on a professional level?

(4) What is your area of specialty for work I study?
□ Mechanical Engineering 
□̂Electrical Engineering
i/Computer Engineering
□ Computer Science
□ Business / Marketing / Arts
□ Others (Please specify)__
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Appendix D

Fax (65) 6791 6377 to: Mr. Goh Kiah Mok 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The purpose of these two lists with level of ranking are to receive the feedback for the 
usefulness of the IEC 61499 Function Block Standard and development framework such as 
development tools, methodologies and concept. (Please circle the numbers between 1-5,1 
being Strongly Disagree & 5 being Strongly Agree)

(5) Ease of use

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to use 1 2 3 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is easy to understand 1 2 3 5

(6) Usefulness

Rank levels
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework may helps me in my current or future course 
of work 1 2 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and the development 
framework is versatile for current or future needs 1 2 3 A 5
I will recommend IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework to my organisation, colleagues 
and friends 1 2 3 P 5
I will use the IEC 61499 function block and the 
development framework if I need to do programming 1 2 3 0 5
It is easy to implement changes or modify using IEC 
61499 function block 1 2 3 4 5
There are a lot of potential for IEC 61499 function block 
and development framework 1 2 a 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will help to simplify application development 1 2 $ 4 5
IEC 61499 function block and development framework 
will allow more stakeholders to participate in design of 
the application or system 1 2 P 4 5

(7) Are you interested toreceive news, events and training relating to IEC 61499 
Technologies? "O Yes □ No

(8) Would you like us to follow up with a visit to your company to explain more details about 
IEC 61499 Technologies? ,p/9es □ No

(9) Do you find this event beneficial to your company? □ Yes □ No

(10) Other Comments:

Thank you for your invaluable feedback. Please return the completed feedback form directly to:

Mr. Goh Kiah Mok kmaoh@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sa or Fax to (65) 6791-6377

9 SIMTech
A * S T A R
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